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Abstract  

Context: Business process modeling has proven to be beneficial for both enterprise 

management and software development. As a consequence of this relevance, reverse 

engineering techniques have appeared for retrieving business process models when 

these do not exist or are outdated (i.e., from existing information system). 

Unfortunately, such retrieved business process models may contain quality faults like a 

lack of completeness, non-relevant elements, ambiguity, among other. These quality 

faults decrease the understandability and modifiability level of these models. In order to 

deal with these faults, refactoring has been wide-used in combination with reverse 

engineering techniques, which modify the internal structure of business process models 

while semantic is preserved. However, additional knowledge sources are also needed to 

enrich the semantic of retrieved business process models since the business knowledge 

is distributed along several sources.  

Objective: Despite the fact there are several studies focused on business process model 

refactoring, there are no refactoring operators specially designed for those that are 

retrieved by reverse engineering and undergo the mentioned quality faults. The goal of 

this Thesis is therefore to provide a refactoring framework to fix these quality faults and 

thus achieving business process models more accurate, understandable and modifiable. 

Method: The research proposal, IBUPROFEN, is a framework to improve and refactor 

business process models retrieved from information systems. IBUPROFEN provides a 

set of refactoring operators to cope with quality defects of these models. Moreover, 

IBUPROFEN supplies the best combination of refactoring operators to attain the 

greatest gain on understandability and modifiability depending of some features of 

business process models. Additionally, IBUPROFEN proposes a semantic enrichment 

technique that combines business process models and alternative sources like event logs 

from which to extract additional knowledge as for example non-retrieved connections 

between business elements. 

Result: IBUPROFEN, together with its supporting tool, proved to be suitable to 

increase the understandability and modifiability of business process models. This result 

was obtained through the conduction of various case studies. 

Conclusion: Refactored business process models were proved to be more 

understandable and modifiable than retrieved ones. Moreover, IBUPROFEN is less 

time-consuming than a manual refactoring of business process models. As a result, 

IBUPROFEN provides to engineers with a mechanism for enhancing business process 

models obtained from existing information systems by reverse engineering. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 

his chapter presents the introduction of the PhD dissertation. In this chapter will 

be introduced the motivation, research hypotheses and objectives of the PhD 

Thesis, as well as the research methods used along the PhD Thesis. Moreover, a 

brief summary of the PhD Thesis is also showed with the aim to understand the rest of 

the document. 
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1.1 Background and motivation 

Most organizations seek to acquire competitive advantages that allow them to 

outperform their competitors. In pursuit of this competitive advantage, the business 

processes are recognized as one of the most profitable and strategic assets for 

organizations. An appropriate business process management enables organizations to 

become more efficient, effective and agile to changes than organizations that ignore 

business process management [1]. Business processes depict the sequences of business 

activities that an organization carries out, together with the roles and resources involved 

in such activities, to reach its business goals [2]. 

Apart from the competitive advantage, business processes are also beneficial from a 

software engineering viewpoint. Business processes are very useful for capturing and 

analyzing requirements in early phases of the software development life cycle. This is 

because business processes allow developers to know and understand which tasks are 

being carried out in the organization, by whom and with which resources. In addition, 

business process may give support to the maintenance and evolution phase due to these 

offer high-level representations of enterprise information systems whose understanding 

is more efficient and less error-prone [1]. 

In order to manage business processes, and consequently obtain the mentioned benefits, 

business processes are often represented and persisted as business process models 

following standard notations such as BPMN (Business Process Modeling and Notation) 

[3]. BPMN, which is de facto standard, is in turn on of the most used and advantageous 

notation for representing business process models since BPMN is fairly easy to read and 

draw without formal training and is therefore a good choice to improve communications 

between customers, clients, executives, managers, solution architects, and other non-

technical stakeholders. BPMN additionally provides rich abstractions to manage size 

and complexity; it also helps in detecting errors and omissions early in system 

development life cycle and so on. 

Apart from the representation of business process models as an essential pre-requisite, 

companies are increasingly worried about the quality of business process models in 

terms of accurateness, completeness and integrity among other. Quality faults prevent 

companies to appropriately manage their business processes since low-quality business 

process models could be poorly understandable and modifiable among other problems. 

Both, understandability and modifiability, have been considered as the most influential 

quality features on the final perceived quality of business process models [4, 5]. Both 

are included in the international standard for the quality of software products ISO/IEC 

25010 [6]. Understandability represents the degree to which users recognize whether the 

product is appropriate for their needs, while modifiability represents the degree to which 
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a business process model is effectively and efficiently modified without introducing 

defects or degrading performance. 

Regrettably, business process models may not exist explicitly in the organization; or if 

business process models were ever represented, these may be outdated and misaligned 

with regards to the actual, daily operation of the organization. Sometimes, in these two 

scenarios, business experts could manually redesign business process models from 

scratch. However, this endeavor is time-consuming and error-prone. Alternatively, 

reverse engineering techniques can be used in such scenarios as a mechanism to obtain 

the underlying business process models from the organization’s information systems 

[7]. Reverse engineering analyzes a system and creates a higher abstraction level 

representation thereof. Thus, business process models can be used as high-level 

representations of the organization performing [8]. The use of reverse engineering 

provides more technical business process models and less time consuming than manual 

modeling from scratch. Business process models retrieved by reverse engineering are, in 

contrast, prone to contain certain quality faults related to the ordinary semantic loss of 

revere engineering techniques as a consequence of the increase of the abstraction level. 

Figure 1 shows at the top, as an example, a retrieve business process model according 

BPMN with some of these quality faults. For example, the model contains non-relevant 

elements like an isolated task (a) and an unnecessary nesting (gateway) between two 

tasks (c). Task SetFees was retrieved from the information system but it is unconnected 

with the rest of the elements of the business process models and therefore it does not 

take part in the business process. The gateway, which is represented as a diamond in 

BPMN notation and it is used as a decision node when there is more than one 

alternative path, was retrieved erroneously since it is not needed when there is only one 

possible path. Moreover, the business process model of the example presents missing 

elements such as decision nodes in incoming and outgoing branches (b), or the end 

event (e). When there are several branches as performing task SearchAuthors or task 

ImportAuthors, gateways are recommended to be used to choose which of the tasks will 

be performed. End event, in turn, has not been retrieved in the example since the 

information systems did not have provided such information. Another quality fault 

comes about when two different pieces of code build two inconsistent paths in the 

business process model (d). The example shows the performing of SubmitChanges 

immediately after PrintAuthors. However, the model also shows that SubmitChanges 

waits for an intermediate event to be carried out. Both paths are inconsistent since they 

represent different behaviors.  

In an effort to deal with this kind of quality problems in business process models, 

several cutting-edge techniques have been designed in recent years. Techniques like 

merging, mining, refactoring, re-use, among others are been used by authors in literature 

[9]. Refactoring, in particular, has become one of the most widely-used techniques to 
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improve the quality degree of business process models. Refactoring techniques change 

the internal structure of business process models while their external semantics is 

maintained. Each refactoring operator is devoted to replace some fragments with 

equivalent ones. Thus, several refactoring operators have been proposed in the literature 

[10-13], which attempt first to recognize refactoring opportunities and then to apply 

different transformation. Despite the fact that several refactoring operators have been 

proposed, there exist some open issues (OI) that should be addressed (see Table 1).  

 Table 1. Identified open issues in business process model refactoring 

ID  Description 

OI1 
Lack of refactoring operators specially developed for business process models 

retrieved by reverse engineering, which specially address their quality faults 

OI2 Lack of mechanism to figure out the best combination of refactoring operators 

OI3 
Lack of mechanism to enrich the semantic of business process models by considering 

alternative sources from which to mine additional knowledge 

Firstly, the lack of definition of refactoring operators for retrieved business process 

models to cope with the above problems (cf. Section 1.1.1). Secondly, the lack of a 

mechanism to choice the ordered set of refactoring operators for a specific model (cf. 

Section 1.1.2). Finally, the lack of a mechanism for enriching and completing the 

semantic of such models is a problem to be solved in this Thesis in order to give support 

to the refactoring in order to enhance them (cf. Section 1.1.3). 

1.1.1 Refactoring operators for retrieved BPM 

The first open issue lies in the fact that there are no refactoring techniques specially 

developed for business process models retrieved by reverse engineering, which 

specially address the mentioned related problems (e.g., missing elements, mining of 

non-relevant elements, etc.). 

Continuing with the example, Figure 1 gives in the bottom certain candidate refactoring 

operators to fix quality fault presented at the top. Problem (a) is fixed by removing such 

isolated node while the semantic of the business process model does not change (a’). 

Problem (b) is fixed by adding decision nodes (gateways) in branches in order to choose 

only one task to be performed (b’). Problem (c) is addressed by removing the 

unnecessary gateway and adding a sequence flow in its place (c’). Inconsistent paths (d) 

are fixed by maintaining only the most restrictive path (d’). The path containing the 

intermediate event is considered more restrictive than a direct sequence flow. Finally, 

problem (e) is solved by adding the missing end event and creating the connection 

between the last task to be performed (SubmitChanges) and the new end event. 
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Figure 1. Before and after refactoring 

1.1.2 Best combination 

Together with the absence of refactoring techniques specially designed for reversed 

business process models, the second open issue of the current business process 

refactoring methods proposed in the literature is the lack of mechanism to figure out the 

best combination of refactoring operators and the order of application. That is, the 

combination that ensures the highest quality gain in terms of, for example, 

understandability and modifiability of business process models. Hence, most current 

techniques arbitrarily apply sets of refactoring operators with a pre-defined order of 

application. 

1.1.3 Enriching the semantic  

Although refactoring leads to cope with quality problems, semantics of retrieved 

business process models could be enriched by considering alternative sources from 

which to mine additional knowledge, helping them better reflect reality [14]. The third 

open issue attempts to determine tangible and intangible sources to extract further 

information about tasks carried out in the organization. Thus, missing connections and 

elements can be inferred and incorporated into the business process model, making it 

more complete and accurate than the previous one. Besides, expert opinion and 

feedback is needed because not all problems could be solved automatically without 

(b) Missing gateways in incoming 

and outgoing branches

(a) Isolated task

(c) Unnecessary nesting

(e) Missing end event

(d) Inconsistent paths

(b’) Add gateways in branches

(a’) Remove isolated node

(c’) Remove unnecessary nesting

(e’) Add end event

(d’) Maintain the more 

restrictive path
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human intrusion. There are intangible sources to extract further information about tasks 

carried out in the organization.  

1.2 Hypothesis and objectives 

Bearing in mind the open issues mentioned in  Table 1, this PhD Thesis attempts to 

address them in the field of business process refactoring. Hence, the main research 

hypothesis consists of the assumption that a new refactoring framework could be built 

by addressing the aforementioned issues. 

HYPOTHESIS 

It is feasible to construct a refactoring framework to address quality defects of business 

process models retrieved by reverse engineering making these models more accurate, 

understandable and modifiable.  

Taking into account the hypothesis, the objective of this Thesis is: 

OBJECTIVE 

To construct a refactoring framework to fix quality defects of business process models 

retrieved by reverse engineering with the aim of achieving business process models 

more accurate, understandable and modifiable. 

Owing to its objective, this PhD Thesis is entitled IBUPROFEN as a pseudo-

abbreviation of “Improvement and BUsiness Process Refactoring OF Embedded 

Noise”. The achievement of this objective will be based on the accomplishment of the 

following partial objectives (see Figure 2): 

O1: To carry out an in-depth study of the business process model refactoring and 

improvement field in the context of business process models obtained by means of 

reverse engineering techniques. This will provide the state-of-the-art of this 

Thesis. 

O2: To carry out a literature review and a study of several business process models 

retrieved by reverse engineering from several industrial information systems with 

the aim to discover common problems that have a negative effect on quality 

degree of business process models. The achievement of this objective is critical to 

fix the lack of identification of quality faults in these business process models. 
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Figure 2. Objective of the PhD Thesis with its partial Objectives (O) 

O3:  To define a set of refactoring operators especially designed for use on business 

process models retrieved by means reverse engineering in an effort to address the 

quality problems identified in O2. The achievement of this objective is critical to 

fix the lack of existing refactoring operators specially designed for reversed 

business process models (see OI1 in  Table 1). 

O4:  To establish a mechanism to choose the optimal subset of refactoring operators as 

well as the order of application of each one. That is, the subset of refactoring 

operators that provides the highest quality gain. This objective attempts to fix the 

tack of mechanism to figure out the best combination of refactoring operators (see 

OI2 in Table 1). 

O5:  To establish a mechanism for the evaluation of the understandability and 

modifiability of business process models. This evaluation will be carry out by 

means of a set of well-proven measures devote to evaluate these quality features. 

This mechanism makes it possible to calculate the quality gain obtained after 

applying each refactoring operator in terms of these measures. 
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O6: To define a mechanism for enriching the semantic of business process models 

making use of additional knowledge sources such as recorded event during the 

information system execution, manual tasks provided by employees (like experts), 

guidelines proposed in the literature for modeling business processes, among 

others. This mechanism aims to add missing semantic to the business process 

models retrieved by reverse engineering so that such models faithfully reflect the 

actual execution. This objective tries to enrich the whole semantic of business 

process models (see OI3 in  Table 1). 

O7:  To develop a supporting tool able to instrument all the techniques and phases of 

the proposed framework. The IBUPROFEN tool helps to validate and refine the 

framework. 

O8:  To conduct case studies and experiments involving various real-life information 

systems in order to empirically validate the proposed framework using the 

supporting tool. 

1.3 Research methods 

Given the nature of goals and research topics, this research used mainly technical action 

research [15]. This research method has been introduced recently by Wieringa et al. as a 

variation on traditional action research, combining design science and action research. 

Hence, technical action research is a qualitative research method based on iterative 

efforts (action) in order to progressively increment a knowledge base (research). 

Additionally, quantitative research is also provided in this Thesis in an effort to provide 

the empirical validation to the each iteration implementation. Hence, quantitative 

research explains phenomena by collecting numerical data that are analyzed using 

mathematically based methods (in particular statistics). Research based on case studies 

and experiments are quantitative research methods used to validate the research 

proposal. Both are used to derivate conclusions: Case studies will analyze the gain on 

understandability, modifiability and accuracy using a set of measures while experiments 

will take into account the gain on these quality characteristics as perceived by human 

subjects (cf. Section 1.3.2 and Section 1.3.3). Both methods are used due to the 

arduousness task to assess these extrinsic quality characteristics only with intrinsic 

measures (such as size, separability or diameter of business process models).  

1.3.1 Technical Action Research 

Technical Action Research (TAR) is a research method introduced recently by Wieringa 

et al. as a variation on traditional action research introduced by Wood-Harper in 1985 

[16]. The main different between both is that TAR combines design science and action 
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research. Hence, TAR is intended to increase the relevance of artifacts just as other 

forms of action research aim to increase the relevance of knowledge.  

TAR is an iterative research methodology, as traditional action research, but it presents 

some differences in its cycle that are motivated by the design science paradigm. The 

TAR cycle consists of four phases as Figure 3 displays. Firstly, an improvement 

problem is investigated. Then, alternative treatment designs are generated and validated. 

After that, a design is selected and implemented. Finally, the experience with the 

selected implementation is assessed. 

 

Figure 3. Technical Action Research stages 

1) Problem Investigation. The first phase is devoted to identifying the stakeholders 

involved, along with their goals. This information is embodied in a list of criteria 

which represent the needs for improvement. The phenomena relevant for the 

improvement problem have to be analyzed carefully so that they can be assessed 

in terms of goal achievement. 

2) Treatment design. The second phase is aimed at designing one or more 

treatments, i.e., an artifact interacting with a problem context. (e.g., information 

systems, methods or techniques for developing, implementing, maintaining or 

using information systems, etc.). The interaction between an artifact and the 

problem context is the treatment that is expected to improve the context such as 

an organization (containing information systems), in accord with the stakeholder 

goals defined previously. In this phase, another important challenge is the 

definition of a problem that exists as a unique instance of a problem class at a 

particular place and time. The design scientist can study particular problems, 
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containing particular practitioners, artifacts and stakeholders, in order to learn 

something about a class of problems of similar structure. 

3) Design Validation. Having designed a treatment, the third phase validates the 

design before it is implemented. During the validation, there are two key 

questions regarding the stakeholders and their goals which are defined in the 

problem investigation phase:  

a. What will the effects of the artifact be in a certain problem context? (i.e., 

the expected effects). 

b. How well will those effects meet stakeholders’ goals? (i.e., the expected 

value). These questions could lead to more than one effect and may raise 

the possibility that only some stakeholder goals are met, or even that 

some of them are only partially fulfilled. As a result, two additional 

questions must take into account. 

c. How does the treatment perform compare to alternative treatments? (i.e., 

the trade-offs).  

d. Would the treatment still be effective and suitable if the problem 

changed? (i.e., sensitivity). 

4) Treatment Implementation and Evaluation. Finally, the selected design is 

implemented and transferred to the real environment. Once a treatment is being 

used in the real-world, the design should be evaluated by asking the same 

questions as previously. This validation may come to light in the problem 

investigation phase of a new iteration, since researchers may ask for phenomena 

such as the effects of an existing technology (the implementation under 

evaluation) in a context. The questions in both cases are the same, but the focus 

is different: in one case the focus is on problematic phenomena, while in the 

other it is on the effects of the technology design implemented. 

1.3.2 Case Studies 

A case study is a suitable method for software engineering research because it studies 

contemporary phenomena in its natural context. That method is used especially when 

the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident [17]. The case 

studies presented in this Thesis have been planned and conducted according to the well-

proven methodology proposed by Runeson et al. [18]. The steps methodology proposes 

are the following: 

1) Background. This stage identifies previous research on the subject topic in order 

to establish the main research questions being addressed by the case study.  

2) Design. This stage first identifies the object of the study (e.g., a new technique, 

feature, method, etc.) and the purpose of the study through the evaluation of 

certain properties (e.g., the effectiveness, efficiency, scalability, etc.). These 
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properties are evaluated through the definition of certain measures which are 

used as dependent variables. Finally, this stage establishes the independent 

variable of the study by answering the following questions: is the study a single-

case or a multiple-case? Is it an embedded (with various analysis units) or a 

holistic study?  

3) Case selection. This stage establishes criteria with which to select a suitable case 

under study.  

4) Case study procedure. This defines a plan with which to execute the case study 

by establishing execution steps, roles involved in each step, etc.  

5) Data collection. This identifies the data to be collected and defines a data 

collection plan with which to record all the relevant data generated during the 

study execution.  

6) Analysis and interpretation. This stage inspects all the collected data and 

identifies criteria with which to interpret the case study findings. Data analysis 

obtains the evidence chains needed to answer research questions.  

7) Validity evaluation. The validity of the results is assessed in order to verify that 

they are unbiased and valid for the whole population to which researchers wish 

to generalize the results. In addition to detecting threats to the validity, specific 

actions should be proposed to mitigate all the threats detected.  

1.3.3 Experiments 

An experiment is an orderly procedure to verify, refute, or establish the validity of a 

hypothesis. Experiments provide insight into cause-and-effect by demonstrating what 

outcome occurs when a particular factor is manipulated.  

The experiments presented in this PhD Thesis have been planned and conducted 

according to the well-proven methodology proposed by Jedlitschka et al. [19] for 

conducting and reporting empirical research in software engineering. The steps of this 

methodology are the followings: 

1) Introduction. This section states the problem, where the problem occurs and 

why its solution is important. Besides, the research objective is defined as well 

as the information necessary to understand the context of the experiment. 

2) Related work. This section describes the technology under investigation and 

alternative technologies. Moreover, related studies are discusses as well as the 

relevance to practice.  

3) Experiment planning. This section provides all the information needed to 

replicate the experiment. This section presents the goals, the experimental units, 

the experimental material and tasks, the hypotheses of the experiment, the 

variables, the experiment design, the procedure and the analysis procedure. 
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4) Execution. This section shows how the experimental procedure is really 

enacted.  

5) Analysis. This section presents the data set preparation, descriptive statistics and 

hypothesis testing. 

6) Discussion. This section explains the results of the experiment and its 

implications. Threats to validity are also discussed in this section. 

7) Conclusions and future work. This section provides a summary of the research 

and its results. Moreover, the description of impacts of the experiment is also 

presented. Finally, the section presents future steps to be taken. 

1.4 Context 

This section present the research group in which the author has developed her work as 

well as the research project which constitutes the context in which the PhD Thesis has 

been carried out. 

1.4.1 Research group 

The author of this PhD dissertation has developed her work as a member of the Alarcos 

Research Group at the Instituto de Tecnologías y Sistemas de la Informatión. The main 

goal of the Alarcos Research Group is the investigation about different issues related 

with the Quality of Information Systems, contributing to the improvement in the 

teaching of the Computer Science Studies and providing solutions to the software 

sector.  

The author joined the group in 2010 as a technician. In September 2011 the author 

started her PhD in the context of Alarcos Research Group. Her research lines include 

business process modeling, business process refactoring, business process mining and 

software modernization. 

1.4.2 Research projects 

The PhD Thesis has been developed in the context of five research projects. Table 2 

provides the name of each research project, a brief description, sponsors and duration. 

Figure 4, in turn, shows the timeline of the research projects that have supported this 

Thesis, starting later in the year 2011 and being completed at the ending of the year 

2015. 
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Table 2. Research projects 

Project Goal Sponsor(s) Duration 
(DD/MM/YYYY) 

ENGLOBAS 
ENtorno para el desarrollo 

GLOBAl del Software 

Junta de Comunidades de 

Castilla-La Mancha 

(Consejería de Educación y 

Ciencia) 

01/04/2009 

31/03/2012 

MAGO/ 

PEGASO 

Mejora Avanzada de Procesos 

Software Globales 

Ministerio de Economía y 

Competitividad. 

Fondo Europeo de Desarrollo 

Regional 

01/10/2009 

31/12/2012 

ARMONIAS 

Armonización e Integración de 

Modelos de Calidad y 

Seguridad 

Junta de Comunidades de 

Castilla-La Mancha 

01/04/2009 

31/12/2012 

GEODAS 

Gestión para el Desarrollo 

Global de Software mediante 

Ingeniería de Negocio y 

Entornos Avanzados de 

Colaboración 

Ministerio de Economía y 

Competitividad 

01/09/2012 

31/09/2015 

MOTERO 

MOdernización de sisTEmas 

heredados hacia líneas de 

pROducto 

Fondo Europeo de Desarrollo 

Regional. 

29/09/2014 

30/09/2016 

 

Figure 4. Timeline of each research project during PhD Thesis development 

1.5 Summary of the Thesis 

This section provides a brief summary of the Thesis. With the aim of achieving the 

research objective this PhD Thesis proposes IBUPROFEN (Improvement and BUsiness 

Process Refactoring OF Embedded Noise), a framework specially designed for 

refactoring business process models represented according BPMN notation and 

retrieved by reverse engineering from existing source code.  

For addressing the first objective (O1) a literature review was carried out at the 

beginning of the Thesis (cf. Section 2.2). Such literature review provides related works 

about refactoring techniques and states that any of these techniques attempted to fix 

problems of business process models retrieved by reverse engineering.  

2011 2012 2013 2014

PhD Thesis

ENGLOBAS

PEGASO/MAGO
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2015 2016
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Taking into account the insights obtained by the literature review, objective O2 is 

addressed by studying all the common problems that can be appear in business process 

models retrieved by reverse engineering (such as missing elements, mining of non-

relevant elements, etc.). 

In order to address these quality problems the IBUPROFEN framework is defined for 

improving and refactoring business process models mined by reverse engineering 

(objectives O3 to O6). IBUPROFEN is able to refactor retrieved business process 

models by dealing with their quality faults (cf. Section 1.5.1). Moreover, IBUPROFEN 

provides an auxiliary technique, apart from the refactoring one, to enrich the semantic 

of business process models in an effort to help them to be more accurate and complete 

(cf. Section 1.5.2).  

IBUPROFEN is implemented through a supporting tool, according to O7. Its 

implementation facilitates its application and adoption by the industry as well as its 

empirical validation. Thus, several case studies involving various real-life information 

systems are able to be conducted as well as experiments aimed at validating the 

proposed techniques. Both case studies and experiments involve five real-life 

information systems belong to diverse organizations: 

 AELG-MEMBERS: Real-life system used by the Association of Writers in 

Galician Language in Spain. AELG-Members is an author management system 

to support the registration, fee payments, among other of the mentioned 

organization. From a technological viewpoint, AELG-Members is a standalone 

Java application whose architecture follows the traditional structure in three 

layers [18]: (1) the domain layer supporting all the business entities and 

controllers; (2) the presentation layer dealing with the user interfaces; and (3) 

the persistency layer handling data access. The total size of the legacy system is 

23.3 KLOC (thousands of lines of code). 

 BANKING INFORMATION SYSTEM: Information system to generate 

account reports from all the bank accounts. From a technological point of view, 

the system is a Java-based information system with a database access that uses 

JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) and SQL (Structured Query Language). 

The total system size is 40.83 KLOC. 

 VILLASANTE-LAB: Information system belonging to a company devoted to 

the chemical analysis of water and waste water. Villansante-Lab manages 

information concerning chemical laboratories, customers and products, such as 

chemical analysis, chemical solutions and calibrations. This analysis supports a 

large number of physical, chemical and microbiological controls and the 

regulation of water quality. From a technological viewpoint, Villasante-Lab is a 

traditional web application whose architecture follows the structure in three 
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layers: (1) the domain layer uses the programming language Java; (2) the 

presentation uses the technology JSP (Java Server Pages); and the persistency 

layer is through SQL Server and JDBC-ODBC. The total size of the legacy 

system is 28.8 KLOC. 

 XCARE: Information system belonging to a mobile application of 9.9 KLOC 

intended for diabetes patients, which analyzes blood (through an external 

device) and suggests diet plans. 

 TABULA: Information system belonging to a web application of 33.3 KLOC 

devoted to creating, managing and simulating decision tables for associating 

conditions with domain-specific actions. 

The effect of refactoring on business process models is analyzed in case studies by 

using a set of intrinsic measures (such as size, separability, density and connectivity) for 

assessing the understandability and modifiability. However, experiment proposes a set 

of tasks devoted to understand and modify a sample of retrieved business process 

models and considers the number of correct answers as a way for determining the 

understandability and modifiability perceived by human subjects. Moreover, experiment 

also analyzes the subjective understandability and modifiability of business process 

models and the relationship between the perceived understandability and modifiability 

and the understandability and modifiability assessed by the above intrinsic measures.  

1.5.1 Refactoring technique 

The refactoring technique framed in IBUPROFEN provides a set of refactoring 

operators dealing with quality problems. The goal of the refactoring technique is to 

accomplish an optimal understandability and modifiability by applying refactoring 

operators. The course of action of the refactoring technique proposed in this Thesis is 

shown in Figure 5.  

The process starts from existing information systems. Once business process models are 

retrieved from these information systems by reverse engineering techniques, 

understandability and modifiability are assessed by means of a set of well-proven 

measures such as the size, separability, connectivity, density, so on. The value of these 

measures is evaluated: while the values of these measures are not optimal, a set of 

refactoring operators are selected from the entire set of refactoring operators and are 

applied orderly. The selection of the set of refactoring operators to apply is one of the 

main purposes (see the second open issue OI2 of Table 1). After that, the quality 

assessment starts again. Anyway, business process models could be also improved 

manually by experts. 
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Figure 5. Course of action of refactoring technique 

Thus, IBUPROFEN proposes ten refactoring operators to address quality problems of 

retrieved business process models. These refactoring operators are been grouped into 

three categories according its behavior. These categories are the following: 

 Maximization of relevant elements: The refactoring operators contained in this 

category are intended to remove non-relevant elements in business process 

models such as isolated and sheet nodes and consecutive gateways, while 

relevant elements are maintained. 
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 Fine-grained granularity reduction: These refactoring operators aim to deal 

with fine-grained elements such as small tasks and multiple incoming and 

outgoing data objects of a task.  

 Completeness: These refactoring operators are proposed to add non-retrieved 

element as well as refine labels of business elements. 

Table 3 shows graphically the full set of refactoring operators grouped by each category 

while following paragraphs provide an in-depth explanation of the functions of each 

refactoring operator. 

R1.  Remove Isolated Nodes: This refactoring operator removes nodes (i.e., tasks, 

gateways or events) in the business process model that are not connected with any 

other node in that model since they are not considered as participants in the 

process. However, this refactoring operator could remove relevant nodes whose 

connections with other nodes are not discovered by means of reverse engineering. 

The application of this refactoring operator should be controlled. 

R2.  Remove Sheet Nodes: This refactoring operator removes elements in the business 

process model that are considered sheet nodes. These nodes can be gateways or 

intermediate events that have no successor nodes and have been mistakenly 

recovered.  

R3.  Merge nesting: This refactoring operator merges gateways when they are 

recovered erroneously consecutively. The merging is accomplished when 

gateways are the same type (exclusive, inclusive, parallel, etc.) and the opening 

gateway has only one output and the closing one has only one input. 

R4.  Remove Inconsistencies: This refactoring operator removes sequence flows in 

the business process model that are considered inconsistent. When two tasks are 

connected through a cut node, such as an intermediate event or a gateway, and 

through a direct sequence flow, this sequence flow is removed. This refactoring 

operator is an approximation for mitigating inconsistencies. An expert opinion 

would be needed in this point in order not to remove the relevant path. However, 

this refactoring operator is a good move based on experience. 

R5.  Remove unnecessary nesting: This refactoring operator removes gateways that 

have been retrieved erroneously and connect only two nodes, i.e. with one input 

and one output. This gateway is removed and a direct sequence flow is created 

between these nodes. This move is performed because gateways are decisions 

nodes that are used in incoming and outgoing branches and therefore they are not 

needed when there is not any alternative path.  
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Table 3. Refactoring operators proposed by IBUPROFEN 
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R6.  Create compound tasks: This refactoring operator transforms each task into a 

compound task when the task T has several subsequent tasks, which are in turn 

connected by a round-trip sequence flow to the task T. This scenario comes about 

because each callable unit is transformed into a task during the reverse 

engineering stage when a given callable unit can invoke another callable unit, 

returning a value to the first one. In this case, the refactoring operator creates a 

compound task with a start and end event connected with each subsequent task 

through the respective split and join exclusive gateways. The refactoring operator 

considers round-trip sequence flows as an indicator for detecting subtasks. This is 

an approximation for detecting fine-grained element based on the experience. 

R7.  Combine data objects: This refactoring operator combines data objects that are 

input and/or output of a task. The combination is possible when those data objects 

are used exclusively (written or read) for that task. The combination is done when 

the number of data objects is above a threshold. To mitigate the collateral 

semantic loss, all the names of the grouped data objects are saved in the 

documentation attribute provided by the BPMN standard. The election of this 

threshold is a great issue and depends on stakeholders. This refactoring operator 

establishes 3 data objects as the threshold to combine them. 

R8.  Join Start and End events: This refactoring operator joins the start and end 

event to the starting and ending tasks, respectively. These events are created 

whether or not they were created by reverse engineering. When there are several 

starting tasks, the refactoring operator adds a split complex gateway between the 

start event and starting tasks. Similarly, if there are several ending tasks, the 

refactoring operator adds a joining complex gateway between ending tasks and 

the end event [20]. This refactoring operator considers as starting task a task with 

some output sequence flows but without input sequence flows. Similarly, it 

considers as ending task a task with some input sequence flows but without output 

sequence flows. The heuristic followed by this refactoring operator is a limitation. 

Another heuristic could be established for detecting starting and ending tasks 

R9.  Add gateways in incoming and outgoing branches: As a result of the use of 

reverse engineering to retrieve business process models, it is possible to obtain 

models without gateways in incoming and outgoing branches. Although this is not 

a problem in business process models, it is true that the use of gateways helps to 

get a better understanding of their semantics. In fact, the usage of gateways in 

incoming and outgoing branches is considered as a good modeling practice. As a 

result, this operator adds a split and join exclusive gateway when a certain task 

respectively has several precursor or subsequent tasks. Missing gateways in 

incoming and outgoing branches is not actually a modeling problem. However, it 
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has been proved that its use offer a better understanding of the business process 

model [20]. 

R10.  Refine names: This operator implements a heuristic to improve task labels of 

business tasks that were obtained almost directly from methods or functions of 

legacy source code through reverse engineering. These kinds of labels consist in 

the concatenation of various capitalized words, in accordance with naming 

conventions present in most programming approaches. In an effort to have more 

understandable names, this refactoring operation split these labels into ones 

containing various words. The heuristic used by this refactoring operator is a 

limitation, so alternative heuristics can be used to address uncertain labels. 

Despite the fact refactoring deal with most of the quality problems, semantic loss 

caused by the application of reverse engineering is still a limitation for refactoring. 

Therefore, additional techniques are needed in an effort to enrich the semantic of 

retrieved business process models. 

1.5.2 Semantic Enrichment technique 

Besides refactoring, alternative techniques can be used in combination when there is 

missing semantic as a result of reverse engineering. The business process semantic 

retrieved could have to be enriched by considering alternative sources from which to 

extract additional knowledge. Event logs is a strong candidate since such logs record all 

the business tasks executed by a resource on a certain period of time for a specific 

business process model. Despite the fact that event logs are recorded by process-aware 

information systems (PAISs) [21], event logs could be indirectly generated from non-

process-aware systems by means of technique like the proposed by Pérez-Castillo et al. 

[22], which instrument source code making it possible to record event logs at runtime. 

Then, process mining techniques inspect event logs for discovering the underlying 

business process models. 

This PhD Thesis proposes a semantic enrichment technique that combines artifacts 

obtained from the static and dynamic analyses of existing information systems. 

Business process models represent the static viewpoint while event logs represent the 

dynamic viewpoint. Thereby, a first sketch of business process models and event logs 

are collected at runtime. The main goal of the technique is to detect missing sequence 

flows by comparing both artifacts and build an improved business process model 

containing these sequence flows.  

Figure 6 shows the sequence of steps carried out to obtain an improved process model 

(‘Process model’). The start points of the technique are the process model according the 

BPMN notation and the event logs according to the MXML (Mining XML) notation. 
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1.5.2.1 Step 1. Obtain info tasks and diagrams 

Since diagrams and tasks are represented in each artifact through different notation 

(BPMN and MXML), this step obtains the information about which task is included in 

which diagram. Then, diagrams are classified as fine-grained or coarse-grained 

diagrams in order to apply different treatments depending on the type of granularity. 

This classification is made according to a proposed limit. This signifies that if a diagram 

contains fewer elements than this limit specified as the number of tasks, then that 

diagram is considered as a fine-grained diagram. Otherwise, diagram is considered as a 

coarse-grained diagram. 

 

Figure 6. Steps of Semantic Enrichment Technique 

1.5.2.2 Step 2. Obtain similar tasks 

The information mined in the above step displays the following characteristics:  

 Diagrams with different types of granularity depending on the artifact from 

which was extracted. 

 Not covering the same number of tasks since the BPMN model contains all the 

business tasks derived from source code, the MXML model only contains those 

tasks executed during a certain time. The executed tasks outside the execution 

period are not recorded and neither are those tasks that rarely occur but are 

important for the system. 

 Similar tasks in these two models. The great challenge is to know which tasks of 

the MXML model correspond to tasks of the BPMN model.  

Thus, step 2 selects tasks that are similar in process model and event logs. The step uses 

the information obtained in the previous step to calculate the distance between two tasks 

of the two artifacts. If the MXML task is contained in a fine-grained diagram the 
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distance between the BPMN task and MXML diagram is calculated. The syntactic 

similarity of their name labels is calculated using the Levenshtein distance [23] of the 

labels as Algorithms 1 to 3 show. 

Algorithm 1. Obtaining Similar Tasks 

1 getSimilarTasks(Info InfoBPMN, Info InfoMXML) 

2  List similarTasks; 

3  for(tb:InfoBPPMN.getTasks()) do 

4   for(tm:InfoMXML.getTasks()) do 

5    if((getSimilarity(tb,tm))>=LIMIT)then 

6     similarTasks.add(tb,tm); 

7    if(tm.getDiagram().getType()==FINE_GRAINED)then 

8     if ((getSimilarity (tb,tm.getDiagram()))>=LIMIT) then 

9      similarTasks.add(tb,tm.getDiagram()); 

10  return similarTasks; 

 

Algorithm 2. Obtaining the syntactic similarity between task names 

1 getSimilarity (Task t1, Task t2) 

2  double similarity; 

3  double distance = LevenshteinDistance(t1.name, t2.name); 

4 similarity = 1 – distance/max(t1.name.length,t2.name.length) 

5 List adjacentT1 = getAdjacent(t1); 

6 List adjacentT2 = getAdjacent(t2); 

7 for(at1: adjacentT1)do 

8 for(at2: adjacentT2)do 

9 similarity + =(getSimilarity(at1,at2)/10); 

10  return similarity; 

Algorithm 3. Obtaining the similarity between a task and a diagram 

1 getSimilarity (Task t, Diagram t) 

2  double distance= LevenshteinDistance(t.name, d.name); 

3  return 1 – distance/max(t.name.length,d.name.length); 

1.5.2.3 Step 3. Obtain missing sequence flows to be added 

This step uses the Heuristics Net obtained by means of the Heuristics Miner proposed 

by Weijters et al. [24] using PROM tool [25]. This miner uses a heuristic approach to 

provide the control flow of the information system from the MXML model. Besides, 

this step takes the set of similar tasks from the above step to determine which edges 

from the Heuristics Net are candidates to be inserted in the improved process model. 

For this, the source and target of the edge must be in the same diagram in the BPMN 

model.  

Algorithm 4 shows the procedure used in this step. For each edge, the source and target 

task are searched from the set of similar tasks (line 5-6). If there are BPMN tasks 

similar to both tasks (source and target), then the occurrence of BPMN tasks included in 

the same BPMN diagram are checked (line 11). If the MXML target task has no similar 

BPMN task (line 14), an intermediate task is then searched (line 15-16). In this case, the 

obtained edge is induced by transitivity. Similarly, if the MXML source task has no 

similar BPMN task (line 25), an intermediate task is also searched (line 26-27). 
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However, edges with reflexive flows (same source and target) are not inserted in the 

model since they do not provide additional semantics. 

1.5.2.4 Step 4. Insert missing sequence flows 

In the last step, the edges obtained in the previous step are added to the process model. 

For each edge, its source task and its target task are located in the diagram and the 

sequence flow between both of these does not exist, the sequence flow is added. 

Algorithm 4. Obtaining Edges to insert 

1 getSimilarEdges(HeuristicsNet h, similarTasks) 

2  List similarDirectEdges; 

3 List similarInducedEdges; 

4  for(edge: h.getEdges()) do 

5 List similarBPMNsources = getBPMNSimilar(edge.source, similarTasks); 

6 List similarBPMNtarget = getBPMNSimilar(edge.target, similarTasks); 

7 if(!similarBPMNsources.isEmpty())then 

8 if(!similarBPMNtarget.isEmpty())then 

9 for (Task source: similarBPMNsources) do 

10 for(Task target: similarBPMNtarget) do 

11 if(source.getDiagram()==target.getDiagram() &&  

12 source!=target) then 

13 similarDirectEdges.add(new Edge(source,target)); 

14 else then 

15 for(intermediateEdge: h.getEdges()) do 

16 if(intermediateEdge.source == edge.target) then 

17 List similarBPMNtarget= 

18 getBPMNSimilar(intermediateEdge.target,similarTasks); 

19 if(!similarBPMNtarget.isEmpty())then 

20 for (Task source: similarBPMNsources) do 

21 for(Task target: similarBPMNtarget) do 

22 if(source.getDiagram()==target.getDiagram() &&  

23 source!=target) then 

24 similarInducedEdges.add(new Edge(source,target)); 

25 else then 

26 for(intermediateEdge: h.getEdges()) do 

27 if(intermediateEdge.target == edge.source)then 

28 List similarBPMNtarget=getBPMNSimilar(intermediateEdge.target,  

29 similarTasks); 

30 if(!similarBPMNtarget.isEmpty())then 

31 for (Task source: similarBPMNsources) do 

32 for(Task target: similarBPMNtarget) do 

33 if(source.getDiagram()==target.getDiagram() &&  

34 source!=target) then 

35 similarInducedEdges.add(new Edge(source,target)); 

36 return similarDirectEdges, similarInducedEdges; 

1.6 Structure of the document 

The remainder of this PhD dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 summarized 

the state-of-the-art and related works. Then, Chapter 3 presents IBUPROFEN 

framework by means of an in-depth explanation of the techniques proposed in the PhD 

Thesis. Chapter 4 provides the tool developed to support the above framework. Then, 
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Chapter 5 shows the results of the empirical validation of the research proposal. Chapter 

6 gives the conclusions, implications and future lines of this PhD Thesis. Finally, 

Chapter 7 provides additional data from the empirical validation. 

The content of each chapter is organized as follows. 

Chapter 2. State of the Art. This chapter provides the background of the Thesis and 

introduces all the key terms. This chapter is organized in three sections: 

 Section 2.1. BPM improvement 

 Section 2.2.Survey of Refactoring Techniques 

 Section 2.3. Challenges in retrieved business process models 

Chapter 3. Research Proposal. This chapter provides the research proposal in detail. 

This chapter is divided into two sections.  

 Section 3.1.Refactoring approach 

 Section 3.2. Semantic Enrichment approach 

Chapter 4. Supporting Tool. This chapter gives implementation details about the tool 

developed for supporting the research proposal mentioned in the above chapter. 

Chapter 5. Validation. This chapter presents case studies and a controlled experiment 

to validate the proposal. This chapter is divided into two sections: 

 Section 5.1. Refactoring validation 

 Section 5.2. Semantic Enrichment validation.  

Figure 7 provided an overview of the content of each chapter with regards the objectives 

of the PhD Thesis. This figure will be show at the beginning of each section to 

remember the document structure. 
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Figure 7. Objectives addressed along the document. 
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Chapter 2  
State-of-the-art 

his chapter introduces preliminary concepts used throughout this Thesis. 

Section 2.1 starts with a brief discussion on business process models and 

techniques to retrieve them from existing information systems, as well as the 

problems caused by this recovery and their solution. Moreover, refactoring concept is 

introduced as the most wide-used practice in the literature to enhance business process 

models. A survey of refactoring techniques is given in Section 2.2, where it was found 

the research field of this Thesis. Finally, Section 2.3 shows the identification of quality 

faults in retrieved business process models performed in this Thesis. Figure 8 shows the 

objectives addressed in this chapter.  

T 
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Figure 8. Objectives addressed along Chapter 2. 

2.1 BPM improvement 

This section provides the main concepts related to this Thesis in detail. Firstly, Business 

processes are defined as well as the standard notation used to represent them. Secondly, 

related works is shown such as Business Process Recovery and solutions to improve 

business process models. Finally, refactoring is showing as the most suitable solution to 

improve business process models.  

2.1.1 Business Process Models 

Business processes (BP for short) describe sequences of coordinated business activities 

as well as the involved roles and resources that organizations carry out to achieve their 

business objectives [1, 2].  

The relationship between business process and information system is summarized in 

Figure 9. Business Processes are triggered by events and are regulated through business 

rules that are established by the organization. Business Processes update objects from 

information systems of the organization.  
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In the last years the interest in business process management has been increasing. In 

order to carry out an appropriate management of them, they are represented by models 

in an effort to simplify the reality as well as supply they can be analyzed and improved. 

Nevertheless, organizations sometimes do not explicitly have their business processes 

models because they have never modeled their business processes before. Even when 

the organization has business process models, such models can be outdated or 

misaligned with respect to the actual processes that is being supported by enterprise 

information systems. In these cases, reverse engineering techniques can be used to 

obtain business process models from existing information systems [7, 26]. 

Unfortunately, the retrieved models are prone to have a lower quality degree since every 

reverse engineering technique is characterized by a semantic loss when the abstraction 

level is progressively increased (in this case from existing information systems to 

business processes). In particular, these business process models involve some common 

problems that should be addressed in order to improve the models. These improving 

challenges are described in Section 2.3. 

 

Figure 9. Relationship between information system and business process 
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2.1.1.1 Business Process Modeling and Notation  

As described in the previous section, business processes are represented by models 

following standard notations such as BPMN. BPMN is being the most used notation 

owing to it is easily understood by software engineering as well as business expert and 

clients. 

BPMN models consist of simple diagrams constructed from a limited set of graphical 

elements. For both business users and developers, they simplify understanding business 

activities' flow and process. BPMN's four basic element categories are the following 

(see Figure 10): 

Flow Objects are the main graphical elements to define the behavior of a Business 

Process. There are three Flow Objects:  

 An Event (represented by a circle) is something that "happens" during the 

course of a business process. They affect the process flow and usually have a 

cause (trigger) or an impact (result). There are three types of Events, based on 

when they affect the flow: Start, Intermediate, and End. 

 An Activity (represented by a rounded-corner rectangle) is a generic term for 

work that a company performs. An Activity can be atomic or non-atomic 

(compound). The types of Activities are: Task and Sub-Process. The Sub-

Process is distinguished by a small plus sign in the bottom centre of the shape. 

 A Gateway (represented by a diamond shape) is used to control the divergence 

and convergence of Sequence Flow. It will determine decisions, as well as the 

forking, merging, and joining of paths. 

Connectors that connect the flow objects are called connecting objects. There are three 

types: 

 A Sequence Flow (represented by a solid line with a solid arrowhead) is used to 

show the order (the sequence) that Activities will be performed in a process. 

 A Message Flow (represented by a dashed line with an open arrowhead) is used 

to show the flow of messages between 2 separate Process Participants (business 

entities or business roles) that send and receive them. In the BPMN, 2 separate 

Pools in the BPD will represent the 2 Participants. 

 An Association (represented by a dotted line with a line arrowhead) is used to 

associate data, text, and other Artifacts with flow objects. Associations are used 

to show the inputs and outputs of Activities. 

There are two ways of grouping the primary modeling elements through Swimlanes:  
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 A Pool represents a Participant in a Business Process. It acts as a graphical 

container for partitioning a set of Activities from other Pools. 

 A Lane is a sub-part in a Pool and extends the full length of the Pool either 

vertically or horizontally. Lanes may represent departments or roles in a 

company. 

Besides, there are three types of artifacts:  

 Data Objects are a mechanism to show how data is required or produced by 

Activities. They are connected to Activities through Associations. 

 A Group (represented by a rounded corner rectangle with a dashed line) can be 

used for documentation or analysis purposes, but does not affect the Sequence 

Flow. 

 Annotations are a mechanism for a modeler to provide additional text 

information for the reader of a BPD (Business Process Diagram). 

These four categories enable creation of simple Business Process Diagrams. BPDs also 

permit making new types of flow object or artifact, to make the diagram more 

understandable. 

 

Figure 10. Basic elements of BPMN 
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2.1.2 Business process recovery 

Business process management has become a valuable activity for managing 

organizations from an operational perspective. Several techniques have emerged for 

supporting business process recovery [27]. For example, Zou et al. [28] present a 

workflow recovery by means of a static analysis of information system’s source code. 

In that work some heuristic rules are applied with the aim to discover the embedded 

business knowledge. These authors introduced the ‘a callable unit – a business task’ 

pattern, which has been followed by other proposals. This reverse engineering pattern 

considers each callable unit (pieces of code that can be invoked, e.g., Java methods, C 

procedures, etc.) as candidate business task. Paradauskas et al. [29] also intend to 

retrieve business knowledge but through the static analysis of the data stored in 

databases. Pérez-Castillo et al. [7] focus on retrieved business process from legacy 

source code by using a set of business patterns formalized by model transformations. 

Their proposal, therefore, follows model-driven architecture principles (i.e., considering 

all software artifacts as models, and providing formal transformations to move models 

between different abstraction levels), making easier their extensibility. Normantas et al. 

[30] combine patterns matching and program slicing to extract details about 

implementation of business rules. They define a set of patterns for extraction of 

different kinds of business facts from resources of enterprise content management 

system, including database schema, source code, and resource definitions. As in [7], 

they uses the Knowledge Discovery Meta-model (KDM) to represent the extracted 

knowledge. Besides static analysis-based solutions there are also dynamic analysis-

based solutions such as Di Francescomarino et al. [31] approach where graphical user 

interfaces of web application are considered to discover business process. Cai et al. 

[32], for their part, combine requirement reacquisition based on use cases with dynamic 

and static analysis techniques. Other authors such as Van der Aalst et al. [33] are 

devoted to address the dynamic analysis through process mining techniques that use 

event logs registered during execution of Process Aware Information Systems (PAIS). 

All these recovery techniques have in common to be based on reverse engineering, 

which signifies that information is abstracted and semantic is very often lost [8]. As a 

result, common quality faults are recurrent in outgoing business process models such as 

redundancies, ambiguities, inconsistencies, lack of completeness, as well as non-

adherence to conventions or standards [34]. As a result, various efforts have been made 

to fix such faults and improve the quality of business process models. 
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2.1.3 Business process problems solutions 

Due to the fact that common quality faults are recurrent in retrieved business process 

models, various efforts have been made to fix such faults and improve the quality of 

business process models.  

Table 4 summarizes all the found approaches in a matrix that relates (in columns) 

refactoring opportunities that are discovered such as similarities, redundancies and 

problems with names; regarding to refactoring techniques (in rows) that have been used 

for mitigating them such as rename, abstraction and replacement. 

For instance, Dijkman et al. [9] provide various techniques such as merging, mining, 

refactoring, re-use, among other methods. Refactoring, in particular, has been used by 

several authors in literature as a means of improving the degree of quality in business 

process models. For example, Weber et al. [10] collect a catalogue of process model 

smells for the identification of refactoring opportunities; they provide a set of behavior-

preserving techniques for refactoring, so that redundancies and increasing complexity in 

the model may be avoided. The majority of these refactorings is only applicable to 

certain process fragments since these are restricted to single-entry, single-exit (SESE) 

regions or sequences of SESE regions. Similarly, Dijkman et al. [11] show the 

development of a technique based on metrics, the aim of which is to detect refactoring 

opportunities, while La Rosa et al. [12] identify patterns for reducing model complexity 

through, amongst other ways, compacting, compositing, and merging. One of the most 

studied refactoring opportunities is the duplicate fragments (also called clones). Dumas 

et al. [35] introduce in their work a clone detection method based on Refined Process 

Structure Tree (RPST). Similarly, Ekanayake et al. [36] present techniques for detecting 

clusters of approximate clones following the previous approach [35]. Leopold et al. 

[13], for their part, focus on refactoring of activity labels in a business process model, 

following a verb-object style. Pittke et al. [37] also focus on labels through the 

definition of an approach to identify synonym and homonym labels in models 

repositories. The aim of this work is to ensure the consistency of the process model 

terminology. Other approaches such as [38-41] seek to identify coarse-grained activities 

by means of business process abstraction. Business process model abstraction is an 

operation preserving essential process properties and leaving out insignificant details in 

order to retain information relevant for a particular purpose.  

Vanhatalo et al. [42] provide a modular decomposition of a workflow graph into a 

hierarchy of sub-workflows that are sub-graphs with a single entry and a single exit of 

control. This technique change the internal structure by means of a decomposition, 

which is crucial, for example, to translate a process modeled in a graph-based language 

such as BPMN into a process modeled in a block-based language such as BPEL.  
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Table 4. Summary of related refactoring opportunities and solutions 
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Nevertheless, none of these authors attempts to identify challenges to address in those 

business process models that are retrieved by reverse engineering. Moreover, as far as 

the order of application of the refactoring operators is concerned, these authors opt to 

use expert decision, blocking the automation of these operators, or they may choose to 

apply them in an arbitrary order. Other authors, such as Gambini et al. [43] propose the 

automation of business process model refactoring through a technique which fixes the 

scenarios automatically using Petri nets, but the order of application is not mentioned. 

Furthermore, none of above authors is aware the nature and configuration of the source 

business process models when refactoring is applied. To address these very issues, this 

Thesis proposes a set of refactoring operators and attempts to figure out the best choice 

between all the different orders of them, as well as work out the best choice regarding 

the nature of the source business process model, i.e., regarding some aspects as the size, 

separability, density and connectivity of the input business process model. 

2.1.4 Refactoring 

The concept of refactoring was introduced by Opdyke in 1992 as a methodology for 

restructuring programs [44]. In the last decades refactoring has emerged as a technique 

to improve the maintainability of software systems. Although traditional refactoring 

predominantly was focused on the level of source code for the software life cycle, it can 

also be applied to the scope of the models [45]. For example, refactoring has been 

applied to UML (Unified Modeling Language) models and also to business process 

modeling. 
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Refactoring is also frequently termed as restructuring since it is applied as the second 

stage of software modernization process. Software modernization advocates carrying 

out traditional software reengineering following the model-driven developments 

principles (i.e., considering all the involved artifacts as models at different abstraction 

levels). Software modernization consists of three stages: (i) reverse engineering, which 

represents the system at a higher level of abstraction; (ii) restructuring or refactoring, 

which represents the system at the same level of abstraction, improving one or more 

properties of the system, preserving its external behavior; and (iii) forward engineering, 

which generates the implementation of the system at a lower level of abstraction 

integrating the new features included in the previous stage. 

Refactoring has been proposed to improve the business process management, along 

with other methods such as merging, mining, re-use, among other [9]. 

Business process models refactoring, within a software modernization process, first 

needs to detect refactoring opportunities and then it applies refactoring operators. 

Currently, there are several techniques and approaches to refactor business process 

models. For example, Weber et al. [46] give a catalogue of process model smells for 

identifying refactoring opportunities and provide a set of behavior-preserving 

techniques for refactoring to avoid redundancies and increases in the complexity of the 

business process model. Likewise, Dijkman et al. [11] show a technique based on 

metrics with the aim of detecting opportunities to refactor. La Rosa et al. [12] identify 

patterns to reduce the model complexity through compacting, compositing, merging, 

among other. Leopold et al. [47], for their part, is focus on refactoring of activity labels 

in a business process model following a verb-object style. However, there are no 

refactoring techniques in the literature specially developed for those models that have 

been obtained through reverse engineering, with their own peculiarities (such as the 

previous section has shown). Furthermore, most business process model refactoring 

techniques consist in recognizing refactoring opportunities and then applying different 

refactoring operators, without ensuring the best combination of these. These above 

authors opt for using the expert decision although it blocks their automation, or 

applying refactoring operator indiscriminately without regard to any particular order. 

Other authors such as Gambini et al. [43] propose the automation of business process 

models refactoring through a technique for fixing the scenarios automatically using 

Petri nets but the order of application is not revealed.  

For all these reasons, this Thesis proposes an approach with a set of refactoring 

operators developed specially for business process models mined through reverse 

engineering.  
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2.2 Survey of Refactoring Techniques 

This section provides a detailed description of business process models and refactoring 

techniques used to enhance their quality.  

2.2.1 Introduction 

Business processes depict sequences of coordinated business activities as well as the 

involved roles and resources that organizations must carry out to achieve common goals 

[2]. Business processes are today recognized as an intangible business asset that 

provides competitive advantages for organizations [1]. In addition, most business 

processes are automated by enterprise information systems. 

To take an effective advantage of business process management, business processes 

need to be represented in models following standard notations such as BPMN [48]. 

Organizations sometimes do not explicitly have their business processes models 

because they have never modelled their business processes before. Even when the 

organization has business process models, such models can be outdated or misaligned 

regarding the actual processes supported by enterprise information systems. In these 

cases, reverse engineering techniques can be used to obtain business process models 

from existing information systems [7, 26]. This way, the retrieved models are prone to 

have a lower quality degree since every reverse engineering technique is characterized 

by a semantic loss when the abstraction level is progressively increased (in this case 

from existing information systems to business processes). 

In fact, business process models can sometimes present quality faults such as 

redundancies, ambiguities, inconsistencies, lack of completeness, as well as non-

adherence to conventions or standards, among others [34]. Business process models 

particularly obtained by reverse engineering dramatically face these problems. For this 

reason it is necessary to carry out a refactoring process, which can solve the mentioned 

quality problems. Refactoring modifies the internal structure of business process models 

without changing or altering the external semantics. Refactoring techniques therefore 

make it possible to improve the quality of business processes, so that they become more 

understandable, maintainable and reusable [11]. 

The concept of refactoring was proposed by Opdyke in 1992 as a methodology for 

restructuring programs [44]. In the last decades refactoring has emerged as a technique 

to improve the maintainability of software systems. Traditional refactoring primarily 

focuses on the level of source code for the software life cycle, but it can also be applied 

to the scope of the models [45]. For example, refactoring has been applied to UML 

models and also to business process modelling. 
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Refactoring is also frequently termed as restructuring since it is applied as the second 

stage of software modernization process. Software modernization advocates carrying 

out traditional software reengineering following the model-driven developments 

principles (i.e., considering all the involved artifacts as models at different abstraction 

levels). Software modernization consists of three stages: (i) reverse engineering, which 

represents the system at a higher level of abstraction; (ii) restructuring or refactoring, 

which represents the system at the same level of abstraction, improving one or more 

properties of the system, preserving its external behavior; and (iii) forward engineering, 

which generates the implementation of the system at a lower level of abstraction 

integrating the new features included in the previous stage.  

Business process models refactoring, within a software modernization process, first 

needs to detect refactoring opportunities and then it applies refactoring operators. 

Currently, there are several techniques and approaches to refactor business process 

models. However, there is not a systematic review of all available techniques in the 

literature in order to understand its evolution and motivation in each case. For this 

reason this section presents a systematic literature review to know the refactoring 

techniques and detect those techniques that can be particularly applied to business 

process models retrieved by reverse engineering. The review provides a summary of the 

state-of-the-art and identifies possible areas of research that have not been addressed 

yet. 

The systematic literature review is planned and conducted following the process 

proposed by [49] which is organized in: (1) planning, which defines the research 

questions and establishes the search protocol; (2) execution, in which the search of 

research studies is systematically carried out according to the protocol defined in the 

previous phase; and (3) analysis of results, in which some of the retrieved studies are 

considered as primary and are analyzed to draw conclusions. 

After analyzing the studies retrieved during the search, the following main conclusions 

were obtained: (1) studies about business process refactoring hardly ever provide an 

empirical validation of their proposals, which reveals that this research field is not 

mature enough; (2) there is an increasing interest in the area in recent years; and (3) 

none of the studies proposes to refactor business process models previously obtained 

through reverse engineering from existing information systems. As a result, there is a 

potential research field that has not been addressed by now. 

The remaining of the section is organized as follows: Section 2.2.2 describes the first 

phase of the systematic review through the formulation of research questions. Section 

2.2.3 corresponds to the second phase of the systematic review, the conduction. Section 

2.2.4 describes the analysis of the results, concluding the process of Kitchenham. 
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Finally, Section 2.2.5 shows the obtained conclusions after the execution of a systematic 

literature review. 

2.2.2 Planning the Review 

This section presents the planning of the review. It shows the research questions 

formulated and the development of the protocol to guide the review. 

2.2.2.1 Research Questions 

This section provides the research questions formulated in the review, which must be 

answered after analyzing the obtained results. Table 5 shows the research questions 

RQ1 and the additional question AQ1. 

2.2.2.2 Development of the Protocol 

This section specifies the method used to carry out the systematic review. The review 

protocol provides guidelines to find primary studies that give an answer to the research 

questions. Thus, it is necessary to have some selection criteria of these primary studies 

for their inclusion in or exclusion from the systematic review. Then, a categorization of 

each primary study is performed through data extraction. 

2.2.2.3 Formulation of the search strings 

In order to formulate the search string it is necessary to know what to search and where 

to search.  

The answer to the first question is obtained from search terms that are derived from the 

research questions (‘Refactoring’ and ‘Business Process Model’), together with the 

related terms that are included in the search string by using the logical OR. Some of 

these terms are subsets of other terms. For this reason, it has been decided to select the 

most general terms in order to avoid redundancies. The search string is shown in Table 

6. 

As regards to where to search it is necessary to establish a series of digital libraries 

where the searches will be performed. The search of the string mentioned above is 

performed in the following digital libraries: (DL1) ACM Digital Library, (DL2) 

Springer Link, (DL3) IEEE Xplore Digital Library and (DL4) Scopus. Each of these 

digital libraries provides a different search, so it is necessary to make small changes in 

the search string in order to adapt it to each of these mechanisms. 
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2.2.2.4 Selection Criteria 

This section defines the inclusion and exclusion criteria that must pass each of the 

studies retrieved by the search string in order to be considered as primary studies. 

Inclusion criteria are those that determine if a study is considered for review or not (see 

Table 7), while exclusion criteria are applied after them to exclude non-relevant studies 

(see Table 8). 

2.2.2.5 Study selection procedure 

The procedure to retrieve primary studies for the systematic review is shown in Table 9. 

Table 5. Research Questions. 

Id. Research Questions 

RQ1 
What techniques or procedures exist to carry out refactoring business process 

models? 

AQ1 
Are there any techniques or procedures to refactor business process models 

obtained through reverse engineering? 

Table 6. Research String. 

Id. Research String 

RS1 
(Refactoring OR Restructuring OR Refactored OR Refactor) AND (Process 

Model OR BPMN OR Workflows OR Business Process) 

Table 7. Inclusion Criteria. 

Id. Inclusion Criteria 

IC1 The study answers directly to the research question 

IC2 The study is focused on the refactoring of business process models 

IC3 The study has been published between January 2006 and December 2011 

IC4 The study provides empirical validation 

Table 8. Exclusion Criteria. 

Id. Exclusion Criteria 

EC1 The study has a business focus 

EC2 The study has an approach away from software engineering 

EC3 The study is duplicated 

EC4 The study is written in a language different to English 

EC5 The study shows only personal opinions or anecdotes without scientific basis 
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Table 9. Procedure for studies selection. 

1. Read Title and abstract of study ei 

2. Apply Inclusion Criteria (IC) 

2.1. If ∀ c ∈ IC, ei SATISFIES c go to step 3 

2.2. If ∃ c ∈ IC, ei ¬SATISFIES c go to step 8 

2.3. If not enough information to determine it, go to step 3 

3. Apply Exclusion Criteria (EC) 

3.1. If ∀ c ∈ EC, ei ¬SATISFIES c go to step 4 

3.2. If ∃ c ∈ EC, ei SATISFIES c go to step 8 

3.3. If not enough information to determine it, go to step 4 

4. Read full text 

5. Apply Inclusion Criteria again (IC) 

5.1. If ∀ c ∈ CI, ei SATISFIES c go to step 6 

5.2. If ∃ c ∈ CI, ei ¬SATISFIES c go to step 8 

6. Apply Exclusion Criteria again (EC) 

6.1. If ∃ c ∈ CE, ei SATISFIES c go to step 8 

6.2. If ∀ c ∈ CE, ei ¬SATISFIES c go to step 7 

7. Accept study 

8. Refuse study 

 

2.2.3 Conducting the review 

After planning the systematic literature review by the search protocol the primary 

studies are obtained by its execution. The steps for conducting the review are: 

1. Adapt the search string for each digital library, since each one has different 

search engines.  

2. Carry out a search in each of the digital libraries. 

3. Apply de procedure of study selection to obtain the primary studies. 

4. Use the data extraction mechanism for managing the relevant information from 

the studies. 

When applying the search protocol it is necessary to extract the relevant information 

from each retrieved study. To manage the information from each of the studies it has 

been prepared a form of relevant information that collects the relevant information for 

each retrieved study as an identifier of the study, the digital library where the study was 

recovered, the title of the study, the list of authors of the study and the year of 

publication of the study. Also, the form includes information relating to the satisfaction 

of the inclusion and exclusion criteria. 
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For each primary study, additional relevant information is also stored for later analysis, 

i.e. publication type (journal, conference or book), used notation (BPMN, Petri Nets, 

PTS Tree or others) and kind of empirical validation performed in the study 

(experiment, study case, poll, example or no validation). Moreover, the AQ1 (see Table 

5) is formulated to each of the primary studies. This additional relevant information is 

collected to assess the quality of each study. 

All of the primary studies are indexed in the database that provides the tool EndNote 

[50]. Additionally, all collected information during the execution of the systematic 

review is available online in [51]. 

2.2.4 Analysis of results 

The obtained results are analyzed to be interpreted and to draw conclusions. The 

systematic review was carried out with two different analyses (see the following 

sections): (1) a descriptive statistical analysis and (2) a state-of-the-art assessment. 

2.2.4.1 Statistics Analysis 

After the execution of the search with the search string 206 studies were retrieved and 

after full execution of the review 16 studies were considered as primary studies. Table 

10 provides some descriptive statistics.  

Regarding the inclusion/exclusion criteria, only 7.77% of the studies met the inclusion 

and exclusion criteria proposed at the beginning. In the case of the ACM library only 

28.57% of the studies were accepted as primary studies, with 4 studies published in 

journals, 9 published in conferences and 1 published in a book. In the case of Springer 

library only 4.17% of studies were accepted, with 1 published in a book. This decrease 

is due to the fact that most studies are duplicated in next libraries because those studies 

met the exclusion criterion EC3. The same happened with IEEE Xplore library; for this 

reason none of studies were considered as primary studies from this library. Finally, 

from Scopus library only 0.96% of the retrieved studies were considered as primary 

studies, with 1 published in a journal, because it was the last library to search. 

Concerning the kind of the publications, Table 10 shows that the majority of the studies 

(56%) have been published in conferences while 31% and 13% of the studies were 

respectively published in journals or books. This indicates that the subject under study 

does not have a great maturity degree. 
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Table 10. Summary of results. 

Digital Library Retrieved studies 

Primary studies 

Primary/ 

Retrieved 

studies 

Jo
u

rn
al

 

C
o
n

fe
re

n
ce

 

B
o
o

k
 

T
O

T
A

L
 

ACM 49 4 9 1 14 28.57% 

Springer 24 0 0 1 1 4.17% 

IEEE 29 0 0 0 0 0.00% 

Scopus 104 1 0 0 1 0.96% 

TOTAL 206 5 9 2 16 7.77% 

 

Considering the year of publication, Figure 11 shows that there is a large increase of 

publications in the last years. In fact, in 2010 there was an increase in publication, but 

most of them are not relevant for this review since they did not meet the inclusion 

criteria (as answering the research questions) or since those studies did not provide 

empirical validation. Regarding primary studies, a growth is observed along the years 

with various studies per year from 2006. 

Regarding the notation used to represent business process in the primary studies, Petri 

Nets predominates with 50% over all the primary studies (see Figure 12 (a)). The next 

most predominant notation is BPMN, which is used in 19% of the primary studies. Petri 

Nets might be more commonly used than BPMN given that Petri Nets is a well-proven 

notation and it has been used since the 60’s while the BPMN notation is relatively new 

and it is not widespread. 

With respect to the type of the empirical validation conducted in the primary studies, it 

shows that most studies (63%) provide only examples (see Figure 12 (b)). The reason 

for this could be a certain lack of maturity in the field and only proposals have been 

made. 

Additionally, the analysis of the primary studies revealed that no primary study 

considers business process models obtained through reverse engineering. 

Finally, the location of the authors involved in the studies was also analyzed, since it 

may be important to understand the usefulness of the findings. At least ten countries 

were found, the most common of which being Germany (5 authors) as well as China 

and Switzerland (3 authors). Other countries as Austria, Netherlands, United Kingdom 

and United States have 2 authors, and Australia, Estonia and Japan have one author. 
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Figure 11. Distribution of year of publication. 

 

Figure 12. Distribution of primary studies according (a) notation type and (b) empirical validation 

type. 

2.2.4.2 State-of-the-Art Analysis 

After analyzing the whole set of primary studies, a set of common topics was collected. 

This analysis establishes a relationship between the most common, valuable topics and 

the primary studies addressing such topics. 

Table 11 shows the reference of each primary study, that can be consulted in [51], and 

also shows the digital library where the study was retrieved and a list with all the topics 

indicating which topic appears or is addressed for each primary study. 
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Table 11. Topics of primary studies. 
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(Dijkman et al., 2011) DL1 ♦ ♦ ♦    ♦ ♦  ♦   ♦  

(Dumas et al., 2011) DL1 ♦ ♦    ♦  ♦   ♦    

(Weber et al., 2011) DL1 ♦   ♦  ♦  ♦   ♦  ♦ ♦ 

(Zeng et al., 2010) DL1 ♦ ♦  ♦ ♦        ♦ ♦ 

(Hanakawa, 2011) DL1    ♦    ♦    ♦   

(Leopold et al., 2010) DL1 ♦ ♦  ♦   ♦ ♦       

(Feineman, 2010) DL4 ♦ ♦     ♦ ♦   ♦    

(Weber and Reichert, 2008) DL1 ♦   ♦   ♦ ♦     ♦ ♦ 

(Awad et al., 2009) DL1 ♦   ♦ ♦    ♦      

(Koehler et al., 2008) DL1 ♦   ♦   ♦ ♦  ♦ ♦    

(Yan and Wang, 2009) DL1 ♦              

(Vanhatalo et al., 2008) DL1 ♦   ♦ ♦  ♦        

(Chivers and McDermid, 

2006) 
DL1    ♦     ♦   ♦   

(Wang et al., 2007) DL1 ♦   ♦           

(Küster et al., 2006) DL2 ♦   ♦           

(Singh et al., 2007) DL1    ♦        ♦   

 

There are 14 topics related to the studies. Topics are related to whether the study shows 

some scenarios (also called smells or refactoring opportunities) where refactoring would 

be necessary and, besides, if the algorithm used to make the detection is shown. 

Moreover, topics related to whether the study shows refactoring techniques and its 

algorithm. Other topic is whether the study proposes a metric. Furthermore, there are 

other topics related to quality as readability, reusability, security, understandability and 

maintainability. A topic about whether the study proposes the implementation of its 
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algorithms or not. There is a topic about whether the study is generic as software 

process or workflow but it can be applied in this context. Also, there is a topic on 

whether the study is about PAIS (Process-Aware Information System). Finally, there is 

a topic to indicate whether the study makes refactoring of process variants models. 

2.2.5 Conclusions 

The above sections present a systematic literature review of refactoring techniques and 

methods to be applied to business process models obtained by reverse engineering. The 

review has been carried out by following the formal methodology proposed by 

Kitchenham. 

In total, 206 relevant studies were found in four different digital libraries (ACM, 

SpringerLink, IEEE Xplore and Scopus). 16 of these studies were considered as primary 

according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria and specific data were collected from 

them in order to analyze them and to obtain conclusions. After applying a statistical 

analysis the most valuable findings were the following: (1) as negative aspects: little 

empirical validation performed. Most of the studies considered only an example of the 

techniques or methods proposed, and some were proposed as future work to validate 

their proposals through study cases; (2) as beneficial aspects: growing interest in the 

field due to increased studies in recent years. It is also an area of research which is not 

mature enough, so it is interesting to address it.  

Particularly, refactoring techniques have not been especially developed to business 

processes obtained by reverse engineering. Therefore, it may be a possible field in 

which to make further research efforts since it has not been addressed yet by the 

research community. 

2.3 Challenges in retrieved business 

process models 

Business process models mined by any reverse engineering technique undergo several 

quality deficiencies. This section presents the most common quality faults recognized in 

the business process models obtained through reverse engineering as well as the 

challenges to be addressed for improving their quality levels. These faults and the 

respective challenges were collected after a literature review and through practical 

experiences with business process models retrieved from real-life information systems 

[52]. This procedure to collect common challenges has also been used in the design of 

patterns in the field of software engineering [53].  
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The set of business process models analyzed were retrieved from a wide variety of 

legacy information systems: (i) a system managing a Spanish authors organization; (ii) 

an open source CRM (Customer Relationship Management) system; (iii) an enterprise 

information system from the water and waste industry; (iv) an e-government system 

used in a Spanish local e-administration; (v) a high school LMS (Learning Management 

System); and finally (vi) an oncological evaluation system used in Austrian hospitals 

[54]. After analyzing all the business process models from each different domain, some 

insights about the most frequent and common problems were identified. Such insights 

were grouped into completeness deficiencies, lack of relevance, granularity problems, 

uncertainty and ambiguity problems. Before next subsections depict these challenges in 

detail, Table 12 introduces and summarizes all these challenges by providing 

information about the problem with which the challenge is related, causes of such 

problems, and possible solutions to fix each problem.  

Table 12. Summary of challenges 

Challenge Problem Causes Possible Solution 

Completeness Missed elements 
Data are distributed in 

several sources 
Insert elements 

Relevance 
Elements retrieved 

erroneously 

Elements created in 

compilation time but is not 

used in execution time 

Remove elements 

Granularity 
Coarse-grained 

elements 

Each callable unit is 

considered as a business task 

Abstraction and 

aggregation 

Uncertainty Semantic loss Inherited identifiers  Rename 

Ambiguity Redundancies 

Different fragments build 

redundant business 

fragments 

Remove and/or modify 

elements 

 

Despite the fact these challenges have been identified by the analysis of business 

process models mined from source code, other reverse engineering techniques could be 

used to obtain additional challenges to be addressed. Despite this, most of the 

challenges are common to any reverse engineering technique. 

2.3.1 Completeness 

Business process models mined through reverse engineering may be incomplete. This is 

due to the fact that data can be distributed in several sources, not just at the source code 

itself; they cannot therefore be obtained solely through a static analysis. 

These business process models may have missed nodes, such as business tasks, 

gateways, events and data objects, as well as connections between elements like 

sequence flows (between tasks) or association flows (between tasks and data objects). 
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That loss affects the semantic completeness of the model [55]. Those missing elements 

might not be present in the business process model because, for example, they may not 

have been instantiated at compilation time. This means that one of the biggest 

challenges is to rediscover elements that were not recovered in the reverse engineering 

phase. 

Another recurrent quality fault related to the completeness challenge is to establish the 

order of different business activities. Unfortunately, reverse engineering may not 

provide complete sequence flows between activities, because not all information can be 

derived automatically from source code. Similarly, the start and end points may not 

have been defined in the model, because there is not enough information to determine 

which activities are the beginning or end of a model, or which task is executed before 

another [22]. An example of this scenario is shown in Figure 13. 

 

Figure 13. Incomplete retrieved business process model (a) and its expected version with all 

connected elements (b) 

2.3.2 Relevance 

In contrast with completeness, which is related to missing elements, relevance is related 

to business elements that have been retrieved erroneously by reverse engineering. The 

information is seen as non-relevant when it can be removed without losing information, 

preserving the behavior. This information (such as activities, events, etc.) may have 

been created in compilation time but is not used in execution time, i.e., these elements 

do not carry out any business logic in the organization. 

Figure 14 shows a sample fragment of a retrieved business process model with an 

unnecessary gateway. In that case, the gateway connects one input and one output so 

that the connection between Task1 and Task2 can be directly in that case because 

gateways are designed for use in branches with two or more elements. 

 

Figure 14. Retrieved business process model with unnecessary gateway 

(a)

(b)
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The relevance of a business process model is an important aspect, since it ensures the 

model contains enough elements to convey their information [55]. The challenge must 

be addressed by removing all non-relevant information that is present in the business 

process model, while preserving semantics of the relevant parts. 

2.3.3 Granularity 

Another important challenge is related to different types of granularity that business 

tasks may present. According to the approach proposed by Zou et al. [28], each callable 

unit in an information system is considered as a candidate business task to be 

discovered by reverse engineering. However, existing information systems typically 

contain thousands of callable units of different sizes that are usually considered business 

tasks; these can have different levels of granularity [22, 56], such as (1) large callable 

units that support the main business functionalities of the system (e.g., methods and 

functions of the domain and controller layer), (2) small callable units as getter and setter 

methods in object-oriented programming, that only read and write program variables 

but perform no real business task, (3) a set of small callable units that have similar 

behavior and perform a business task jointly, or (4) a set of small callable units that can 

together support another. The main task is considered as father task while small tasks 

are known as children tasks. This last scenario is shown in diagram form in Figure 15, 

where Task t1, Task tn, among others tasks, support the Task T. 

 

Figure 15. Retrieved business process model with small tasks (children) that support another task 

(father) 

Although granularity can be seen as a specialization of relevance, it refers to the 

significance of elements according to its abstraction degree, while relevance is related to 

the correctness of elements retrieved through reverse engineering. The granularity 

challenge, which considers all the elements as relevant, can be addressed by taking into 

account only business tasks that were retrieved from coarse-grained callable units and 

merging or discarding fine-grained ones. Fine-grained granularity means that models 

are closer to source code perspective. However, the dividing line between coarse- and 

fine-grained callable units is unknown.  

...
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Authors like Polyvyanyy et al. [40] propose to abstract these business process models, 

thereby reducing unwanted details and representing only the relevant information. 

These authors address the issue of the different types of granularity, while proposing 

two techniques for resolution: (1) Elimination: eliminating those small tasks that are 

considered as non-relevant and (2) aggregation: grouping certain tasks into one, while 

the information is preserved. 

2.3.4 Uncertainty 

As mentioned above, improving understandability of a business process model is a 

challenge, since poor understandability of the model can lead to a wrong conclusion. 

Understandability is normally worse in those models that have been obtained through 

reverse engineering from information systems, since identifiers and names of elements 

may not be descriptive enough. This is because many identifiers are inherited from the 

elements in source code. For example, task labels usually consist of the concatenation of 

various capitalized words according to naming conventions present in most 

programming approaches. Figure 16 shows an example of a retrieved business task 

whose label is following the CamelCase naming convention [57] that is typically used 

in programming languages, i.e., through writing compound words with one or more 

internal uppercase letters. This kind of naming is uncertain, but can provide a clue to 

finding more representative task names. 

 

Figure 16. Retrieved business task labeled using the CamelCase naming convention 

This issue focuses on the interpretability from a language-usage perspective, i.e. how 

intuitive the language used to define the elements of the model is. For this reason, the 

labeling of elements can affect the model interpretation negatively when it does not 

follow an appropriate convention [55]. This is a challenge that should be addressed by 

renaming the elements of business process models so that they faithfully represent the 

semantics as actually performed. 

2.3.5 Ambiguity 

Another issue to be taken into account is the ambiguity of some business process 

elements. For example, redundancy faults sometimes occur during reverse engineering, 

due to the fact that different source code pieces (e.g., two callable units) lead to the 

building of two redundant business tasks that are actually part of a more complex task 

(e.g., a business task supported by both callable units). Ambiguity is important in 

determining the quality of business process models, since it affects the understandability 
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and modifiability of the model, i.e., how far elements in the model are formulated 

intuitively [55]. The ambiguity, therefore, negatively affects the ability to communicate 

the behavior of the business process efficiently.  

An example can be seen in Figure 17 where there are two different paths between Task 

1 and Task 2 (direct path and conditional path) obtained from different source code 

pieces. One of the paths contradicts the logic of the other path since the second is more 

restrictive. 

 

Figure 17. Ambiguous retrieved business process model 

A model is considered unambiguous when it is free of redundancies, containing no 

elements that contradict the logic of another element. The ambiguity must be addressed 

by detecting and removing redundancies and inconsistencies in a business process 

model. 
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Chapter 3  
Research Proposal 

his chapter presents a detailed description of the main contribution of this PhD 

Thesis. In order to address the challenges outlined above, this chapter presents 

an approach for improving business process models obtained from information 

systems with the aim that they reflect as faithfully as possible the business reality with 

optimal levels of quality. Section 3.1 discusses the key functionality of the proposal 

provides for refactoring retrieved business process models. In Section 3.2 states the 

enriching technique for completing business process models by using event logs as 

additional knowledge source. Figure 18 shows the objectives addressed in e chapter. 
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Figure 18. Objectives addressed along Chapter 3. 

3.1 Refactoring approach 

Business process models define the sequence of coordinated activities that an 

organization has carried out in the quest to achieve its business goal [2]. They are 

considered to be one of the most important assets for organizations, since an appropriate 

management of them helps companies to adapt their business goals and structures to 

environmental changes quickly, while maintaining or even improving their 

competitiveness. Besides, to supply their management, business process models are 

mostly represented according to standard notation such as BPMN [3]. BPMN is 

considered the most advantageous notation since it facilitates the communication among 

several stakeholders across the system development life cycle, detects errors and 

omissions early in system development life cycle and so on. As a consequence of the 

benefits of business process management, organizations are currently demanding 

mechanisms to ensure optimal quality levels of their business processes, aiming to 

achieve optimal business process management. Quality assurance of business process 

models usually focuses on understandability and modifiability. These high level 

representation quality features have been considered to be the most influential as 

regards business process management [4]. 
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When the organization does not explicitly have its business process models, reverse 

engineering is a solution to mine the models from existing information systems [26]. 

Reverse engineering is the process of analyzing a system to create representation of the 

system at a higher level of abstraction. Thus, business process models are high level 

representations of the company performing. Although reverse engineering is less error-

prone and time-consuming than manual modeling from scratch, it implies a semantic 

loss [8] due to the increase in abstraction.  

The main solution to the need to increase the quality degree of business process models 

is through refactoring techniques [9, 10]. These techniques change the internal structure 

of business process models without altering or modifying their external behavior, 

thereby improving their understandability and modifiability. Refactoring operators 

replace some fragments by equivalent ones. Despite the fact that in the literature there 

are several refactoring operators that have been proposed for their application in 

business process models, there are, however, no refactoring techniques specially 

developed for those models that have been obtained through reverse engineering, with 

their own peculiarities (e.g., missing elements, mining of non-relevant elements, etc.) as 

Section 2.2 revealed. Moreover, most business process model refactoring techniques 

consist in recognizing refactoring opportunities and in then applying different 

refactoring operators, without ensuring the best combination of these.  

This Thesis addresses all the aforementioned challenges by applying IBUPROFEN
1
 

(Improvement and BUsiness Process Refactoring OF Embedded Noise), a business 

process model refactoring technique and a supporting tool. This means that 

IBUPROFEN has been specially designed to be used with business process models 

retrieved by reverse engineering from existing information systems. IBUPROFEN 

defines a set of operators, divided into three categories: relevant elements maximization, 

fine-grained granularity reduction and completeness. Despite the fact that the 

IBUPROFEN refactoring operators deal with these three major challenges, the set of 

operators could be extended to cope with other problems associated with business 

process models obtained by reverse engineering. 

Section 3.1.1 introduces the proposed approach for refactoring business process models 

retrieved by reverse engineering, in an attempt to address the problems outlined above.  

                                                 

 

 

1 Despite the fact that IBUPROFEN is the name of a well-known painkiller, that name is not a rade/registered mark 

since it corresponds to iso-butyl-propanoic-phenolic acid, which is an open access term devoted to define the 

chemical formula. We chose that name due to it is easily remembered and it is an abbreviation of a longer name: 
Improvement and BUsiness Process Refactoring OF Embedded Noise. 
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3.1.1 IBUPROFEN 

IBUPROFEN (Improvement and BUsiness Process Refactoring OF Embedded Noise) is 

a framework to refactor business process models retrieved particularly by reverse 

engineering. IBUPROFEN is specially designed for business process models which are 

represented in accord with the BPMN notation. IBUPROFEN allows different 

refactoring operators to be applied, taking into account the assessment of various 

measures related to the modifiability and understandability of business process models.  

In order to achieve an optimal value of the measures related to understandability and 

modifiability, refactoring operators are applied. The selection of the set of refactoring 

operators to apply is our main research goal. Following the course of action of the 

proposed technique shown in Figure 5, firstly, business process models are retrieved by 

reverse engineering from existing information systems. Then, the understandability and 

modifiability of these business process models is assessed by means of a set of well-

proven measures (such as size, connectivity, separability and density). If the values of 

these measures are optimal regarding the expert decision, the workflow ends. However, 

if these values are not optimal, a set of appropriate refactoring operators are selected 

from IBUPROFEN as well as their execution order with the aim to improve these 

measures. The selected refactoring operators are applied and the quality assessment 

starts again. Business process models could be also improved manually by experts. 

IBUPROFEN proposes a set of cutting-edge refactoring operators particularly designed 

for business process models obtained from reverse engineering. Some of these operators 

take some ideas of previous, well-proven refactoring operators [10, 12], which have 

been widely used with business process models that are not obtained from reverse 

engineering. Moreover, IBUPROFEN take into account the modeling guidelines 

provided by Mendling et al. [20]. The novelty of IBUPROFEN refactoring operators 

lies in the fact that these consider quality faults derived from reverse engineering of 

business process models (see Section 2.3). Hence, IBUPROFEN provides a set of ten 

refactoring operators (see Table 13), grouped into three categories: maximization of 

relevant elements, fine-grained granularity reduction and completeness. Next sub-

sections explain every refactoring operator in detail.  

3.1.1.1 Maximization of relevant elements  

This category groups the refactoring operators responsible for removing non-relevant 

elements found in business process models; these include elements that have been 

retrieved erroneously by reverse engineering (cf. Section 2.3.2) and ambiguity parts 

created by different source code pieces (cf. Section 2.3.5). Thus, relevance challenge is 

addressed by means of removing isolated and sheet nodes as well as merging and 

removing nested gateway. This is due to nested gateways can bring about an increase in 
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the complexity of business process models, so these are replaced by equivalent, light-

weight structures. Ambiguity challenge, in turn, is addressed by removing inconsistent 

paths. Inconsistent path are those paths that contradict the logic of others. The 

refactoring operators are the following: 

 R1. Remove Isolated Nodes: This refactoring operator removes nodes (i.e., 

tasks, gateways or events) in the business process model that are not connected 

with any other node in that model. However, this refactoring operator could 

remove relevant nodes whose connections with other nodes are not discovered 

by means of reverse engineering. The application of this refactoring operator 

should be controlled. 

 R2. Remove Sheet Nodes: This refactoring operator removes elements in the 

business process model that are considered sheet nodes. These nodes can be 

gateways or intermediate events that have no successor nodes.  

 R3. Merge nesting: This refactoring operator merges consecutive gateways of 

the same type (exclusive, inclusive, parallel, etc.) when the opening gateway has 

only one output and the closing one has only one input. 

 R4. Remove Inconsistencies: This refactoring operator removes sequence flows 

in the business process model that are considered inconsistent. When two tasks 

are connected through a cut node, such as an intermediate event or a gateway, 

and through a direct sequence flow, this sequence flow is removed. This 

refactoring operator is an approximation for mitigating inconsistencies. An 

expert opinion would be needed in this point in order not to remove the relevant 

path. However, this refactoring operator is a good move based on experience. 

 R5. Remove unnecessary nesting: This refactoring operator removes gateways 

that connect only two nodes, i.e. with one input and one output. This gateway is 

removed and a direct sequence flow is created between these nodes. Gateways 

are decisions nodes that are used in incoming and outgoing branches so they are 

not needed when there is not any alternative path. 

3.1.1.2 Fine-grained granularity reduction 

The different granularity of business tasks and callable units in existing information 

systems constitutes another important challenge [22]. According to the approach 

proposed by [28], each callable unit in an information system is seen as a candidate 

business task. However, existing systems typically contain thousands of callable units, 

some of which are large ones supporting the main business functionalities of the system, 

while many are very small and do not support any business activity directly. In other 

situations, a set of small callable units together support a business activity. This means 
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that this category provides two refactoring operators to deal with large sets of fine-

grained business tasks and data objects according to the granularity challenge 

mentioned in Section 2.3.3: 

 R6. Create compound tasks: This refactoring operator transforms each task 

into a compound task when the task T has several subsequent tasks, which are in 

turn connected by a round-trip sequence flow to the task T. This scenario comes 

about because each callable unit is transformed into a task during the reverse 

engineering stage when a given callable unit can invoke another callable unit, 

returning a value to the first one. In this case, the refactoring operator creates a 

compound task with a start and end event connected with each subsequent task 

through the respective split and join exclusive gateways. The refactoring 

operator considers round-trip sequence flows as an indicator for detecting 

subtasks. This is an approximation for detecting fine-grained element based on 

the experience. 

 R7. Combine data objects: This refactoring operator combines data objects that 

are input and/or output of a task. The combination is possible when those data 

objects are used exclusively (written or read) for that task. The combination is 

done when the number of data objects is above a threshold. To mitigate the 

collateral semantic loss, all the names of the grouped data objects are saved in 

the documentation attribute provided by the BPMN standard. The election of 

this threshold is a great issue and depends on stakeholders. This refactoring 

operator establishes 3 data objects as the threshold to combine them. 

3.1.1.3 Completeness 

Any reverse engineering technique implies an increase in the degree of abstraction, and 

therefore there is a semantic loss. This category of operators is provided for that reason, 

to deal with semantic loss by means of the incorporation of additional elements. These 

refactoring operators address the completeness challenge (cf. Section 2.3.1) and 

uncertainty problems as well (cf. Section 2.3.4).  

 R8. Join Start and End events: This refactoring operator joins the start and end 

event to the starting and ending tasks, respectively. These events are created 

whether or not they were created by reverse engineering. When there are several 

starting tasks, the refactoring operator adds a split complex gateway between the 

start event and starting tasks. Similarly, if there are several ending tasks, the 

refactoring operator adds a joining complex gateway between ending tasks and 

the end event [20]. This refactoring operator considers as starting task a task 

with some output sequence flows but without input sequence flows. Similarly, it 

considers as ending task a task with some input sequence flows but without 
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output sequence flows. The heuristic followed by this refactoring operator is a 

limitation. Another heuristic could be established for detecting starting and 

ending tasks 

 R9. Add gateways in incoming and outgoing branches: As a result of the use 

of reverse engineering to retrieve business process models, it is possible to 

obtain models without gateways in incoming and outgoing branches. Although 

this is not a problem in business process models, it is true that the use of 

gateways helps to get a better understanding of their semantics. In fact, the usage 

of gateways in incoming and outgoing branches is considered as a good 

modeling practice. As a result, this operator adds a split and join exclusive 

gateway when a certain task respectively has several precursor or subsequent 

tasks. Missing gateways in incoming and outgoing branches is not actually a 

modeling problem. However, it has been proved that its use offer a better 

understanding of the business process model [20]. 

 R10. Refine names: This operator implements a heuristic to improve task labels 

of business tasks that were obtained almost directly from methods or functions 

of legacy source code through reverse engineering. These kinds of labels consist 

in the concatenation of various capitalized words, in accordance with naming 

conventions present in most programming approaches. In an effort to have more 

understandable names, this refactoring operation split these labels into ones 

containing various words. The heuristic used by this refactoring operator is a 

limitation, so alternative heuristics can be used to address uncertain labels. 

3.1.2 Graph-Based Business Process Model 

Refactoring 

There are several quality assurance techniques to achieve business process models with 

the appropriate quality levels. Business process mining techniques [56] are employed to 

obtain business process models from execution logs. Similarly, business process 

archeology [7] analyzes existing artifacts such as source code or databases for 

discovering and retrieving business process models in line with actual operation. 

Repairing techniques are devoted to add missing parts and correct business process 

models to fit them to the reality [14]. A part from all these techniques, one of the most 

applied and well-proven technique is business process model refactoring [58], which 

change the internal structure of business process models without altering or modifying 

their external behavior, and therefore, improving the understandability and modifiability 

among other quality features. 
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Table 13. Set of refactoring operators of IBUPROFEN 
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Despite standard notations such as BPMN are graph-based, most business process 

model refactoring techniques [10, 12, 59], hardly ever are designed as algorithms that 

manage graphs. Instead, most refactoring techniques consider, for example, business 

processes as two isolated, linear sets of business tasks and sequence flows. This design 

decision probably is better for the effectiveness of the refactoring algorithms but has 

harmful effects in terms of efficiency. This means that non-graph-based algorithms 

could have time-consuming problems when face with large, complex business process 

models. In fact, the usage of graph in different contexts [60-62] proved to be much more 

efficient than any other data structure. Due to this fact, IBUPROFEN defines a set of 

algorithms where business process models are managed as graphs. Next paragraphs 

show how business process models are refactored according to the set of graph-based 

algorithms proposed in IBUPROFEN. 

3.1.2.1 Transformation BPMN to Graphs 

Each business process model is transformed into a directed weighted graph 

(DefaultDirectedWeightedGraph<V,E>), a non-simple directed graph in which multiple 

edges between any two vertices are not permitted, but loops are. In our case, vertices (V) 

are modeled using the BPElement class while edges (E) are modeled using the BPEdge 

class. Both classes implement the Cloneable interface. BPElement saves the 

information about a BPMN element such as a task, data object, gateways and events. 

BPEdge, in turn, saves the information about an edge in the business process model 

such as a sequence flow and an association flow. The information that is saved by these 

classes is the name, the type, an identifier, among other. In case of events and gateways, 

nodes save the subtype of this type of node, i.e., start, intermediate and end for events 

and exclusive, parallel, inclusive and complex for gateways. Compounded tasks are, in 

turn, directed weighted graphs. 

The set of business process models mined from existing information systems is 

transformed therefore to a list of graphs. Each graph represents one business process 

model and has several BPElement instances connected by means of several BPEdge 

instances. Thus, a business process model is represented as a graph through the notation 

G= (V, E), being v1, v2ϵ V (nodes) and e ϵ E (edge), the edge between these nodes e = 

(v1, v2). For example, the connection between a task t1 and task t2 (sequence flow) is 

represented as follow: e = (v1, v2), e.type=SEQUENCE, e.name= “t1t2”, 

v1.type=TASK, v1.name=t1, v2.type=TASK, v2.name=t2. 

3.1.2.2 Graph-based refactoring algorithms  

IBUPROFEN provides a set of ten refactoring algorithms grouped into three categories: 

maximization of relevant elements, fine-grained granularity reduction and completeness 
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[63]. The next paragraphs explain in detail the implementation of each refactoring 

algorithms belonging to each of the categories.  

3.1.2.2.1 Maximization of relevant elements. 

This category groups the refactoring algorithms responsible for removing non-relevant 

elements found in business process models; these include isolated tasks, sheet tasks and 

inconsistencies. Moreover, nested gateways can bring about an increase in the 

complexity of business process models, so these are replaced by equivalent, light-

weight structures. The refactoring algorithms are the following: 

R1. Remove Isolated Nodes 

This refactoring algorithm removes nodes (i.e., tasks, gateways or events) in the 

business process model that are not connected with any other node in that model, i.e., 

nodes without incoming and outgoing edges. Algorithm 5 illustrates this refactoring. 

R2. Remove Sheet Nodes 

This refactoring algorithm removes elements in the business process model that are 

considered sheet nodes. These nodes can be gateways or intermediate events that have 

no successor nodes, i.e., nodes without outgoing edges in the graph. Algorithm 6 

illustrates this refactoring. 

Algorithm 5. Remove Isolated Nodes. 

Given G = (V, E) 

∀ a ϵ V 
 if ¬∃ e ϵ E : (e = (b, a) ˅ e = (a, b), b ϵ V) then 
  V – {a} 

Algorithm 6. Remove Sheet Nodes. 

Given G = (V, E) 

∀ a ϵ V : a.type = INTERMEDIATE ˅ a.type = GATEWAY  

 if ¬∃ e ϵ E : e = (a, b), b ϵ V then 
  V – {a} 

 

R3. Merge nesting 

This refactoring algorithm merges consecutive gateways of the same type (i.e., all 

gateways are exclusive or all are inclusive or parallel and so on). The merging is 

performed when the first gateway has only one output and the second has only one 

input. Algorithm 7 illustrates this refactoring algorithm. 

R4. Remove Inconsistencies 

This refactoring algorithm removes sequence flows in the business process model that 

are considered inconsistent. When two tasks are connected through a cut node, such as 

an intermediate event or a gateway, and through a direct sequence flow, this sequence 
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flow is removed while the most restrictive path is maintained. Algorithm 8 illustrates 

this refactoring. 

Algorithm 7. Merge Nesting. 

Given G = (V, E) 

gatewaysToMerge  Ø 

∀ a ϵ V : a.type = GATEWAY 
 ∀ b ϵ V : ∃! e1 ϵ E : e  = (a, b) 

if b.type = GATEWAY ˄ ∃! e  ϵ E : v  = (b, a) ˄ a.subType = 

b.subType then     

gatewaysToMerge  {(a,b)} 

∀ (g ,g ) ϵ gatewaysToMerge 

 ∀ e ϵ E : e = (g , a) 

  E  {e’ = (g ,a)}, E – {e}, V – {g } 

Algorithm 8. Remove Inconsistent Paths. 

Given G = (V, E) 

∀ a ϵ V : a.type = GATEWAY ˅ a.type = INTERMEDIATE 

 ∀ e  ϵ E : e  = (a, a ), a  ϵ V 

  ∀ e  ϵ E : e  = (a , a), a  ϵ V 

   if ∃ e ϵ E : e = (a , as) then 

    E – {e }, E – {e }, V – {a} 

 

R5. Remove unnecessary nesting 

This refactoring algorithm is shown in Figure 19. It removes gateways that connect only 

two nodes, i.e. with one input and one output. This gateway is removed and a direct 

sequence flow is created between these nodes. Algorithm 9 illustrates this refactoring. 

Algorithm 9. Remove unnecessary nesting. 

Given G = (V, E) 

∀ a ϵ V : a.type = GATEWAY  
 if ∃!e  ϵ E : e  = (a, a ) ˄ ∃!e  ϵ E : e  = (a , a), a ,a  ϵ V then 

  E – {e }, E – {ep}, V – {a}, E  {e’ = ( a , a )} 

 

 

Figure 19. Removing unnecessary nesting 

3.1.2.2.2 Fine-grained granularity reduction 

The different granularity of business tasks and callable units in existing information 

systems constitutes another important challenge [22]. According to the approach 

proposed by [28], each callable unit in an information systems is seen as a candidate 

business task. However, existing systems typically contain thousands of callable units, 

some of which are large ones supporting the main business functionalities of the system, 

while many are very small and do not support any business activity directly. In other 

situations, a set of small callable units together support a business activity. This means 

that this category provides two refactoring algorithms to deal with large sets of fine-

grained business tasks and data objects: 
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R6. Create compound tasks 

This refactoring algorithm transforms each task into a compound task when this task has 

several subsequent tasks, which are in turn connected by a round-trip sequence flow to 

the task. This scenario comes about because each callable unit is transformed into a task 

during the reverse engineering stage when a given callable unit can invoke another 

callable unit, returning a value to the first one. In this case, a compound task is created 

with a start and end event connected with each subsequent task through the respective 

split and join exclusive gateways. Algorithm 10 illustrates this refactoring algorithm. 

R7. Combine data objects 

This refactoring algorithm combines data objects that are input and/or output of a task. 

The combination is possible when those data objects are used exclusively (written or 

read) for that task. The combination is done when the number of data objects is above a 

threshold. To mitigate the collateral semantic loss, all the names of the grouped data 

objects are saved in the documentation attribute provided by the BPMN standard. 

Algorithm 11 illustrates this refactoring algorithm. 

Algorithm 10. Create compound tasks. 

Given G = (V, E) 

∀ a ϵ V : a.type = TASK 
 children  Ø 

 ∀ b ϵ V : b.type = TASK 

  if ∃ e  ϵ E : e  = (a, b) ˄ ∃! e  ϵ E : e  = (b, a) then 

   children  b 

   V – {b}, E – { e }, E – { e }, 

 G’ = (V’, E’) 

V’  {a ,a ,a ,a }, a .type = START, a .type = END, a .type = COMPLEX, a .type = 

COMPLEX 

E’  {m ,m ,m ,m }, m .type = SEQUENCE, m .type = SEQUENCE, m .type = SEQUENCE, 

m .type = SEQUENCE, m  = (a ,a ), m  = (a , a ) 

 ∀ c ϵ children 
E’ {m’,m’’}, m’.type = SEQUENCE, m’ = (a ,c), m’’.type = SEQUENCE, m’’ = (c, 

a ) 

 a.type = COMPOUND, a.subGraph = G’ 

Algorithm 11. Combine data objects. 

Given G = (V, E) 

∀ a ϵ V : a.type = TASK 
 dataWrite  Ø , dataRead  Ø 

 ∀ e ϵ E : e = (a, b), b ϵ V, b.type = DATA 

  if ∃! e ϵ E: e = (c, b) ˄ c=a then 
   dataWrite  {b} 

   V – {b}, E – {e} 

 ∀ e ϵ E : e = (b, a), b ϵ V, b.type = DATA 

  if ∃! e ϵ E: e = (b, c) ˄ c=a then 
   dataRead  {b} 

   V – {b}, E – {e} 

 V {d }, d .type = DATA 

 ∀ d  ϵ dataWrite 

  d .additionalInfo  d .name 

 E  {e }, e .type = SEQUENCE, e  = (a, d ) 

 V {d }, d .type = DATA 

 ∀ d  ϵ dataRead 

  d .additionalInfo {d .name} 

 E  {e  = (d , a)}, e .type = SEQUENCE 
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3.1.2.2.3 Completeness 

Any reverse engineering technique implies an increase in the degree of abstraction, and 

therefore there is a semantic loss. This category is provided for that reason, to deal with 

semantic loss by means of the incorporation of additional elements that are not been 

retrieved in the reverse engineering phase. The refactoring algorithms are the following: 

R8. Join Start and End events 

This refactoring algorithm joins the start and end event to the starting and ending tasks, 

respectively. These events are created whether or not they were created before. When 

there are several starting tasks, the algorithm adds a split complex gateway between the 

start event and starting tasks. Similarly, if there are several ending tasks, it adds a 

joining complex gateway between ending tasks and the end event [20]. Algorithm 12 

illustrates this refactoring. 

Algorithm 12. Join start and end events. 

Given G = (V, E) 

∀ a ϵ V : a.type = TASK 
 start  Ø , end  Ø 

 if !∃e ϵ E: e = (b, a), b ϵ V then 
  start {a} 

 if !∃e ϵ E: e = (a, c), c ϵ V then 
  end {a} 

 V  {v1,v2,v3,v4}, v1.type = START, v2.type = END, v3 = COMPLEX, v4 = 

COMPLEX 

 E {e1,e2}, e1 = (v1, v3), e2 = (v4,v2) 

 ∀ v ϵ start 
  E {e’ = (v3, v)} 

 ∀ v ϵ end 
  E {e’ = (v, v4)} 

 

R9. Add gateways in incoming and outgoing branches 

It is possible to obtain business process models by revere engineering that do not follow 

some of the good modeling practices that would be in accord with the BPMN standard 

as regards the usage of gateways [20]. In this case, this algorithm adds a split and join 

exclusive gateway when a certain task has several precursor or subsequent tasks, 

respectively (see Figure 20). Algorithm 13 illustrates this refactoring. 

 

Figure 20. Adding decision nodes between incoming and outgoing branches 
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Algorithm 13. Add gateways in branches. 

Given G = (V, E) 

∀ a ϵ V : a.type = TASK ˅ a.type = EVENT 
 successor  Ø, predecessor  Ø  

 ∀ b ϵ V :∃e ϵ E: e = (a, b) 
  if b.type = TASK ˅ b.type = EVENT ˅ b.type = GATEWAY 
   successor  {b} 

   E – {e} 

 ∀ b ϵ V :∃e ϵ E: e = (b, a) 
  if b.type = TASK ∨ b.type = EVENT ˅ b.type = GATEWAY 
   predecessor {b} 

   E – {e} 

 if |successor|>1 then 

  V  {v1}, v1.type = EXCLUSIVE 

  ∀ s ϵ successor 
   E {e1,e2}, e1 = (a, v1), e2 = (v1,s) 

 if |predecessor|>1 then 

  V  {v2}, v2.type = EXCLUSIVE 

  ∀ p ϵ predecessor 
   E {e1,e2}, e1 = (p, v1), e2 = (v1,a) 

R10. Refine names 

This refactoring algorithm implements a heuristic to improve labels of business tasks 

that were obtained almost directly from methods or functions of legacy source code 

through reverse engineering. These labels usually follow naming conventions present in 

most programming approaches such as the concatenation of various capitalized words. 

This refactoring algorithm split these labels into ones containing various words. This 

algorithm is not necessary to be shown due to the easy implementation using graphs. 

3.1.2.3 Graph to BPMN 

After applying refactoring algorithms, each graph is transformed into a business process 

model and each graph element is transformed into a BPMN element. Thus, each 

BPElement is transformed into a task, data object, gateway or event according to its 

type while each BPEdge is transformed into a sequence flow or association flow 

according to its type. 

3.2 Semantic Enrichment approach 

Business process management enables organizations to become more efficient, more 

effective and more readily adaptable to changes than traditional, functional management 

approaches. Business processes describe the organization’s operations, as well as the 

roles and resources involved [2]. Sometimes, however, business processes models do 

not explicitly exist in an organization. And even if an organization has created models 

of its business processes, these could be outdated and misaligned with the actual 

activities. In cases where business activities are supported by information systems, 

reverse engineering techniques can be used to obtain business process models from 

these. This is often an attractive practice, since existing information systems may embed 

business logic in their source code. For this reason, business process archeology has 

emerged as a set of techniques and tools to mine business processes from source code. 
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Source code contains a lot of business knowledge that has been embedded during the 

information system maintenance. Thus, business process archeology represents a good 

start point for business experts, requiring less effort than modeling from scratch. One of 

these techniques is MARBLE [7], which is based on a model-driven approach, and uses 

the KDM (Knowledge Discovery Metamodel) standard to represent intermediate 

models.  

While the analysis of source code allows the acquisition of embedded knowledge that is 

not present anywhere else, their application may entail a semantic loss due to the 

increase of abstraction level [64]. Business process models obtained in this way can 

therefore be incomplete, could contain irrelevant information, or may even contain 

ambiguities that decrease their understandability. The improvement of such a processes 

model is necessary to address these problems, which helps to have them better reflect 

reality [14]. To enrich the semantics of business process models it is necessary to 

consider alternative sources from which to extract knowledge. Event logs form one such 

candidate. In an opposite way to business process archeology, process mining 

techniques aim at obtaining useful information from event logs by means of process 

discovery, conformance checking and model enhancement [65, 66]. These event logs 

are recorded by information system such as enterprise resource planning (ERP) or 

customer relationship management (CRM) systems, among others, i.e., process-aware 

information systems (PAISs) [21]. Organizations may also operate traditional (non-

process-aware) information systems supporting their business processes, which do not 

record any event during execution.  

This section presents a technique to repair business processes models as obtained by a 

static analysis of source code by capturing additional information from event logs. To 

develop the technique two assumptions based on our previous work were taken into 

account: (1) business process models, capturing a static viewpoint, are obtained by 

means of MARBLE, an adaptive framework to recover the underlying business process 

models from legacy information system; and (2) event logs, representing a dynamic 

viewpoint, are obtained by means of the technique proposed by Pérez-Castillo et al. 

[22] in which event logs are generated from non-process-aware systems, which enables 

a process mining approach. Business process models obtained with these two different 

techniques display similarities as well as differences. Hence, our proposed approach 

finds similar tasks in both models in order to detect missing sequence flows by 

comparing both artifacts, i.e. those sequences flows that can be inferred from the event 

log but which are not in the initial business process model. The detected, missing 

sequence flows are incorporated into the target business process model, making it more 

complete and accurate regarding to the event log. The actual improvement obtained 

after this repair step is evaluated through a case study using a real-life information 

system (see Section 5.2). The case study’s results show that the repaired business 
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models are indeed more accurate and more complete than the initial model as retrieved 

by reverse engineering. 

Section 3.2.1 presents related work and Section 3.2.2 introduces the proposed approach 

to repair business processes models using event logs.  

3.2.1 Related Work 

In the literature, various techniques are described to obtain business process models. 

Some of these techniques consider dynamic analysis, which obtain process models from 

the event logs that are recorded during system execution. These logs represent the actual 

system performance and several algorithms can be used, such as the alpha algorithm 

proposed by Van der Aalst et al., a genetic algorithm proposed by De Medeiros et al., a 

heuristics algorithm proposed by Weijters et al., among others, to mine the business 

process [24, 33, 67]. The event logs used by these algorithms are obtained from process-

aware information systems (PAISs) [21], i.e., information systems whose nature 

facilitates the direct registration of events throughout process execution. Although 

information systems that are not process-aware do not automatically record event logs, 

such logs can be obtained by hand or by injecting code to trace by techniques as 

proposed by Perez-Castillo et al. [22]. These event logs are generated when the 

information system is running, and describe which tasks are executed and in what order 

for a certain time period. The downside of such event logs is that not all functionalities 

can be captured, i.e. only tasks that have been carried out at the time of executing the 

injector. That is, if the injector stores the event logs for a year it is not possible to 

recover the tasks that are executed, e. g., two years back, or it may not be able to 

recover those tasks that hardly ever occur but are important for the system. 

 Apart from dynamic analyses, a static analysis has been proposed. Static analysis 

obtain process models through the syntactical analysis of the source code, e.g. by Zou et 

al. [28]. They developed a framework based on a set of heuristic rules to extract 

business processes following model-driven development. The framework statically 

analyzes the legacy source code and applies the rules to transform pieces of source code 

in business process elements. Although this work is based on the MDA (Model-Driven 

Architecture) approach, standards as KDM are not considered. Ghose et al.[68], in turn, 

consider other software artifacts as a set of text-based queries in documentation for 

extracting business knowledge, but the approach is not based on the MDA. Perez-

Castillo et al.[7], use standards in their approach to obtain process models. They 

propose MARBLE to obtain a first approximation of business process that is especially 

useful for organizations that have never modeled their processes, while their legacy 

information systems do embed knowledge during its maintenance (knowledge that is 

only present in the source code, not in the documentation). Unfortunately, the retrieved 

process models have a low abstraction level, being very close to the code level. 
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Furthermore, not all embedded information can be obtained using MARBLE. Thus, the 

recovered process models involve several challenges to address. 

Neither static nor dynamic analysis can obtain the actual and complete contours of 

business processes in an organization. Adriansyah et al. [69] discuss in their work that a 

retrieved model often does not describe the process executions as observed in reality, 

e.g., activities in the model are skipped in the log, the log contains events not described 

in the model or the order execution of the tasks are different. This work compares the 

process model with an event log of the same process. In follow up to this observation, 

Fahland et al. [14] suggest to repair business process with the recorded event logs. 

They obtain subprocesses in event logs not being present in the process model and then, 

insert them where it is missing. This particular work assumes that the process model has 

been discovered by mining process (using event logs) or by hand. However, this is 

mostly realistic in PAIS settings. Section 3.2.2 is focused on a technique to repair 

business process using event logs that are also suitable for non-PAISs. Thus, this work 

combines the static and dynamic analysis in order to improve process models.  

3.2.2 Technique for Repairing Business 

Process Models  

The repair technique combines artifacts obtained from the static and dynamic analyses 

of existing information systems, i.e., a first sketch of business process models and event 

logs collected at runtime. The main goal of the technique is to detect missing sequence 

flows by comparing both artifacts and build an improved business process model 

containing these sequence flows. The technique has been defined under two 

assumptions, which are related to the two previously mentioned techniques. Despite 

these two assumptions, this approach can be adapted to other techniques with which to 

reverse business process models or obtain event logs. 

Assumption 1. One of the assumptions of the repair technique is that the process 

models are obtained using MARBLE (Modernization Approach for Recovering 

Business process from LEgacy systems) [7], a framework for obtaining business 

processes from legacy information systems (LIS for short), focusing on the phase 

of reverse engineering. MARBLE is based on KDM, which is recognized as an 

ISO/IEC 19506 standard [70] and allows abstract conceptual representations of 

the different views of the architecture of legacy information systems. Afterwards, 

this knowledge is gradually transformed and refined down to the underlying 

business processes. For this purpose, MARBLE is divided into four levels of 

abstraction and defines three transformations. In order to achieve optimal business 

process management, MARBLE represents business processes by means of 

Business Processes Model and Notation (BPMN) [3]. This notation is a well-
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known graphical notation and is aimed to be easily understandable by system 

analysts as well as business analysts. 

Assumption 2. The second assumption is that event logs are obtained by the injection 

of fragments in specific parts of the information system to generate an event log 

file during system execution, using the event traces injector proposed in [22]. This 

approach generates event logs in MXML (Mining XML) format from non-

process-aware information systems. Although the technique is generic, the 

supporting tool that is used in this work, Event Traces Injector (ETI), has been 

designed for object-oriented systems. Event logs are considered as a suitable 

knowledge source to discover what is really going on in an organization. Each 

event log is related to a “run” of the process, i.e., a process instance, and provides 

additional information about the resource executing or initiating the activity, the 

timestamp, or data elements. Process mining [56] aims at knowledge extraction 

from event logs available in information systems. Among the available process 

mining techniques, repairing approach uses the Heuristic Miner algorithm. The 

Heuristics Miner proposed by Weijters et al. [24] uses a heuristic approach to 

provide the control flow of the information system from an event log. It is usually 

applied to real-life data with not too many different events, or for carrying out 

further analysis in PROM [25]. 

Figure 21 shows the sequence of steps carried out to obtain an improved process model 

(‘Process model’). The start points of the technique are the process model and the event 

logs. The steps are described in Sections 3.2.2.1 to 0. To facilitate their understanding, a 

running example will be progressively developed in the mentioned sections. They relate 

to a real-life information system, in which the technique is applied to Villasante-Lab, a 

company devoted to the chemical analysis of water and waste water (cf. Section 5.2). 

3.2.2.1 Step 1. Obtain info tasks & diagrams  

This step analyzes, on the one hand, the business process according the BPMN notation 

and, on the other hand, event logs according to the MXML notation. In the process 

model, each diagram (BusinessProcessDiagram) contains several tasks, data objects, 

and inter-connections between these. In event logs, the name of each event corresponds 

to the name of the class to which it belongs and the name of the method invoked 

(nameClass.nameMethod). The nameMethod is considered the task name, while the 

nameClass is considered the diagram name in which the task is contained. 

This step obtains which task is included in which diagram. Diagrams are classified as 

fine-grained or coarse-grained diagrams in order to apply different treatments depending 

on the type of granularity (e.g., in an object-oriented system, MARBLE transforms 

some classes in BPMN diagrams and other as tasks inside another diagram while ETI 
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considers each class as a diagram). This classification is made according to a proposed 

limit. This signifies that if a diagram contains fewer elements than this limit specified as 

the number of tasks, then that diagram is considered as a fine-grained diagram. 

 

Figure 21. Approach for repairing BPMN using Event logs 

To continue with the running example, Table 14 shows the diagrams obtained after 

applying both techniques to Villasante-Lab and the number of tasks in each of these. As 

the tables show, most MXML diagrams are fine-grained and contain very few tasks 

(usually one) while the BPMN part contains less fine-grained diagrams. Thus, some 

MXML diagrams correspond (or are equivalent) to tasks in BPMN diagrams. In this 

running example, the limit to characterize fine-grained diagrams is one task. Besides, a 

task may contain several occurrences in different diagrams as MXML tasks 

getUserManager and setInvoiceManager in Table 14. 

3.2.2.2 Step 2. Obtain similar tasks.  

The information mined from information system using both techniques (MARBLE and 

Event Traces Injector) displays the following differences: 

 Different types of granularity. Depending on the extraction techniques, the 

diagrams show different types of granularity, e.g. in an object-oriented system, 

MARBLE considers some classes as BPMN diagrams, while other classes are 

considered tasks inside another diagram, whereas ETI considers classes as 

diagrams. 

 Not covering the same number of tasks. While the BPMN model contains all 

the business tasks derived from source code, the MXML model only contains 

those tasks executed during the ETI execution during a certain time. The 
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executed tasks outside the execution period are not recorded and neither are 

those tasks that rarely occur but are important for the system. Following with the 

running example, Villasante-Lab, 368 business tasks have been obtained in the 

BPMN model while only 96 tasks appeared in the MXML model. This 

represents that the execution of this information system during that time only 

executed 26% of business tasks of the whole instrumented information system. 

 Similar tasks. The tasks used in these two models also display similarities. The 

great challenge is to know which tasks of the MXML model correspond to tasks 

of the BPMN model (see Figure 22). This is done by computing the syntactic 

distance of their name labels. When a MXML task is contained in a fine-grained 

process, it is necessary to compare the MXML diagram with each BPMN task 

(due to different granularities) as well as to compare the names of the MXML 

and BPMN tasks. 

Table 14. Extract of tasks Information. BPMN 

 Name task Name diagram Type Diagram 

B
P

M
N

 

BaseZoneController AddPointAdminController Coarse 

getUserManager BaseUserController Coarse 

getClientManager BaseClientController Coarse 

initBinder AnalysisBean Coarse 

doPrepareView AnalysisBean Coarse 

searchZoneNoHistoricas AnalysisDAO Coarse 

searchZone AnalysisDAO Coarse 

filterUser AnalysisDAO Coarse 

convertDissolutionToDissolutionBean BaseDissolutionController Coarse 

calculateTotal BaseDissolutionController Coarse 

Transform PdfExport Fine 

resolveException ExceptionResolve Fine 

M
X

M
L

 

setZoneManager BaseZoneController Fine 

getUserManager AuthenticationManager Coarse 

getUserManager BaseUserController Coarse 

setRolManager BaseRolController Fine 

setInvoiceManager BaseInvoiceController Fine 

setInvoiceManager BaseLinesInvoiceController Fine 

setDissolutionManager BaseDissolutionController Fine 

getClientManager BaseClientController Coarse 

initBinder BaseClientController Coarse 

searchZoneNoHistoricas ClientManagerImpl Coarse 

doHandle IndexController Fine 

searchZone ClientManagerImpl Coarse 
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Figure 22. Comparison BPMN and MXML: Diagrams framed in solid line are similar. Dotted 

MXML diagrams are tasks in dotted BPMN diagrams 

Thus, step 2 selects tasks that are similar in process model and event logs. The step uses 

the information obtained in the previous step to calculate the distance between two tasks 

of the two artifacts. If the MXML task is contained in a fine-grained diagram the 

distance between the BPMN task and MXML diagram is calculated.  

The syntactic similarity is calculated using the Levenshtein distance [23] of the labels as 

Algorithms 1 to 3 show. 

Algorithm 1. Obtaining Similar Tasks 

1 getSimilarTasks(Info InfoBPMN, Info InfoMXML) 

2  List similarTasks; 

3  for(tb:InfoBPPMN.getTasks()) do 

4   for(tm:InfoMXML.getTasks()) do 

5    if((getSimilarity(tb,tm))>=LIMIT)then 

6     similarTasks.add(tb,tm); 

7    if(tm.getDiagram().getType()==FINE_GRAINED)then 

8     if ((getSimilarity (tb,tm.getDiagram()))>=LIMIT) then 

9      similarTasks.add(tb,tm.getDiagram()); 

10  return similarTasks; 
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Algorithm 2. Obtaining the syntactic similarity between task names 

1 getSimilarity (Task t1, Task t2) 

2  double similarity; 

3  double distance = LevenshteinDistance(t1.name, t2.name); 

4 similarity = 1 – distance/max(t1.name.length,t2.name.length) 

5 List adjacentT1 = getAdjacent(t1); 

6 List adjacentT2 = getAdjacent(t2); 

7 for(at1: adjacentT1)do 

8 for(at2: adjacentT2)do 

9 similarity + =(getSimilarity(at1,at2)/10); 

10  return similarity; 

Algorithm 3. Obtaining the similarity between a task and a diagram 

1 getSimilarity (Task t, Diagram t) 

2  double distance= LevenshteinDistance(t.name, d.name); 

3  return 1 – distance/max(t.name.length,d.name.length); 

Table 15. Extract of Similar Tasks 

BPMN Task MXML Task Similarity 

BaseZoneController setZoneManager 1 

getUserManager getUserManager 1 

getRolManager setRolManager 0.923076923 

BaseRolController setRolManager 1 

BaseInvoiceController setInvoiceManager 1 

searchZoneNoHistoricas searchZoneNoHistoricas 1 

searchZone searchZone 1 

filterUser filterUser 1 

searchTypeAnalysis searchTypeAnalysis 1 

searchPointCalibration searchPointsCalibration 0.956521739 

searchLinesDissolution searchLinesDissolution 1 

vote vote 1 

authenticate authenticate 1 

 

After applying step 2 and following up with the running example, 45 similar tasks were 

detected, as shown in Algorithm 1. MXML tasks in bold symbolize that these tasks are 

contained in a fine-grained process which are related to BPMN tasks. In this case, the 

used limit for the similarity between tasks is 0.9. 

3.2.2.3 Step 3. Obtain missing sequence flows to be added.  

This step uses the Heuristics Net obtained using PROM tool [25] and the set of similar 

tasks to determine which edges are candidates to be inserted. The source and target of 

an edge must be in the same diagram in the BPMN. Algorithm 4 shows the procedure 

used in this step. For each edge, the source and target task are searched from the set of 

similar tasks (line 5-6). If there are BPMN tasks similar to both tasks (source and 

target), then the occurrence of BPMN tasks included in the same BPMN diagram are 

checked (line 11). If the MXML target task has no similar BPMN task (line 14), an 

intermediate task is then searched (line 15-16). In this case, the obtained edge is induced 
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by transitivity. Similarly, if the MXML source task has no similar BPMN task (line 25), 

an intermediate task is also searched (line 26-27). 

Algorithm 4. Obtaining Edges to insert 

1 getSimilarEdges(HeuristicsNet h, similarTasks) 

2  List similarDirectEdges; 

3 List similarInducedEdges; 

4  for(edge: h.getEdges()) do 

5 List similarBPMNsources = getBPMNSimilar(edge.source, 
similarTasks); 

6 List similarBPMNtarget = getBPMNSimilar(edge.target, 
similarTasks); 

7 if(!similarBPMNsources.isEmpty())then 

8 if(!similarBPMNtarget.isEmpty())then 

9 for (Task source: similarBPMNsources) do 

10 for(Task target: similarBPMNtarget) do 

11 if(source.getDiagram()==target.getDiagram() &&  

12 source!=target) then 

13 similarDirectEdges.add(new Edge(source,target)); 

14 else then 

15 for(intermediateEdge: h.getEdges()) do 

16 if(intermediateEdge.source == edge.target) then 

17 List similarBPMNtarget= 

18 getBPMNSimilar(intermediateEdge.target,similarTasks); 

19 if(!similarBPMNtarget.isEmpty())then 

20 for (Task source: similarBPMNsources) do 

21 for(Task target: similarBPMNtarget) do 

22 if(source.getDiagram()==target.getDiagram() &&  

23 source!=target) then 

24 similarInducedEdges.add(new 

Edge(source,target)); 

25 else then 

26 for(intermediateEdge: h.getEdges()) do 

27 if(intermediateEdge.target == edge.source)then 

28 List 
similarBPMNtarget=getBPMNSimilar(intermediateEdge.target,  

29 similarTasks); 

30 if(!similarBPMNtarget.isEmpty())then 

31 for (Task source: similarBPMNsources) do 

32 for(Task target: similarBPMNtarget) do 

33 if(source.getDiagram()==target.getDiagram() &&  

34 source!=target) then 

35 similarInducedEdges.add(new Edge(source,target)); 

36 return similarDirectEdges, similarInducedEdges; 

 

To follow up with the running example, in this step 145 edges are studied, obtaining 

from Heuristics Net. After applying the third step 14 direct edges and 11 edges are 

transitively obtained as is shown in Table 16. However, edges with reflexive flows 

(same source and target) are not inserted in the model since they do not provide 

additional semantics. 
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3.2.2.4 Step 4. Insert missing sequence flows.  

In the last step, the edges obtained in the previous step (see Table 16) are added to the 

process model. For each edge, its source task and its target task are located in the 

diagram and the sequence flow between both of these does not exist, the sequence flow 

is added. In the running example, 25 sequence flows (SF) are inserted in the process 

model since none of these previously existed.  

Table 16. Sequence Flows to insert 

 BPMN Source Task BPMN Target Task BPMN Diagram 

D
ir

ec
t 

S
eq

u
en

ce
 F

lo
w

s 

getAnalysisManager  BaseAnalysisController  AnalysisBean 

BaseAnalysisController  getAnalysisManager  AnalysisBean 

getCalibrationManager  BasePointCalibrationController  BaseCalibrationController 

BasePointCalibrationController  getCalibrationManager  BaseCalibrationController 

doHandle  doPrepareView  AnalysisBean 

initBinder  doHandle  AnalysisBean 

getDissolutionManager  BaseDissolutionController  BaseDissolutionController 

BaseDissolutionController  getDissolutionManager  BaseDissolutionController 

getInvoiceManager  BaseInvoiceController  BaseInvoiceController 

BaseInvoiceController  getInvoiceManager  BaseInvoiceController 

getRolManager  BaseRolController  BaseRolController 

BaseRolController  getRolManager  BaseRolController 

getZoneManager  BaseZoneController  AddPointAdminController 

BaseZoneController  getZoneManager  AddPointAdminController 

T
ra

n
si

ti
v

e 
S

eq
u

en
ce

 F
lo

w
s 

PaginateAnalysisFiltered  searchTypeAnalysis  AnalysisDAO 

insertAnalysis  searchTypeAnalysis  AnalysisDAO 

searchAllClient  searchZone  AnalysisDAO 

searchPointSample  PaginateDissolutionsFiltered  AnalysisDAO 

searchTypeAnalysis  searchAllClient  AnalysisDAO 

searchZone  searchPointSample  AnalysisDAO 

searchCalibration  searchPointCalibration  AnalysisDAO 

searchPointCalibration  searchCalibration  AnalysisDAO 

PaginateDissolutionsFiltered  searchLinesDissolution  AnalysisDAO 

searchLinesDissolution  searchSubstanceReactive  AnalysisDAO 

searchSubstanceReactive  searchSubstanceOfAnalysis  AnalysisDAO 
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Chapter 4  
Supporting Tool 

his chapter discusses the implementation of the application of which the 

functionality was described in Chapter 3. The application has been given the 

name “IBUPROFEN Eclipse Application”, abbreviated to “IBUPROFEN”. 

Thus, Section 4.1 provides an in-depth explanation of the tool implemented. Figure 23 

shows the objectives addressed in this chapter. 

  

T 
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Figure 23. Objectives addressed along Chapter 4. 

4.1 IBUPROFEN Tool 

IBUPROFEN is supported by a tool that has been implemented as an Eclipse
TM

 plug-in 

and is available online [71]. Eclipse is an open-source Integrated Development 

Environment (IDE) to develop applications in several programming languages such as 

Java, C, C++, COBOL, PHP, and so on. Eclipse consists of a base workspace and an 

extensible plug-in system for customizing it. Thus, IBUPROFEN extends the 

functionality of Eclipse by means of a plug-in to manage business process model 

refactoring. The supporting tool can therefore be used in combination with other 

Eclipse™ plug-ins aimed at obtaining business process models from the source code of 

existing information systems. This ensures an easy extension and integration with other 

maintenance tools. 

The tool supports the ten refactoring operators defined in Section 3.1.1 entirely, and it 

also supports the application of full category (relevance, granularity and completeness) 

or even a full combination of refactoring operators. Moreover, IBUPROFEN enables 
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the business process models to be visualized, navigated and modified before and after 

refactoring. 

4.1.1 Technology involved 

IBUPROFEN has been developed using Java as programming language and Eclipse as 

IDE in order to detect the challenges described in Section 2.3 and apply the refactoring 

operators showed in Section 3.1.1.  

Owing to the fact that IBUPROFEN has been developed to support BPMN models, the 

tool is implemented through two key technologies. The first technology used consists of 

two related Eclipse frameworks: EMF (Eclipse Modeling Framework) and GMF 

(Graphical Modeling Framework). EMF is a modeling framework and code generation 

facility for building tools and other applications based on a structured data model. From 

a model specification described in XMI, EMF provides tools and runtime support to 

produce a set of Java classes for the BPMN model, along with a set of adapter classes 

that enable viewing and command-based editing of the model, and a basic editor. GMF, 

in turn, provides a set of generative components and runtime infrastructures for 

developing graphical editors based on EMF.Furthermore, with the aim to carry out the 

refactoring, business process models according BPMN are managed as graphs since it 

has been proved to be more efficient to manage information. Hence, IBUPROFEN uses 

JGraphT, a library to manipulate business process models easily. JGraphT is a free Java 

graph library that provides mathematical graph-theory objects and algorithms. This 

library supports various types of graphs such as, for example, directed and undirected 

graphs. BPMN file is first read through the Jdom [72], a library responsible for handling 

XMI files (from the EMF/GMF editor) via Java code. After that, each business process 

model is transformed into a directed weighted graph (DefaultDirectedWeightedGraph 

<V,E>), a non-simple directed graph in which multiple edges between any two vertices 

are not permitted, but loops are. In this case, vertices (V) save the information about a 

BPMN element such as a task, data object, gateways and events. Edges (E), in turn, 

save the information about connections between nodes, such as a sequence flow and an 

association flow. Compounded tasks are directed weighted graphs too [73].  

Once business process models are represented as graphs, a set of measures related to the 

modifiability and understandability of business process models can be collected easily. 

Refactoring is then executed by means of graph algorithms. After applying refactoring, 

each graph element is transformed in its corresponding BPMN element. 

4.1.2 Main functionalities 

The IBUPROFEN tool provides four functionalities, as Figure 24 shows. The first 

functionality consists in the refactoring process that will be explained in Section 4.1.2.1.  
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Figure 24. Toolbar of IBUPROFEN 

The second functionaity consists in the calculation of metrics from a particular BPMN 

model. The third functionality is the application of the refactoring operators individually 

or by category, or even by applying all the possible combinations through the 

IBUPROFEN menu in the toolbar. The forth functionality is a graphical editor that is 

shown in Figure 25. 

The editor provides a palette of elements to facilitate the graphical edition of the model; 

this is not shown in the figure. The figure shows a business process model and the 

refactored business process model after the application of the refactoring operator R9, 

i.e., adding gateways in incoming and outgoing branches. The screenshot of 

IBUPROFEN displayed in Figure 25 shows the organization of the tool into four 

modules (A to D). Module A is the project explorer devoted to group the business 

process models before and after refactoring. Module B is a graphical editor to visualize 

business process models. The diagram on the left corresponds to the original model 

while the diagram on the right corresponds to the model after inserting additional 

gateways in incoming and outgoing branches. Additionally, this editor has an in-built 

palette to add new elements to the business process model or remove some of such 

elements. This palette is hidden due to the screenshot space limitations. Module C is a 

console to provide information about all the refactoring operators executed such as the 

number of business process models or the refactoring time. Finally, Module D provides 

a tree view with the quality-based measures provided by IBUPROFEN. These measures 
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such as Average Gateway Degree, Gateway Mismatch, Diameter or Separability are 

related to the understandability and modifiability of business process models [64] since 

these quality features have been considered as the most influential regarding business 

process models. Values of measures help to maintainers to comprehend the effect of the 

refactoring executions. In addition, such measures are useful to choose further 

refactoring operators to be performed. 

 

Figure 25. Screenshot of IBUPROFEN Tool. 

4.1.2.1 Refactoring Process 

Moreover, IBUPROFEN presents visual guidelines through an iterative process 

recommending the optimal set of refactoring operators to be performed. In this way, 

IBUPROFEN allows maximizing understandability and modifiability of business 

processes models under study. 

The refactoring process allows the followings actions (see Figure 26): 

 Load BPMN. When BPMNs are loaded, a structure of files is created dividing 

files in three folder: i) BPMN: containing the BPMN files; ii) iterative: containing 

the BPMN files after applying refactoring operators; and iii) Measures: containing 

the quality measures in each step. 

A B

C D
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Figure 26. Toolbar of IBUPROFEN: Refactoring process 

 Show measures. Different quality measures of a selected BPMN file are displayed 

as Figure 27 shows. The value of each measure will be contained in an interval. 

Such intervals help IBUPROFEN to select the most suitable set of refactoring 

operator to apply to improve the quality of this business process model. These 

quality measures can be configured in Window->Preferences (see Figure 28), as 

well as the intervals of each measure (see Figure 29). 

 

Figure 27. Show measures 
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Figure 28. Configure measures to display 

 

Figure 29. Select measure limits. 
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 New/Next Iteration. Start or continue the refactoring process. For each iteration, 

as Figure 30 shows, a set of refactoring operators is recommended according the 

measure to be improved. For example, in this example, IBUPROFEN 

recommends applying the set {R1, R6, Granularity} to improve the quality 

measure “number of nodes”. After applying these set of refactoring operators, 

measures of refactored business process models are given (Figure 31). 

 

Figure 30. Recommended refactoring operators to apply 

 

Figure 31. After applying a set of refactoring operators (iteration). 
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 Calculate regression. This option provides information about the refactoring 

performed in certain selected iteration, as well is shown in Figure 32.   

 

Figure 32. Calculate regression 

 End iterate. The refactoring process ends and a summary of the entire process is 

displayed in the folder “Information” (see Figure 33). 

 

Figure 33. End iterate refactoring process 
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Chapter 5  
Validation 

his chapter presents the empirical validation of the research proposal presented 

in Chapter 3. The validation used in this chapter contains case studies involving 

real-life information systems and a controlled experiment considering human 

perception to validate the research proposal. For one hand, Section 5.1 presents the 

validation for the refactoring approach. For other hand, Section 5.2 presents the 

empirical validation for the semantic enrichment approach. Figure 34 gives the 

objective addressed in this chapter.  

T 
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Figure 34. Objectives addressed along Chapter 5. 

5.1 Refactoring validation 

Next subsections present several case studies and experiment conducted to validate the 

refactoring proposal of this PhD Thesis.  

5.1.1 Case study 1 

This section presents an empirical evaluation in order to ensure the feasibility and 

applicability to the industry of IBUPROFEN. This empirical validation has been 

conducted through a case study with a real-life information system belonging to a 

European bank company. The case study was designed and conducted following the 
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formal protocol proposed by Runeson et al. [18] for carrying out case studies in the 

software engineering field. The goal of this industrial evaluation is fourfold: 

 This evaluation firstly sets up IBUPROFEN, in an effort to prove that the 

refactoring operators improve the understandability and modifiability of the 

business process model after being refactored. 

 This evaluation secondly proves that the refactoring operators do not fulfill 

commutative property, i.e., the application of two or more refactoring operators in 

different order can provide different refactored models with different quality 

gains. Hence, this evaluation tries to provide insights on how to select the best 

order of application for all the refactoring operators included in IBUPROFEN. 

The quality gain obtained during refactoring is measured through a set of 

measures related to assess the understandability and modifiability of business 

process models. Thus, the best order is one that provides the highest gain in each 

of the measures. 

 This study thirdly intends to prove that the nature and configuration of the source 

business process models affect quality gain during refactoring. The goal of this 

evaluation is to determine by clustering some patterns for which certain quality 

gain values are expected. These patterns determine the best sub-set of refactoring 

operators as well as particular orders to achieve the maximum quality gain. This 

signifies that the patterns obtained from this industrial evaluation may be used as 

rules to determine the set of refactoring operators and its order in terms of the 

features of the given business process models. 

 Finally, the scalability of IBUPROFEN is also assessed according to a linear 

regression model. The objective in this case is to demonstrate that IBUPROFEN 

can be employed with larger industrial systems by applying a linear time 

regarding the size of the business process models. 

5.1.1.1 Introduction 

A case study is a suitable method for software engineering research because it studies 

contemporary phenomena in its natural context. That method is used especially when 

the boundaries between phenomenon and cont section provides a case study concerning 

ext are not clearly evident [17]. The case study presented in this work has been planned 

and conducted according to the well-proven methodology proposed by Runeson et al. 

[18]. The steps methodology proposes are the following: 

1) Background. This stage identifies previous research on the subject topic in order 

to establish the main research questions being addressed by the case study (see 

Section 3.1) 
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2) Design. This stage first identifies the object of the study (e.g., a new technique, 

feature, method, etc.) and the purpose of the study through the evaluation of 

certain properties (e.g., the effectiveness, efficiency, scalability, etc.). These 

properties are evaluated through the definition of certain measures which are 

used as dependent variables. Finally, this stage establishes the independent 

variable of the study by answering the following questions: is the study a single-

case or a multiple-case? Is it an embedded (with various analysis units) or a 

holistic study? Moreover, this stage establishes criteria with which to select a 

suitable case under study and defines a plan with which to execute the case 

study by establishing execution steps, roles involved in each step, etc. Then, data 

are collected following a data collection plan with which to record all the 

relevant data generated during the study execution.  

3) Analysis and interpretation. This stage inspects all the collected data and 

identifies criteria with which to interpret the case study findings. Data analysis 

obtains the evidence chains needed to answer research questions.  

4) Validity evaluation. The validity of the results is assessed in order to verify that 

they are unbiased and valid for the whole population to which researchers wish 

to generalize the results. In addition to detecting threats to the validity, specific 

actions should be proposed to mitigate all the threats detected.  

Hence, this section validates IBUPROFEN empirically by means of a case study 

involving a large information system belonging to a European bank company. Due to 

the conditions of the disclosure agreement, the identity of the company in question must 

be omitted. The mentioned company accepted to lend us the source code of one of its 

information systems to be used in this case study but, regrettably, none business process 

model obtained from such source code must be provided in this document nor any 

extra-material.  

The following sections show the stages proposed in the formal protocol: the case study 

design, analysis and discussion, and finally, threats to the validity. 

5.1.1.2 Case Study Design 

The object of this study is IBUPROFEN, while the purpose is the study of the 

effectiveness and efficiency. To achieve that end, several research questions are 

established in this study. With the aim to answer these research questions, a real-life 

information system is chosen as a case under study to mine its business process models 

and apply refactoring operators from IBUPROFEN tool. The study therefore consists in 

the application of all the refactoring operators in different configurations, to obtain 

business process models that are then analyzed to answer the research questions 

mentioned above. 
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Next subsections detail the research questions from the case study and the case 

selection. Moreover, hypotheses formulated and measured variables are defined to 

answer the above questions. Then, the execution procedure and data collection is 

defined. Finally, the analysis procedure is given in this section. 

5.1.1.2.1 Research questions 

Given the object and purpose, the case study first assesses the effectiveness, that can be 

answered quantitatively in terms of understandability and modifiability gain of business 

process models after applying a refactoring operator (see research question RQ1 in 

Table 17). Moreover, since refactoring operators do not fulfill the commutative 

condition (i.e., different results are expected for different orders of application), the 

study in second place checks this statement (see RQ2) and then determines the best 

position for applying each refactoring operator when refactoring operators are applied 

sequentially. Thirdly, the effect of the nature and configuration of input business 

process models is analyzed (see RQ3), i.e., how the previous configuration of input 

models affects the outgoing understandability and modifiability gain. Finally, the study 

analyzes the efficiency of IBUPROFEN, focusing on its scalability, i.e., focusing on the 

time spent on applying the refactoring operators. 

Table 17. Research questions for the case study 

RQ1 
How does IBUPROFEN improve the modifiability and understandability of business 

process models after refactoring? 

RQ2 
How does the order of application of refactoring operations affect the modifiability 

and understandability gain? 

RQ3 
How does the nature and configuration of the input business process models affect 

the gain in modifiability and understandability? 

RQ4 
Is IBUPROFEN able to refactor business process models obtained by reverse 

engineering in a scalable way? 

5.1.1.2.2 Case Selection 

The case study follows an embedded design, in accord with the classification proposed 

by Yin [17]. This design considers a single case under study. That means, a sole 

information system is evaluated in this case study. However, such information system 

has led to 34 business process. Hence, the units to be analyzed in this study are the 34 

business process retrieved from the legacy information system. This amount of business 

process guarantees us to carry out the analysis procedure described in next subsection 

and obtain reliable results. 

The case under study was selected according to a set of selection criteria, in order to 

ensure that the case led to strengthened conclusions from the evaluation of these criteria. 

The case selection procedure thus establishes the following criteria to choose the most 

appropriate case:  
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 CS1: the system must be a real-life information system, currently in production. 

 CS2: the system must be greater than 30 thousands of lines of source code, to 

ensure that the case under study is a large information system supporting several 

business processes. This limit has been arbitrarily defined after the analysis of 

several information systems due to literature does not establish clear thresholds 

to consider large systems. Anyway, the goal is to discard tiny and toy systems 

which can lead non-representative results. 

 CS3: the system must be written in Java language, so MARBLE [26], a business 

process archeology tool, may be used. This tool was selected because it is 

released as an Eclipse plug-in and it can therefore be easily integrated with the 

IBUPROFEN tool. Moreover, MARBLE provides business process models 

according BPMN as IBUPROFEN manages. MARBLE is a framework that 

focuses on the reverse engineering stage. Legacy knowledge from an 

information system is gradually transformed into business processes. For this, 

MARBLE is divided into four abstraction levels with three transformations 

among them. The main objective of MARBLE is to provide a first version of 

business process models that, compared with business process redesign by 

business experts from scratch, represents a more efficient solution and a good 

start point to achieve reverse engineering.  

After analyzing several information systems of some partner companies according to 

these criteria, the case selected was a banking information system whose job is to 

generate account reports from all the bank accounts. The system chosen is really a 

subsystem of a bigger one; the former is in charge of knowing which kind of document 

has to be generated and has a module to print reports as well. From a technological 

point of view, the system is a Java-based information system with a database access that 

uses JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) and SQL (Structured Query Language). The 

total system size is 40.83 thousands of lines of code. 

5.1.1.2.3 Hypotheses formulation 

The hypotheses formulation is shown in this subsection for each research question 

established at the beginning of the case study. For both research questions (see Table 

17) the null hypothesis, denoted 𝐻0𝑖
, and its corresponding alternative hypothesis, 

denoted 𝐻1𝑖
, need to be formally described, where i corresponds to the research question 

identifier. 

𝐻0𝑅𝑄1
:  Refactored business process models are more understandable and 

modifiable than non-refactored ones. That means the understandability and 

modifiability gain is positive. 
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𝐻1𝑅𝑄1
:  ¬𝐻0𝑅𝑄1

 

𝐻0𝑅𝑄2
:  The execution order of refactoring operator categories has no effect on the 

understandability and modifiability gain after refactoring. 

𝐻1𝑅𝑄2
:  ¬𝐻0𝑅𝑄2

 

Regarding RQ3, there are two possible options to be proved. Firstly, by applying 

refactoring operators in isolation (𝐻𝑥𝑅𝑄3.1
, where x corresponds to null and alternative 

hypothesis) or by applying a sequence of refactoring operators (𝐻𝑥𝐴𝑅𝑄3.2
, where x 

corresponds to null and alternative hypothesis). 

𝐻0𝑅𝑄3.1
:  The configuration of the input business process models has no effect on the 

understandability and modifiability gain obtained after the application of a 

refactoring operator in isolation. 

𝐻1𝑅𝑄3.1
:  ¬𝐻0𝑅𝑄3.1

 

𝐻0𝑅𝑄3.2
: The configuration of the input business process has no effect on the 

understandability and modifiability gain obtained after the application of a 

sequence of refactoring operators (order). 

𝐻1𝑅𝑄3.2
:  ¬𝐻0𝑅𝑄3.2

 

Concerning RQ4, the scalability of the refactoring is tested by means of the next 

hypotheses: 

𝐻0𝑅𝑄2
:  The size of the business process model has a linear relation with the time to 

apply refactoring operators. 

𝐻1𝑅𝑄2
: ¬𝐻0𝑅𝑄2  

5.1.1.2.4 Variables 

This subsection describes the independent and dependent variables for answering each 

set of hypotheses (null and alternative). 

In order to measure the understandability and modifiability gain, a set of four well-

proven measures proposed by [4, 74] are considered: size, connectivity, separability and 

density. Such studies demonstrate the hypothesized relations between these measures 

and the understandability and modifiability features. 

 Size: This measure is the number of nodes in a business process model (i.e., 

business tasks, gateways, data objects and events). It affects the understandability 
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negatively, i.e. a higher size complicates the understandability of a certain 

business process model. 

 Connectivity: This measure is the ratio between the total number of arcs in a 

business process model (i.e., sequence flows and associations) and the total 

number of nodes. The measure affects the understandability and modifiability 

negatively. That means that lower connectivity values lead to business process 

models which are more understandable and modifiable, thanks to a lower level of 

intricacy. 

 Separability: This measure represents the ratio between the number of cut-

vertices in a business process model (i.e. nodes that serve as bridges between 

otherwise strongly-connected components) and the total number of nodes in the 

business process model. The measure affects the understandability and 

modifiability negatively, since higher separability implies hard and error-prone 

modifications of business process models. 

 Density: This measure represents the ratio between the total number of arcs in a 

business process model and the maximum number of possible arcs. It affects the 

understandability and modifiability negatively. This signifies that lower density 

values lead to business process models which are more understandable and 

modifiable, since they have a lower level of intricacy. 

For each measure, the gain for these four measures is calculated by taking into account 

the original value and the value of each measure after applying each refactoring 

operator. The normalized gain (1) is defined as the ratio between the difference of 

measure values and the original measure value. 

MeasureGain = 
𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒−𝑟𝑒𝑓𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒

𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒
 (1) 

A positive gain means that the refactoring affects the measure positively, i.e., the 

measure value obtained is lower than the original value, while a negative gain means 

that the refactoring affects the measure negatively, i.e., the measure value obtained is 

greater than the original one. A zero gain means that the value for a certain measure did 

not change after refactoring.  

Therefore, the independent variable for answering 𝐻𝑥𝑅𝑄1
(where x is null or alternative) 

is the refactor operator applied (R) by IBUPROFEN (see Table 13) while the dependent 

variables are the SizeGain, ConnectivityGain, SeparabilityGain and DensityGain. 

Independent variable for answering 𝐻𝑥𝑅𝑄2
(where x is null or alternative) is the 

execution order of refactoring operators (Order) while the dependent variables are the 

SizeGain, ConnectivityGain, SeparabilityGain and DensityGain. 
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Moreover, the position in which each refactoring operator is applied in a sequence of 

refactoring operators (Position) is also uses as independent variable in this study. The 

objective is to determine the best position for applying the refactoring operator to 

achieve the higher understandability and modifiability gain. 

Regarding 𝐻𝑥𝑅𝑄3.1
 (where x is null or alternative), independent variables are the size of 

the business process model before refactoring (SizeInitial), connectivity of the business 

process model before refactoring (ConnectivityInitial), separability of the business 

process models before refactoring (SeparabilityInitial) and density of the business 

process models before refactoring (DensityInitial). Likewise, dependent variables are 

the SizeGain, ConnectivityGain, SeparabilityGain and DensityGain after applying a 

refactoring operator in isolation. 

Similarly, 𝐻𝑥𝑅𝑄3.2
 (where x is null or alternative) use SizeInitial ConnectivityInitial, 

SeparabilityInitial and DensityInitial as independent variables. However, dependent 

variables for this case are the SizeGain, ConnectivityGain, SeparabilityGain and 

DensityGain after applying a sequence of refactoring operators. 

With regards 𝐻𝑥𝑅𝑄4
 (where x is null or alternative), dependent variable is the time spent 

to apply a refactoring operator (Time) or a set of refactoring operators while dependent 

variable is the size of the business process model (SizeInitial). 

Table 18 summarizes the set of variables used in the case study. There is shown the type 

of each variable (independent or dependent), the scale type and the range or definition. 

Table 18. Variables definition 

Name Type 
Scale 

type 
Range or definition 

R Independent Ordinal {R1,R2,R3,R4,R5,R6,R7,R8,R9,R10} 

Order Independent Ordinal Set of refactoring operators 

Position Independent Ordinal {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9} 

SizeGain Dependent Nominal X ∈ R+ 

ConnectivityGain Dependent Nominal X ∈ R+ 

DensityGain Dependent Nominal X ∈ R+ 

DepthGain Dependent Nominal X ∈ R+ 

SizeInitial Independent Nominal X≥0 : X ∈ R+ 

ConnectivityInitial Independent Nominal X≥0 : X ∈ R+ 

DensityInitial Independent Nominal X≥0 : X ∈ R+ 

DepthInitial Independent Nominal X≥0 : X ∈ R+ 

Time Dependent Nominal X≥0 : X ∈ R+ 
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5.1.1.2.5 Execution Procedure and Data Collection 

The execution procedure consisted of the following steps: 

1. Business process models are mined from the source code using MARBLE. 34 

business processes are thus collected from the same information system for use 

in the case study. 

2. Refactoring operators are executed in the IBUPROFEN tool in order to answer 

the research questions defined. Refactoring operators are applied on the 

retrieved business process models and the values of the measures mentioned are 

collected.  

a. To answer RQ1, refactoring operators are applied individually. 

b. Then, refactoring operators are applied sequentially to answer RQ2. 

c. After that, business process models are characterized by taking into 

account their nature or configuration and refactoring operators are 

applied to answer RQ3: 

i. In isolation. 

ii. Sequentially. 

d. Finally, the time spent in applying each refactoring operator individually 

is collected, as along with the time spent in applying a full category 

(maximization of relevant elements, fine-grained granularity and 

completeness) to answer RQ4. Refactoring operators of IBUPROFEN 

are executed in a computer with a 2.66 GHz dual processor and 4.0 GB 

RAM. 

3. After the completed execution, the information collected is analyzed statistically 

to answer the research questions established following the analysis procedure.  

4. Finally, the results of the study are reported through an appropriate discussion, 

as well as by means of an evaluation of the possible threats to the validity of the 

study. 

5.1.1.2.6 Analysis procedure 

The analysis procedure contains different types of analyses the research questions 

formulated. Each analysis is defining in the following paragraphs: 

 Descriptive statistics: By means of this analysis, data are described, analyzed and 

represented using numerical and graphical methods, in order to summarize and 
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present the information contained in them. Thus, the main features of data 

collection are quantitatively described. The mean is used to describe the central 

tendency of the data set. 

 Statistical hypothesis testing: By means of this analysis, data are analyzed in order 

to reject or not some a priori assertions (called hypotheses). There are parametric 

and non-parametric tests, depending on whether the sample is normally 

distributed or not.  

 Regression model: By means of this analysis the relationships among variables is 

estimated. Regression analysis is also used to understand which among the 

independent variables are related to the dependent variable, and to explore the 

forms of these relationships. 

 Clustering: By means of this analysis, data are grouping in groups called 

“cluster”. Each cluster contains similar elements in order to obtain patterns.  

Table 19 summarizes the analysis methods used in each research question as well as the 

expected results. 

Table 19. Summary of Analysis Methods used in the case study 

Research 

question 
Analysis Method Expected results 

RQ1 Descriptive statistics 

Values of measures (size, connectivity, 

separability and density) after the application of a 

refactoring operator are lower than before its 

application. 

RQ2 

Descriptive statistics Values of measures after a specific execution 

order of refactoring operators are different than 

values of measures after other execution order of 

refactoring operators 
Statistical hypothesis testing – 

ANOVA and Tukey tests 

Clustering 
Best/worst positions to apply refactoring 

operators sequentially 

RQ3 

Descriptive statistics 
Values of measures after refactoring depends on 

values of measures before refactoring  
Statistical hypothesis testing 

RQ4 

Descriptive statistics 

Time is linear with regards the size 
Regression model – Spearman 

test 
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With the aim to address RQ1, a descriptive statistics is performed in order to work out 

which one is the true hypothesis.  

RQ2, in turn, performs both descriptive statistics and statistical hypothesis testing to 

check its hypotheses. Due to the sample follows a normal distribution (after carrying out 

a normality test), ANOVA test was the parametric test chosen to check 𝐻𝑥𝑅𝑄2
 (where x 

is null or alternative) and to compare data between different execution orders. This test 

was chosen because the independent variable (Order) has several values since there are 

several possible combinations of execution order. Besides, dependent variables 

(measures gain) are quantitative, and there is no relationship between the samples of 

groups. Moreover, in order to determine the pair-wise difference, a Tukey test is also 

performed.  

Furthermore, clustering is used by RQ2 to obtain the best/worst position in which 

applies each refactoring operator when a sequence of refactoring operators is applied 

with the aim to achieve the highest/lest measures gain. These clusters could be used to 

prioritize the application of the refactoring operators in order to achieve the greatest 

gain. 

RQ3 performs both descriptive statistics and statistical hypothesis testing. Thus, 

ANOVA is also used in RQ3 to compare measures gain obtained in different input 

business process models. Business process models are characterized according their 

size, connectivity, separability and density in 3 groups: low, medium and high. Then, it 

is proved whether the nature and configuration provide different measures gain.  

Concerning RQ4, the scalability of the refactoring operators is tested by descriptive 

statics and a regression model. The linear regression model considers the refactoring 

time (Time) as a dependent variable, and the size (SizeInitial) of the business process 

models is seen as the independent variable. The correlation coefficient  (which is 

between -1 and 1) is obtained by applying Spearman's rank correlation test. 

Spearman's rho () is the degree to which the real values of the dependent variable are 

close to the predicted values. 

5.1.1.3 Analysis 

After the execution of the case study, the values for measures were collected for 34 

business processes. The data analysis performed to answer each research question is 

presented in the following sections. Thus, four subsections are presented according each 

research question formulated at the beginning of the case study. Despite the fact the 

most of the data collected are shown in next subsection, the remainder of the data 

collected is available online in [75] due to the extensive size of the data generated. This 

reference contains only the data collection (values of variables) to carry out the case 

study due to the disclosure agreement imposed by the company mentioned in Case 
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Selection. For this reason, none business process model obtained from the source code 

is provided. 

5.1.1.3.1 RQ1. Understandability and modifiability gain after refactoring 

application in isolation 

RQ1 is related to the understandability and modifiability gain obtained after applying 

refactoring operators. To answer this question, the effect of each refactoring operator on 

a business process model was evaluated, based on the measures mentioned (i.e., size, 

connectivity, separability and density gain). Appendix  shows some data collected 

during the case study. Tables display the size, connectivity, separability and density 

gain after the application of each refactoring operator.  

After the data was collected some descriptive statistics are shown. Table 20 provides the 

mean gain of all the business process models, presented for each refactoring operator 

and each measure. Firstly, the size gain is between 0.374 (i.e., a decrease of 37% in the 

number of nodes) and -0.441 (i.e., the number of nodes could be increased above 44%). 

Secondly, the connectivity gain is between 0.154 and -0.768. Thirdly, the separability 

gain varies from 0.413 (in case of R1) and -0.505. Finally, the density gain varies from 

0.092 to -0.493. Table 20 shows that the refactoring operator R8 (concerning the joining 

of the start and end event with the starting and ending tasks, respectively) increases all 

the measures, since it is necessary to create missing events and to add new gateways 

between tasks and events. The same occurs with R9 (related to the addition of gateways 

in incoming and outgoing branches). Despite the fact that the addition of gateways in 

branches often improves the understandability of business process models [76], the 

effect is negative for the measures selected in this study. The measures used in this case 

study are some of those that affect understandability and modifiability. The selection of 

other measures could provide different results. 

 Table 20. Mean gain of each refactoring operator (R) 

 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 

SizeGain 0.374 0.012 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.126 0.067 -0.441 -0.145 0.000 

ConnectivityGain -0.271 0.002 0.007 0.000 0.003 0.154 0.041 -0.768 -0.018 0.000 

SeparabilityGain 0.413 0.016 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.026 0.071 -0.505 -0.002 0.000 

DensityGain -1.361 -0.012 0.007 0.000 0.001 0.033 -0.052 -0.493 0.092 0.000 

 

While Table 20 presents an overview of the results obtained through mean values, 

which aggregate results of all the business process models of the sample, all the data 

collected are contained in Appendix . Table 21, in turn, provides the effect of each 

refactoring operators on each individual business process model in the form of a chart. 

In the table, positive gains are represented by circles, while negative gains are 

represented by diamonds. When the outgoing value is the same (i.e., gain equal to zero) 
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these are represented by triangles. This may mean that the business process does not 

present such challenges and therefore its measures do not change. For example, BP14 

does not contain several data object to merge and therefore the refactoring operator R8 

does not have effect on its measures. The table shows that both measures are improved 

or maintained in the most of the cases. As it was mentioned before, R8 presents 

negative gain for the most of the business process models. This is due to the measures 

chosen to assess understandability and modifiability. 

The descriptive statics of Table 20 and Table 21 could be used to predict that the 

understandability and modifiability are improved after refactoring since the size, 

connectivity, separability and density are partially improved. 

Table 21. Size, connectivity, separability and density gain for each refactoring operator in the 

whole sample 
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Despite the fact the above data present only the set of refactoring operators applied 

individually on the input model, refactoring operators may be applied sequentially, i.e., 

the output model of a refactoring operator could in turn be the input model for the next 

refactoring operator. To illustrate this situation, section RQ2. Order of application of 

refactoring operations studies the effect of applying a sequence of refactoring operators. 

Table 21 also illustrates that the effect may also depend on the configuration of the 

input business process model. For example, business process models with different size 

(such as BP14 with 6 nodes and BP13 with 55 nodes (see Table 63 in Appendix ) 

achieve different gain in their measures. Another example occurs in BP13; refactoring 

operators have a great influence on the measures, while in BP14 the influence is not 

significant. To address this kind of situations, Section RQ3. Nature and configuration of 

the input business process models studies the effect of the configuration of the input 

business processes on the gain obtained. Section RQ4. Scalability will consider three 

categories of business processes, and the particular part of Table 21 related to those 

categories (high, medium and low) will be explained. 

5.1.1.3.2 RQ2. Order of application of refactoring operations 

RQ2 concerns the gain obtained after applying refactoring operators in a given order. 

Firstly, the effect of the execution order is checked by means of the execution of a set of 

different orders established arbitrarily. Then, all possible combinations of orders are 

executed to obtain the best/worst positions in which apply each refactoring operators to 

achieve the highest/lest gain on the measures. Moreover, strength insights are given 

about how the application order of refactoring operators has effect on measures gain.  

Effect of execution order 

The goal is to check whether the execution order has effect on understandability and 

modifiability gain as well as determine the best order of application of the refactoring 

operators. To answer this question, a set of different execution orders has been 

established arbitrarily due to the large number of possible combinations of refactoring 

operators. First of all, the 10 IBUPROFEN operators were organized into three 

refactoring operator categories: maximization of relevant elements (labeled as 

relevance), fine-grained reduction (labeled as granularity) and completeness. All the 

possible order combinations between these three categories were then established, so 

they could be executed. 

Table 22 shows the six order combinations executed. Within each category the order 

was arbitrary since it was proven previously that the order intra category has not effect 

on results. In the case of the relevance category the order was R1, R2, R3, R4, and R5. 

As regards the granularity category, the order was R6 first and then R7. Finally, in the 

completeness category the order was R8, R9, and finally, R10. 
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Table 22. Set of orders 

Order Id Refactoring Operators Categories 

1 Relevance Granularity Completeness 

2 Relevance Completeness Granularity 

3 Completeness Relevance Granularity 

4 Completeness Granularity Relevance 

5 Granularity Completeness Relevance 

6 Granularity Relevance Completeness 

 

After the execution of the set of orders on retrieved business process models, measures 

were collected to derive some descriptive statistics. Thus, Table 23 presents the mean 

gain of each measure obtained after applying each order with the 34 business process 

models under study. Order 6 provides the greatest size gain, but on the other hand, the 

density gain is the worst. Similarly, order 1 and order 2 lead to a great gain in size and 

separability, alongside a poor connectivity and density. It may also be noted that, orders 

3, 4 and 5 provide a negative gain in all the measures and these orders of application 

should therefore be discarded. 

As shown in Table 23, the conclusion in this question is that the execution of each order 

really affects the measure gain that can be obtained. However, in order to work out 

whether these observations reflect a common pattern, rather than a random effect, 

statistical hypothesis testing was carried out to assess the real effect of the application 

order. 

To answer hypotheses of RQ2, an Anova test was applied to determine the influence of 

the execution order. The Anova test analyzes the variance of various sub-samples with 

respect to a factor. Thus, the null hypothesis is H0: μ1 = μ2 = μn, while the alternative 

hypothesis means that there is a significant difference between the means of sub-

samples, i.e., H1: μ1 ≠  μ2 ≠  μn. In this study, the factor of the Anova test is each 

execution order applied. The measures that are tested are size, connectivity, separability 

and density gain. The data sample consists of the data collected in Appendix.  

Table 23. Mean gain of each order 

 Order 

 1 2 3 4 5 6 

SizeGain 0.335 0.257 -0.417 -0.398 -0.299 0.402 

ConnectivityGain -0.294 -0.250 -0.755 -0.766 -0.790 -0.254 

SeparabilityGain 0.259 0.357 -0.368 -0.326 -0.443 0.374 

DensityGain -0.997 -0.757 -0.520 -0.534 -0.737 -1.041 

 

After executing the Anova tests for the size and separability measure, the p-value 

concerning the significance was lower than 0.05. As a result, the null hypothesis is 
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rejected and therefore the alternative one is accepted, at a confidence level of 95%. This 

means that the order of application affects the size and separability gain. Unfortunately, 

the Anova result obtained for connectivity and density was different. The p-values were 

greater than 0.05 (0.110 and 0.905, respectively). In the connectivity and density tests, 

the null hypotheses cannot be rejected; thus nothing can be said about the effect of the 

order of application on the gain in connectivity and density. 

These results can be seen in the graph in Figure 35, which shows a boxplot of the gains 

in measures, taken for the six different orders. Since all the gains in measures were 

normalized, Figure 35 provides the zero line to divide positive and negative gains. As 

we can see in Figure 35, most measure gains are negative (under the zero line). 

However, there are positive gains in size and separability in orders 1, 2 and 6, which 

demonstrates that the order of application affects to the gain obtained.  

Despite the fact that the Anova test indicated differences in size and separability gains 

when different orders were applied, there is no way of knowing for certain the pair-wise 

difference. To determine these differences, a Tukey test was also performed. This 

statistical test was applied simultaneously to the set of all pair-wise comparisons. The 

test is appropriate for use with paired groups, as in this study, which applied the 6 

orders to the 34 business process models. Those p-values under 0.05 indicate the 

application orders that provide significantly different gains. Table 24 and Table 25 show 

a matrix with the mean differences obtained in the Tukey test for each pair-wise order 

as regards size and separability, respectively. For example, in the case of the size gain, 

order 1 and order 2 do not present a significant difference (labelled as NE-No Effect), 

since the p-value was greater than 0.05. On the other hand, order 1 and order 3, which 

have to do with the size gain, have a difference mean of 0.751. Since the difference of 

each cell represents the difference between rows and columns, this positive value 

indicates that order 1 led to a higher size gain than order 3 (see Table 24). Similarly, 

Table 25 shows the test result for the case of separability. Both results show that 

between the order pairs 1 and 2, 1 and 6, 2 and 6, 3 and 4, 3 and 5, as well as between 4 

and 5, there are no significant differences regarding the separability means, while the 

remaining pairs have different means. In both cases (size and separability), the mean 

differences between orders 3 and 6, 4 and 6, as well as between 5 and 6, are negative. 

This happens because the gain obtained from order 6 is greater than the gain obtained 

from other orders. 

After applying these statistical tests, the best order of execution was order 2 (relevance, 

completeness and granularity). Order 2 led to the maximization of the four measures in 

combination. However, statistical tests have a limitation due to the 6 orders applied 

(which are based on three categories of operators) do not represent all the possible 

combinations. This means that the partial order of refactoring operators within each 

category has been ignored, since these orders were arbitrarily fixed for each category.  
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Figure 35. Effect in each measure 

Table 24. Tukey’s test results (row-column) for every pair-wise order concerning the SizeGain 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 
 

NE 0.751 0.732 0.633 NE 

2 
  

0.673 0.654 0.555 NE 

3 
   

NE NE -0.819 

4 
    

NE -0.800 

5 
     

-0.701 

Table 25. Tukey’s test results (row-column) for every pair-wise order concerning the 

SeparabilityGain 

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 
 

NE 0.627 0.584 0.702 NE 

2 
  

0.725 0.683 0.800 NE 

3 
   

NE NE -0.742 

4 
    

NE -0.699 

5 
     

-0.817 

 

Best and worst positions 

Due to the limitation of the above statistical tests, all the possible order combinations 

were taken into account for all refactoring operators. In total, 10! (3,628,800) 

combinations were analyzed. All the possible combinations were then applied to the 34 
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business process models during two days. This validation strategy has some strength 

and weakness points. On the one hand, this strategy has two drawbacks: first, it is a 

time-consuming; and second, it is not so much extensible (e.g., the effect of adding a 

new refactoring operation is to re-compute all the orders with 11! combinations). On the 

other hand, this strategy is a brute-force mechanism to figure out the best order, which 

is more thorough and accurate than pruning mechanisms that only analyzes a small 

portion of combinations by defining categories or dependencies between some 

operators. The execution of all the possible combinations is therefore necessary to 

obtain strength insights on how to short the application of all the refactoring operators.  

After applying the IBUPROFEN refactoring operators in accord with all the different 

orders, the size, separability, connectivity and density gains were analyzed. The goal in 

this case was to establish clusters of orders to determine which clusters led to greater 

gains of each measure, on average. The clusters of orders for each measure were 

obtained by considering measure values above the 99 percentile. The result was four 

clusters with the orders that provided 1% of the best gains as regards size, separability, 

connectivity and density. For example, the cluster of orders related to the best sizes 

contains 36720 orders. Similarly, four additional clusters with the worst results were 

obtained by selecting values under the 1 percentile.  

From these eight clusters with the best and worst orders (best positions for the size, 

worst positions for the size, best positions for the separability, etc.), the goal was to 

achieve an inference of patterns and anti-patterns, respectively. These patterns attempt 

to determine the most recurrent partial orders for a specific refactoring operator; for 

example, ‘operator 1 should be executed before operator 2 if the main aim is to improve 

the size’.  

Some patterns were extracted first of all by taking into account the number of times that 

a refactoring operator appears in one particular position within the clusters with the best 

orders. Table 26 shows an example of this for the size measure; it provides the matrix 

built during the pattern extraction mechanism to determine the best position of each 

operator. The table shows the number of times that a refactoring operator is applied in a 

particular position. For example, R1 does not appear in the last positions as a good 

option. R1 appears in the second place (position 1) in 10752 times of all best 

combinations. However, R1 does not appear in position 7, 8 and 9. The table shows as 

shaded cells those positions that have been repeated in more than 25% of the cases. This 

ensures that three best positions at most are determined for each refactoring operator. 

The rest of the tables for the rest of measures are included in Appendix III. 
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Table 26. Best Size Gain (Percentile 99). Positions repeated most (>25%) have been shaded 

 
 

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 

P
o

si
ti

o
n
 

0 9072 0 0 3672 3672 15120 1512 0 0 3672 

1 10752 0 1680 3672 3672 5040 3192 5040 0 3672 

2 8232 0 2310 3672 3672 3780 3822 7560 0 3672 

3 4992 1440 2850 3672 3672 4500 4002 7920 0 3672 

4 2472 4200 3600 3672 3672 4320 4032 6840 240 3672 

5 960 7248 4464 3672 3672 2880 4032 5040 1080 3672 

6 240 9216 5184 3672 3672 1080 4032 3060 2892 3672 

7 0 8904 5544 3672 3672 0 4032 1260 5964 3672 

8 0 5712 5544 3672 3672 0 4032 0 10416 3672 

9 0 0 5544 3672 3672 0 4032 0 16128 3672 

 

Just as was done as regards clusters with the best orders, clusters with the worst orders 

were analyzed, to extract anti-patterns. The number of times that a refactoring operator 

appears in one particular position within the clusters with the worst orders was thus 

collected; those positions that were repeated in more than 25% of the cases were used to 

create anti-patterns. 

Both the best and the worst positions that were repeated most are collected in Table 27 

for each variable (the size gain, represented by ‘S’, the connectivity gain, represented by 

‘C’, the density gain, represented by ‘D’ and the separability gain, represented by ‘Se’). 

Black symbols symbolize the best positions, while grey symbols symbolize the worst 

positions of these refactoring operators for each measure. As can be seen in the table, 

refactoring operator R9 should be applied as late as possible, while R1, R3, R6 and R8 

should be applied as soon as possible. The priority of R1, R3, R6 and R8 depends on the 

variable to be maximized. Whenever the connectivity gain is maximized, the refactoring 

operator should be R1, while in the case the separability gain is maximized, the operator 

should be R6. Table 27 also shows the best position for each refactoring operator, such 

as in the case of R1; although the application should be carried out for the size as soon 

as possible, the best position is position 1 (in second place).  

Moreover, Table 27 shows that refactoring operator R9 must not be applied in the first 

positions, while R1 must not be applied in the last positions. However, in the cases of 

R5 and R10 the position is not relevant (when these refactoring operators are applied) 

because all the positions are repeated the same number of times. 

Using Table 27, it is possible to establish patterns and anti-patterns, as well as to 

prioritize the application of the refactoring operators, so that the greatest gain for each 

measure can be achieved. 
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Table 27. Best (black) and worst (grey) positions [S-Size, C-Connectivity, D-Density, Se-

Separability] 

 
 

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 

P
o

si
ti

o
n
 

0 C C Se D 
  

S Se D Se D S  

1 S C D Se 
   

S Se 
 

C  

2 
 

D 
   

S Se 
 

C C  

3 
     

C Se 
  

  

4 
     

C 
  

  

5 
        

  

6 
 

S 
      

  

7 
     

D 
  

  

8 S C Se 
    

D 
  

S C  

9 S C Se 
 

D C 
   

D S C Se  

 

5.1.1.3.3 RQ3. Nature and configuration of the input business process 

models 

RQ3 is about evaluating the effect of the configuration of input business process models 

in relation to the final gain obtained. For this purpose, a characterization mechanism 

was defined for each of the 34 input business process models. This characterization was 

carried out by labeling each business process as high, medium or low with respect to the 

four different measures. These sample divisions were made by using percentiles 1/3 and 

2/3. Table 28 shows the percentile values for each measure in the sample of the 34 

business process models. The characterization for each business process model as 

regards the four measures is shown in Table 29. This table shows input models with 

very different configurations. For example, BP1 has a high size and high connectivity, 

while BP3 also has a high size with a medium connectivity. Business processes 7, 16- 

18, 20- 22, 31, and 34 have low values of all measures, while none of them has high 

values. 

Firstly, the whole set of refactoring operators is applied in isolation on the original 

model, according to the characterization. Secondly, refactoring operators are applied 

sequentially following the set of orders considered in Table 22.  

After the application of both in isolation and sequentially, some descriptive statistics 

were derived and statistical tests were used to test the hypotheses formulated in 

Hypotheses formulation. 

Table 28. Values of each category 

 high (H) medium (M) low (L) 

Size x>14 14>=x>5 x<=5 

Connectivity x>1 1>=x>0 x<=0 

Separability x>0.134 0.134>=x>0 x<=0 

Density x>9 9>=x>4 x<=4 
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Table 29. Characterized business processes 

 Size Connectivity Density Separability 

BP H M L H M L H M L H M L 

1 ♦   ♦   ♦    ♦  

2   ♦   ♦   ♦  ♦  

3 ♦    ♦   ♦  ♦   

4  ♦  ♦   ♦    ♦  

5   ♦   ♦   ♦  ♦  

6  ♦   ♦  ♦  ♦ ♦   

7   ♦   ♦   ♦   ♦ 

8 ♦   ♦    ♦  ♦   

9   ♦   ♦   ♦  ♦  

10  ♦   ♦   ♦   ♦  

11  ♦   ♦   ♦  ♦   

12  ♦  ♦   ♦   ♦   

13 ♦    ♦   ♦  ♦   

14  ♦   ♦  ♦     ♦ 

15 ♦   ♦    ♦  ♦   

16   ♦   ♦   ♦   ♦ 

17   ♦   ♦   ♦   ♦ 

18   ♦   ♦   ♦   ♦ 

19 ♦   ♦    ♦  ♦   

20   ♦   ♦   ♦   ♦ 

21   ♦   ♦   ♦   ♦ 

22   ♦   ♦   ♦   ♦ 

23   ♦  ♦  ♦     ♦ 

24   ♦  ♦  ♦     ♦ 

25 ♦   ♦    ♦  ♦   

26  ♦  ♦   ♦    ♦  

27  ♦  ♦   ♦     ♦ 

28  ♦  ♦   ♦     ♦ 

29  ♦   ♦  ♦    ♦  

30 ♦   ♦   ♦    ♦  

31   ♦   ♦   ♦   ♦ 

32 ♦    ♦   ♦  ♦   

33 ♦    ♦   ♦  ♦   

34   ♦   ♦   ♦   ♦ 

Tota

l 
1 10 14 11 11 12 11 11 12 11 9 14 

 

Firstly, the whole set of refactoring operators is applied in isolation on the original 

model, according to the characterization. Secondly, refactoring operators are applied 

sequentially following the set of orders considered in Table 22.  

After the application of both in isolation and sequentially, some descriptive statistics 

were derived and statistical tests were used to test the hypotheses formulated in 

Hypotheses formulation. 
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Isolation application 

After the application of refactoring operators individually, descriptive statistics are 

shown in Table 30. After the inspection of the table, some conclusions can be derived. 

For example, R1 achieves the greatest gain in a low business process, taking into 

account the size, while in the case of separability the opposite occurs: the greatest gain 

is obtained in medium business processes.  

Although the mean gain after applying R8 was negative in Table 20, in the case of high 

business process models, Table 30 shows the density gain is positive. Similarly, 

applying R9 provides a positive density gain (see Table 20); while in the medium 

business process the gain is negative (see Table 30). 

Table 30. Mean gain of each refactoring operator and each configuration (high, medium and low) 

 
R Effect? High Medium Low 

 
R Effect? High Medium Low 

S
iz

eG
a

in
 

R1 E 0.163 0.225 0.631 
D

en
si

ty
G

a
in

 
R1 NE -0.389 0.363 0.694 

R2 NE 0.020 0.021 0.000 R2 NE -0.009 0.041 0.000 

R3 NE 0.000 0.000 0.000 R3 NE 0.012 0.000 0.000 

R4 NE 0.000 0.000 0.000 R4 NE 0.000 0.000 0.000 

R5 NE 0.010 0.000 0.000 R5 NE 0.000 0.000 0.000 

R6 E 0.206 0.223 0.000 R6 NE 0.079 -0.036 0.000 

R7 E 0.146 0.056 0.018 R7 NE -0.119 0.115 0.000 

R8 E -0.132 -0.244 -0.802 R8 NE 0.064 -0.305 -0.811 

R9 E -0.298 -0.195 0.000 R9 E 0.167 -0.008 0.000 

R10 NE 0.000 0.000 0.000 R10 NE 0.000 0.000 0.000 

C
o

n
n

ec
ti

v
it

y
G

a
in

 

R1 E -0.066 -0.770 0.000 

S
ep

a
ra

b
il

it
y

G
a

in
 

R1 NE 0.299 0.519 0.435 

R2 NE -0.002 0.009 0.000 R2 E 0.050 0.000 0.000 

R3 NE 0.012 0.009 0.000 R3 NE 0.000 0.000 0.000 

R4 NE 0.000 0.000 0.000 R4 NE 0.000 0.000 0.000 

R5 NE 0.000 0.011 0.000 R5 NE 0.000 0.000 0.000 

R6 E 0.246 0.230 0.000 R6 NE -0.036 -0.056 0.000 

R7 E -0.003 0.128 0.000 R7 NE 0.115 0.100 0.018 

R8 E -0.014 -1.634 -0.667 R8 NE -0.269 -0.485 -0.702 

R9 NE -0.025 -0.031 0.000 R9 NE -0.008 0.000 0.000 

R10 NE 0.000 0.000 0.000 R10 NE 0.000 0.000 0.000 

 

As with the previous research question, the effect of the configuration (high, medium 

and low) on the result of each refactoring operator is tested statistically by the Anova 

test. In this study the factor of the Anova test is each configuration (high, medium and 

low) defined. The measures that are tested are size, connectivity, separability and 

density gains. The hypotheses of the test are: 

H0:  The means are equals 

H1:  ¬H0 

Table 30 also shows those refactoring operators (R) in which the configuration of the 

business process models has an effect (E), or does not have any effect (NE) on the result 
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of the measures, taking into account the Anova results in each case. The configuration 

of the business process models is considered to have an effect when the p-value is lower 

than 0.05, since the null hypothesis is rejected and therefore the alternative one is 

accepted. For example, in the case of the size, the configuration of the input business 

process does have an effect in R6, because creating compound tasks depends on the 

input size: when the input business process has a high or medium size, the gain size 

achieved by R6 is greater, since the compound tasks are considered as one element. The 

Anova results show that the configuration of business process models has an effect on 

size and connectivity gain in more refactoring operators than is the case for density and 

separability gain. However, in cases in which the p-value is higher than 0.05 (labeled as 

NE-No Effect), it is not possible to reject the null hypothesis; Table 30 clearly proves, 

nonetheless, that the mean gains are not equal after the application of any refactoring 

operator in each category (high, medium and low). 

Sequentially application 

The order of application was tested in a similar way in Effect of execution order; but the 

characterized models were also considered, together with the analysis of the effect of 

different application orders. To test the effect of the configuration of input business 

process models on the application of a sequence of refactoring operators, the set of 6 

orders was applied for each sub-sample (high, medium and low) (see Table 31). For 

example, the application of order 2 provided a negative density gain (-0.757), as Table 

23 revealed previously, while Table 31 shows that negative gain is obtained only in 

medium business processes. In this case (order 2 application) it was noted that the 

density gain is slightly positive in high business process. Other similar cases are shown 

in the table, demonstrating that the configuration of the input model affects the final 

gain obtained.  

Table 31. Average gain of each order and each configuration (high, medium and low) 

 
Order Effect? High Medium Low 

 
Order Effect? High Medium Low 

S
iz

eG
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1 E 0.222 0.108 0.577 

D
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1 E -0.231 -2.850 0.000 

2 E 0.018 0.046 0.577 2 NE 0.015 -2.353 0.000 

3 NE -0.196 -0.287 -0.667 3 NE 0.145 -1.024 -0.667 

4 NE -0.190 -0.229 -0.667 4 NE 0.145 -1.067 -0.667 

5 E 0.113 -0.196 -0.667 5 E -0.159 -1.392 -0.667 

6 NE 0.299 0.260 0.577 6 E -0.235 -2.982 0.000 

C
o

n
n
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y
G

a
in

 

1 E 0.084 -0.994 0.000 

S
ep

a
ra

b
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y
G

a
in

 1 NE 0.202 0.453 0.179 

2 E -0.051 -0.723 0.000 2 NE 0.216 0.548 0.345 

3 NE -0.046 -1.560 -0.667 3 NE -0.101 -0.340 -0.595 

4 NE -0.051 -1.588 -0.667 4 NE -0.061 -0.340 -0.524 

5 E 0.046 -1.760 -0.667 5 NE -0.089 -0.407 -0.744 

6 E 0.088 -0.874 0.000 6 NE 0.255 0.453 0.417 
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Just as before, the effect of the configuration (high, medium and low) on the gain of 

each refactoring operator is proven statistically by the Anova test. In this case the factor 

is the same, namely the configuration of the input business process models. The 

measures that are tested are size, connectivity, separability and density gain. The data 

sample consists of the data collected in [75], i.e., business process models refactored by 

sequences of refactoring operators according to the orders proposed in Section 111, 

which were shown in Table 22. Hence, the hypotheses of the test are: 

H0:  The means are the same. 

H1:  ¬H0 

Table 31 also shows those orders in which the configuration of the business processes 

has an effect (E) or does not have any effect (NE) on the gain of the measures. The 

configuration of the business processes is considered to have an effect when the p-value 

is lower than 0.05, since the null hypothesis is rejected; the alternative one is therefore 

accepted. Hence, the configuration of the input business process models affects the 

outgoing gain for size, connectivity and density. For example, as regards size, the 

configuration of the input business process has an effect on orders 1 and 2, i.e., when 

the maximization of relevant element is applied first; since the number of non-relevant 

elements removed depends on the input size; a larger model may involve larger number 

of non-relevant elements. However, in cases in which the p-value is higher than 0.05 

(labeled as NE) it is not possible to reject that there is no effect, but Table 31 clearly 

shows that the means are not equal in any of the orders. 

5.1.1.3.4 RQ4. Scalability 

The last research question (RQ4), which is related to the efficiency of the refactoring 

proposal in terms of the scalability of IBUPROFEN, must be answered. Table 32 

provides descriptive statics about the time spent for each refactoring operator after its 

application for each of the 34 business process models. The total time for all the models 

varies from 441 (R3) to 38479 (R9) microseconds (µs) and the means vary from 13 to 

1132 (µs). 

Similarly, the right side of Table 32 shows the time values after applying each category, 

which groups and applies various refactoring operators sequentially (cf. Section 3.1.1). 

In this case, the total time is between 8201µs (Granularity) and 23635 µs 

(Completeness) while the means vary from 241 to 695 µs. 

Although these time values seem reasonable, they do not state anything about whether 

the time is appropriate or not. To that end, the scalability of the refactoring operators is 

analyzed so that the applicability to larger and more complex business process models 

can be ensured. 
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Table 32. Total time (µs) spent on applying each refactoring operator to the sample. 

BP R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 

R
el

ev
a

n
ce

 

G
ra

n
u

la
ri

ty
 

C
o

m
p

le
te

n
es

s 

1 113 69 24 74 75 609 625 462 348 52 410 534 290 

2 128 10 9 9 9 20 39 22 77 70 85 28 97 

3 64 101 26 107 262 122 527 210 180 92 385 400 326 

4 135 12 11 12 13 119 306 352 225 23 76 241 351 

5 49 8 8 304 8 15 48 22 53 71 54 29 109 

6 60 50 13 18 12 104 291 91 206 83 105 219 197 

7 33 8 7 7 8 13 34 18 36 53 46 22 83 

8 309 29 25 30 56 588 1092 1552 417 137 191 911 1409 

9 49 9 8 9 6 15 48 27 46 73 55 42 109 

10 44 9 9 9 7 17 79 25 62 74 60 42 160 

11 83 12 11 13 8 23 160 37 92 117 93 83 171 

12 42 27 13 15 9 36 435 346 128 74 143 154 438 

13 217 39 31 41 20 623 993 719 477 236 279 934 932 

14 19 9 8 9 7 245 79 30 41 19 53 254 57 

15 87 58 27 27 17 356 644 720 203 89 174 538 414 

16 6 5 5 27 5 7 7 11 4 5 26 13 17 

17 17 27 6 6 5 7 7 10 12 5 34 13 20 

18 6 5 5 5 5 7 6 8 3 4 26 12 15 

19 68 24 18 20 13 386 406 400 233 80 135 634 10493 

20 17 6 6 6 5 9 12 14 12 25 34 17 1997 

21 48 6 6 7 5 11 15 14 17 44 39 20 733 

22 6 5 5 5 5 6 7 8 3 5 25 11 18 

23 23 8 13 8 6 11 5811 16 26 27 48 66 913 

24 23 8 7 8 6 11 93 20 29 46 48 58 75 

25 55 21 35 19 12 555 206 700 252 90 121 611 803 

26 33 15 11 14 9 331 157 193 84 28 109 383 193 

27 29 10 9 10 7 130 104 101 38 33 59 203 131 

28 32 16 12 14 9 397 195 306 164 51 85 459 306 

29 43 12 10 10 8 100 86 56 75 71 72 152 133 

30 69 32 16 102 11 433 142 1216 189 99 263 458 1774 

31 25 6 6 7 6 11 124 37 24 45 41 24 76 

32 130 22 18 21 12 199 203 71 202 169 173 299 391 

33 102 23 16 42 10 229 183 278 177 135 158 317 366 

34 18 7 7 7 6 11 14 19 26 21 41 20 39 

Total 2182 713 441 1021 664 5758 13178 8110 4162 2250 3742 8201 23635 

Mean 64 21 13 30 20 169 388 239 122 66 110 241 695 

 

Similarly, the right side of Table 32 shows the time values after applying each category, 

which groups and applies various refactoring operators sequentially (cf. Section 3.1.1). 

In this case, the total time is between 8201µs (Granularity) and 23635 µs 

(Completeness) while the means vary from 241 to 695 µs. 

Although these time values seem reasonable, they do not state anything about whether 

the time is appropriate or not. To that end, the scalability of the refactoring operators is 
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analyzed so that the applicability to larger and more complex business process models 

can be ensured. 

The scalability of the refactoring operators is tested by a regression model. The linear 

regression model considers the refactoring time as a dependent variable, and the size of 

the business process models is seen as the independent variable. Figure 36 provides the 

scatter charts for the size/time of the three refactoring categories. Figure 36 also shows 

the regression lines according to the correlation factors presented in Table 33, which 

presents a linear trend. 
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Figure 36. Linear regression model for refactoring categories 

Table 33 presents for relevance, granularity and completeness, respectively, three 

positive linear relationships with =0.95, =0.95 and =0.69. The 
 
values obtained for 

individual refactoring operators applied in isolation (see Table 33) follow the same 

trend as correlation values obtained from refactoring categories in Figure 36, which 

vary from 0.79 to 0.95. 

The  values obtained are high, and very close to 1, so the proposed linear regression 

model is suitable for explaining the data obtained in this study, i.e., there is no quadratic 

or exponential relationship between the refactoring time and the size. The increase in 

time for larger business processes will consequently be linear, and this time may be 

assumable. 

Table 33. R2 correlation values obtained for individual refactoring operators 

Refactoring Operator -value
 

R1 0.808 

R2 0.862 

R3 0.953 

R4 0.790 

R5 0.914 

R6 0.926 

R7 0.827 

R8 0.929 

R9 0.945 

R10 0.828 

Relevance 0.955 

Granularity 0.950 

Completeness 0.687 
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5.1.1.4 Discussion 

This section provides a discussion and interpretation of the findings obtained in the data 

analysis. Likewise, this section is divided in 4 subsections to discuss each one of the 

research question analysis. 

5.1.1.4.1 RQ1. Understandability and modifiability gain after refactoring 

application in isolation 

Bearing in mind the results obtained, it was checked that understandability and 

modifiability are improved after applying refactoring operators. This is due to measures 

gain is positive in the most of the cases. Therefore, null hypothesis 𝐻0𝑅𝑄1  cannot be 

rejected and it can be accepted. This means that RQ1 can be answered positively. 

Despite this, it is true that IBUPROFEN could obtain negative gain in some cases. 

5.1.1.4.2 RQ2. Order of application of refactoring operations 

The ANOVA test discovered that there are differences in size and separability gains 

when different orders were applied. However, no differences could be discovered with 

regards connectivity and density. For these reason, 𝐻0𝑅𝑄2
, cannot be rejected and 

therefore, it is possible to accept that the order has effect on the understandability and 

modifiability gain.  

Moreover, it was established patterns and anti-patterns, as well as a prioritization of 

refactoring operators to get the greatest gain. Thus, Table 27 can be used for obtaining 

recommendations to apply refactoring operators with the aim of maximize some of the 

measures. For example, let us imagine that the goal is to maximize the size gain. In this 

case R1 and R6 have to be applied as soon as possible, but R6 must not be applied 

between position 1 and position 2. This means that R6 must be applied in first position 

and R1 in second position. 

5.1.1.4.3 RQ3. Nature and configuration of the input business process 

models 

After the results obtained, 𝐻0𝑅𝑄3.1
cannot be rejected and therefore, it is accepted that the 

nature and configuration of the input business process models affect the 

understandability and modifiability gain obtained after the application of a refactoring 

operator in isolation. Likewise, results cannot reject 𝐻0𝑅𝑄3.2
and it is also accepted that 

this effect occurs also when refactoring operators are applied sequentially.  

The conclusion may be drawn that RQ3 can be answered by saying that the nature or 

configuration of the input business process models affects the outgoing gain for the 

measures. The main implication is that to achieve a better performance, the refactoring 
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operators to be applied should be carefully selected, depending on the particular input 

model. 

5.1.1.4.4 RQ4. Scalability 

The findings after the scalability study, 𝐻0𝑅𝑄4  cannot be rejected since it was proved that 

there are a linear relation relationship between the refactoring time and the size. The 

null hypothesis is then accepted and the research question RQ4 is answered positively.  

The main implication of this is that refactoring is performed in a scalable way and larger 

models may be assumable by IBUPROFEN. That means, the proposed refactoring 

operators are efficient and may be applied to larger and more complex business 

processes with a controllable effort as regards the size of business processes. 

5.1.1.5 Threats to validity 

This section presents the threats to the validity of this case study, as well as possible 

actions to mitigate them. There are three main types of validity: internal, construct and 

external [77]. 

Regarding the internal validity, a sample of 34 business process models was retrieved 

from a single information system using a reverse engineering tool with which it was 

possible to obtain statistical results. Nevertheless, the study may be replicated by using 

more information systems, to attain a larger sample of business process models. 

In addition, the supporting tool used to obtain the business process models, MARBLE 

[26], could be a factor that affects the initial sample of business process models. It is 

also true that the particular set of refactoring operators included in IBUPROFEN is a 

threat to the generalization of the results due to the limitation of these operators. The 

replication of the study using different refactoring operators and different refactoring 

techniques may be a way of addressing these threats. 

Concerning the construct validity, the measures selected (size, connectivity, separability 

and density) were chosen for assessment of the quality of business process models in 

terms of their understandability and modifiability. Despite this, other additional 

measures could be used like depth or average gateway degree. Moreover, although 

studies such as [4, 78] have already demonstrated the relationships between measures 

and understandability and modifiability, these are considered as extrinsic quality 

characteristics and are difficult to evaluate without human intervention. For this reason, 

a further experiment involving experts should be performed to assess the 

understandability and modifiability perceived by such experts after refactoring. 

The selection of a single case study is also a threat to the validity since a multi-case 

study can be useful to compare results after the application of the technique. 
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Regrettably, from our own experience, to have more than one case is very difficult, 

especially for the fact that companies have strong barriers to lend the source code of 

their systems so that researchers can be inspection it.  

Another threat to the construct validity lies in the fact that clusters are built by taking 

into account arbitrary percentiles, i.e., the most repeated positions of each refactoring 

operator above 99% and below 1%. Different percentiles more or less restrictive and 

different heuristics may be used to obtain alternative clusters. Moreover, the case study 

considers that those positions that have been repeated in more than 25% of cases are 

suitable for creating patterns and anti-patterns. However, the choice of an arbitrary 

percentage is again a threat that needs to be tackled. 

Finally, external validity is concerned with the generalization of the results. This study 

considers the whole population to be business process models retrieved by any reverse 

engineering technique from legacy information systems. The results obtained can be 

generalized strictly to this population, with the particularity that all the information 

systems under study are based on a Java platform. This restriction is related to the 

supporting tools used in this study (MARBLE and IBUPROFEN). That threat may be 

mitigated by replicating the study using systems implemented in different platforms and 

analyzed additionally with different refactoring tools and methods. 

5.1.1.6 Conclusions 

Nowadays, organizations are aware that an appropriate description of their business 

processes through standard notations can provide them with good business process 

management, such that they may be more efficient, more effective and more readily 

adaptable to changes. Unfortunately, organizations might not dispose of their own 

business process modeling, or these may be outdated or missing; these could also 

contain faults that affect their quality. As a result, reverse engineering has become a 

suitable solution for mining business process models from existing information systems. 

However, these retrieved business process models entail some challenges that are 

necessary to address. In the literature, refactoring techniques are used to increase the 

degree of quality of business process models, but there are no techniques related to 

those that are being mined by reverse engineering.  

The section provides an industrial evaluation, which aims to ensure the feasibility and 

applicability of IBUPROFEN in the industry. This aim is achieved though the 

conduction of a case study with a real-life information system belonging to a European 

banking company. The case study determines the effect of each refactoring operator on 

the understandability and modifiability of the business process model, in accord with 

four measures taken from the literature: size, connectivity, separability and density. The 

case study shows that the measures are partially improved after each refactoring 

operator application. Moreover, sequences of refactoring operators are applied. Firstly, a 
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set of orders that takes into account the three categories (maximization of relevant 

elements, fine-grained granularity reduction and completeness) that IBUPROFEN 

establishes. Secondly, the entire set of possible combinations of refactoring operators 

(10!) is applied, in order to obtain clusters with which to infer patterns of application. 

These patterns specify how to apply certain refactoring operators in a particular order 

with a given business process model so that the quality gain can be maximum for such 

model. In addition, the industrial evaluation analyzes the scalability of IBUPROFEN in 

terms of the time spent in applying refactoring.  

The results of the case study reveal that IBUPROFEN could be used to improve 

understandability and modifiability since a gain of both quality features is perceived as 

a result of better values of size, connectivity, density and separability. However, the 

application of its refactoring operators must be sequentially and the execution order of 

them has to be carefully established. Moreover, the nature and configuration of the 

business process model (e.g. its size, connectivity, density and separability initial) must 

to be taken into account when refactoring is applied. This is due to the gain of the 

refactoring operators depends on values of such measures before refactoring is applied. 

Moreover, the time spent in applying refactoring operators has a linear relation with the 

size of the business process model. That means that refactoring is performed in a 

scalable way and larger models can be refactored with IBUPROFEN. 

5.1.2 Case study 2 

This section provides a case study with a real-life information system. The following 

sections show the stages proposed in the formal protocol: the background, case study 

design, case selection procedure, execution procedure and data collection, analysis and 

interpretation, and finally, threats to the validity. 

5.1.2.1 Background 

The object of this case study is IBUPROFEN and the purpose of this case study is to 

evaluate how the execution order of the different refactoring operators influences the 

quality degree of the target business process models in terms of understandability and 

modifiability.  

Taking into account the object and purpose of the study the main research question is 

proposed as follows: 

 RQ1: Does the order of the application of refactoring operators’ categories 

affect the understandability and modifiability of business process models? 
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5.1.2.2 Case Study Design 

The case study follows an embedded case study design according to the classification 

proposed by Yin [17]. The case study consists of a single case (i.e., it focuses on a single 

information systems) but considers several analysis units as independent variable within 

the case. The analysis units in this study are the different business processes models 

retrieved from an information system. Therefore, the study consists of applying all the 

refactoring operators in different orders and obtaining business processes that are in turn 

analyzed to answer RQ1. For this purpose, some measures as dependent variables are 

established to quantitatively answer RQ1 in terms of understandability and modifiability 

of business process models [64]. 

 Size: This measure is the number of nodes in a business process model (i.e., 

business tasks, gateways, data objects and events). This measure affects 

negatively to the understandability, i.e. a higher size difficult the 

understandability of a certain business process model. 

 Connectivity: This measure is the ratio between the total number of arcs in a 

business process model (i.e., sequence flows and associations) and the total 

number of nodes. This measure negatively affects the understandability and 

modifiability. This signifies that lower connectivity values imply business 

process models more understandable and modifiable due to a lower intricacy. 

 Separability: This measure represents the ratio between the number of cut-

vertices in a business process model (i.e. nodes that serve as bridges between 

otherwise strongly-connected components) and the total number of nodes in the 

business process model. This measure affects negatively to the modifiability 

since a higher separability implies hard and error-prone modifications of 

business process models. 

For each measure, the gain for these three measures is calculated by taking into account 

the original value and the value of each measure after applying each refactoring 

operator. The normalized gain (1) is defined as the ratio between the difference of 

measure values and the original measure value. 

Gain = (original value-refactoring value)/(original value) (1) 

A positive gain means that the refactoring affects the measure positively, i.e., the 

measure value obtained is lower than the original value, while a negative gain means 

that the refactoring affects the measure negatively, i.e., the measure value obtained is 

greater than the original one. A zero gain means that the value for a certain measure did 

not change after refactoring.  
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5.1.2.3 Case Selection Procedure 

The selection of the case under study was carried out taking to account a set of selection 

criteria. Thus, with the purpose of select the source system the case study follows the 

next criteria:  

 CS1: The system should be a real-life information system currently in 

production.  

 CS2: The system should have a considerable size (to avoid toy programs) which 

ensures that the system supports a great number of business processes. 

 CS3: The system should be written in Java language to be able to use the 

MARBLE tool. MARBLE is a business process archeology tool. This tool is 

released as an Eclipse plug-in and it therefore can be easily integrated with the 

IBUPROFEN tool. 

After analyzing a dozen of information systems of some partner companies according to 

these criteria, the selected case was AELG-Members, which is a real-life system used 

by the Association of Writers in Galician Language in Spain. AELG-Members is an 

author management system to support the registration, fee payments, among other of the 

mentioned organization. From a technological viewpoint, AELG-Members is a 

standalone Java application whose architecture follows the traditional structure in three 

layers [79]: (1) the domain layer supporting all the business entities and controllers; (2) 

the presentation layer dealing with the user interfaces; and (3) the persistency layer 

handling data access. The total size of the legacy system is 23.3 thousands of lines of 

code.  

5.1.2.4 Execution Procedure and Data Collection 

The procedure to be performed to execute the case study consists of a set of steps which 

are numbered below: 

1. Business process models are mined from the source code using MARBLE [26]. 

2. A set of six different execution orders of refactoring operators are selected to be 

executed in the IBUPROFEN tool. These six different orders are defined with all 

the possible combinations with the three refactoring operator categories (i.e., 

relevancy, granularity and completeness) (see Table 34).  

3. The set of orders are executed using the IBUPROFEN tool and the values of the 

mentioned measures are collected for each business process model. 

IBUPROFEN is executed in a computer with a 2.66 GHz dual processor and 4.0 

GB RAM. 
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4. After the whole execution, the collected information (see Table 35, Table 36 and 

Table 37) is statistically analyzed to answer the main research question. 

Additionally, an ANOVA test was made to demonstrate the effect of the 

execution order. An example of one of the business process model before and 

after refactoring is given online in [80]. 

Table 34. Set of orders 

Order Id Refactoring Operators 

1 Relevancy Granularity Completeness 

2 Relevancy Completeness Granularity 

3 Completeness Relevancy Granularity 

4 Completeness Granularity Relevancy 

5 Granularity Completeness Relevancy 

6 Granularity Relevancy Completeness 

Table 35. Data collected for the size measure 

BP 
Order ID 

Original 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 6 3 6 9 9 6 3 

2 28 17 25 37 37 29 17 

3 1 0 0 3 3 3 0 

4 49 29 29 41 39 41 27 

5 15 0 0 12 12 12 0 

6 1 0 0 3 3 3 0 

7 15 5 5 16 16 16 5 

8 93 31 31 61 61 61 31 

9 46 13 13 29 29 29 13 

10 144 272 277 282 282 277 272 

11 3 3 1 1 0 3 0 

12 123 21 76 95 95 27 16 

13 137 56 82 109 109 48 31 

Mean 50.85 34.62 41.92 53.69 53.46 42.69 31.92 

S. Dev. 54.37 73.19 75.85 76.95 77.04 72.81 73.11 

Table 36. Data collected for the connectivity measure 

BP 
Order ID 

Original 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 1.000 1.000 1.167 1.000 1.000 0.833 1.000 

2 0.643 1.235 1.480 1.622 1.622 1.517 1.235 

3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.000 

4 1.041 2.034 1.828 1.829 1.923 1.976 2.037 

5 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.500 1.500 1.500 0.000 

6 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.667 0.667 0.667 0.000 

7 0.200 0.800 0.800 1.500 1.500 1.500 0.800 

8 0.237 0.968 0.968 1.426 1.426 1.426 0.968 

9 0.630 1.385 1.385 1.724 1.724 1.724 1.385 

10 5.194 4.746 4.697 4.645 4.645 4.693 4.746 

11 0.667 0.667 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.667 0.000 

12 1.659 1.476 1.868 1.768 1.768 1.556 1.375 

13 1.562 1.714 1.805 1.963 1.963 1.792 1.774 
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BP 
Order ID 

Original 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Mean 0.987 1.233 1.231 1.562 1.570 1.578 1.178 

S. Dev. 1.383 1.241 1.275 1.088 1.090 1.041 1.281 

Table 37. Data collected for the separability measure 

BP 
Order ID 

Original 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 4 2 2 5 5 5 2 

2 22 13 13 25 25 25 13 

3 1 0 0 3 3 3 0 

4 31 17 17 29 27 29 15 

5 15 0 0 12 12 12 0 

6 1 0 0 3 3 3 0 

7 14 5 5 16 16 16 5 

8 93 31 31 61 61 61 31 

9 46 13 13 29 29 29 13 

10 30 11 11 21 21 21 11 

11 2 3 1 1 0 3 0 

12 36 10 7 20 20 21 10 

13 60 17 17 32 32 36 19 

Mean 27.31 9.38 9.00 19.77 19.54 20.31 9.15 

S. Dev. 27.01 9.09 9.24 16.47 16.49 16.58 9.33 

5.1.2.5 Analysis and interpretation 

After the execution of the case study, the measure values for size, connectivity and 

separability were collected for 13 business process models. The data analysis performed 

is as follows. 

The mean of size was between 31.92 (order 6) and 53.69 (order 3). These values entail 

between a decrease of 37.22% and an increase of 5.58% with regard to the original size. 

Thus, in general terms, the understandability of business process models is improved in 

all orders except order 3 and 4, being the order 6 the best order taking account the size 

variable.  

The mean of connectivity was between 1.18 (order 6) and 1.58 (order 5). These values 

entail an increment between 16.10% and 37.66% with regard to the original 

connectivity value. Therefore, in term of connectivity all the orders do not improve 

understandability or modifiability. This is due to the additive operators (e.g., R8 and 

R9) which incorporate additional elements to the business process model under 

refactoring. Anyway, the best choice is order 6, since provides the minimum difference 

of connectivity. 

The mean of separability was between 9.0 (order 2) and 20.31 (order 5). These values 

entail a decrease between 67.04% and 25.63% with regard to the original size. 

Consequently, in general terms, the modifiability of business process models is 

improved in every order, being the order 5 the best order for the separability.  
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The results can be seen in the graph in Figure 37, which shows a boxplot of the gains in 

measures, taken for the different orders. Since all the gains in measures were 

normalized, Figure 37 shows a line in zero to represent improved results (under the line) 

and exacerbate results (above the line). The size and separability values are under the 

line while the connectivity values are close to cero since the order is not relevant. 

 

Figure 37. Boxplot of size, separability and connectivity 

To statistically answer RQ1, an Anova test was applied to determine the influence of the 

execution order of refactoring operators. The Anova test analyzes the variance of 

various sub-samples with respect to a factor. Hence, the null hypothesis is H0: μ1 = μ2 = 

μn, while the alternative hypothesis means that there is a significant difference between 

the means of sub-samples, i.e., H1: μ1 ≠ μ2 ≠ μn. 

In this study, the factor of the Anova test is each execution order applied (see Table 34). 

The measures that are tested are size, connectivity, and separability gain. The 

hypotheses of the test are: 

H0:  The execution order of refactoring operator categories has no effect on the gain 

after refactoring. 

H1:  ¬H0: The execution order of refactoring operator categories has an effect on 

the gain obtained after refactoring. 

After the application of the test, in the case of the size and separability, the value of the 

significance test was lower than 0.05, (0.001 and 0, respectively). This means that it is 

not possible to reject the null hypothesis and therefore the alternative one is accepted 
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with 95% confidence level. However, in case of the connectivity the value of the 

significance test was 0.906 so the null hypothesis is accepted. This signifies that the 

execution order is relevant in the final quality degree of business process models in 

terms of size and separability but not in terms of connectivity.  

Once the research question was answered, the best execution was the sixth order taking 

into account the three variables as a whole, i.e., reducing the fine-grained granularity, 

then removing non relevant elements and lastly solving the completeness problems. 

5.1.2.6 Threats to the validity 

This section presents the threats to the validity of this case study and possible actions to 

mitigate them. There are mainly three types of validity: internal, construct and external. 

As far as the internal validity is concerned, a sample of 13 business process models was 

retrieved from a sole information system, and it is thus possible to obtain statistically 

representative results. Nevertheless, the study may be replicated by using more 

information systems, to attain a larger sample of business process models. 

In addition, there are two decisive threats. The first one is related to the way in which 

business processes models were retrieved by reverse engineering. MARBLE, the 

supporting tool used to obtain the business process models, could be a factor that affects 

the initial sample of business process models. Secondly, the set of refactoring operators 

included in IBUPROFEN is a threat to the generalization of the results. The replication 

of the study using different refactoring operators and different refactoring techniques 

may be a mean for mitigating these threats. 

Moreover, with respect to the construct validity, the selected measures (size, 

connectivity and separability) were suitable for assessing the quality of business process 

models in terms of their understandability and modifiability. However, there are other 

measures in literature that directly affects the understandability and modifiability such 

as density, complexity, average of gateway degrees, among other [4, 5, 81-83]. That 

leads us to assert that the effect of these additional measures should be evaluated in the 

future.  

Despite the use of measures to assess understandability was chosen for performing this 

case study as well as along the literature, an experiment with experts needs to be 

performed in order to assess both features after the application of refactoring operators. 

Other threat to the construct validity is that the execution order analysis was made by 

only considering all the possible combination between the three categories of 

refactoring operators (relevancy, granularity, completeness). However, the particular 

order of each refactoring operator has not been assessed in the case study. Since all the 

possible combinations for 10 refactoring operators will lead to check 10! combinations 
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(i.e., 3,628,800). In order to address this study, some pre- and post-conditions will 

defined in the future for pruning non-promising combinations. It allows us to evaluate 

all the relevant combinations and assess the execution order by considering the 

refactoring operations instead of the category. 

Finally, external validity is concerned with the generalization of the results. This study 

considers the whole population to be business process models retrieved by reverse 

engineering from legacy information systems. The results obtained can be strictly 

generalized to this population with the particularity that all the information systems 

under study are based on Java platform. This restriction is related to the supporting tools 

used in this study (MARBLE and IBUPROFEN). This threat may be mitigated by 

replicating the study using systems implemented in different platforms which are 

additionally analyzed with different refactoring tools and methods. 

5.1.2.7 Conclusion 

Owing to the advantages offered by the business process management, organizations are 

demanding mechanisms to ensure the quality of their business processes models. 

However, organizations might not dispose of their own business process modeling, or 

these may be outdated or missing. As a consequence, reverse engineering has become a 

solution for obtaining business process models from existing information systems. 

Unfortunately, these retrieved business process models entail some challenges that are 

necessary to address such as missing elements, mining of non-relevant elements, fine-

grained granularity, among others. Although refactoring techniques are used to increase 

the degree of quality of business process models in the literature, there are no 

techniques related to those models that have been mined by reverse engineering. With 

this in mind this thesis has presented IBUPROFEN, a refactoring framework with which 

to improve the quality of business process models, particularly for the case of models 

mined by reverse engineering. IBUPROFEN considered different refactoring operators, 

taking into account the assessment of various measures related to the modifiability and 

understandability of business process models.  

With the goal to ensure the feasibility and applicability of IBUPROFEN in the industry, 

this chapter provides a case study with business process models obtained from a real-

life information system. The case study determines that the order of application of each 

refactoring operator has influence on the understandability and modifiability of the 

business process model, according three measures taken from the literature for assess 

these features: size, connectivity and separability. Besides, the case study determines the 

best-order for refactoring operators taking into account the three variables as a whole 

(i.e., reducing the fine-grained granularity, then removing non relevant elements and 

lastly solving the completeness problems). 
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Taking into account the threats to validity mentioned after conducting the case study, 

the work-in-progress of this proposal consists in the replication of this case study with 

additional information systems, with the purpose of working out the best execution 

order of refactoring operators, instead of their categories. Additionally, an experiment 

with experts is proposed to validate the refactoring approach and the measures used in 

the case study to assess understandability and modifiability. Another future work is to 

develop new refactoring operators to address those improving challenges (mentioned in 

background section) that have not been addressed yet. For example, grouping tasks that 

are semantically equivalent in order to reduce the fine-grained granularity, defining new 

heuristics to group tasks (see R6) or data objects (see R7), as well as refining the 

mechanism to determine start and end tasks (see R8). 

5.1.3 Case study 3 

This section provides a case study with two real-life information systems. The case 

study has been conducted by following the formal protocol developed by Runeson et al. 

[18] for conducting and reporting case studies in the software engineering field. Hence, 

the following sections show the stages proposed in the formal protocol: case study 

design, case selection procedure, execution procedure and data collection, analysis and 

interpretation, and finally, threats to the validity. 

The object of this case study is the understandability of business process models after 

refactoring and the purpose of this case study is to evaluate how the execution order of 

the different refactoring operators and previous refactoring actions affect to the 

understandability. Taking into account the object and purpose of the study two main 

research questions are provided. 

RQ1: How does the order of the application of refactoring operators affect to the 

understandability of business process models? 

RQ2: How does previous refactoring affect to the understandability achieved with the 

application of certain refactoring operators? 

5.1.3.1 Case Study Design 

The case study follows the embedded case study design according to the classification 

proposed by Yin [17], whereby the case study consists of a multi case (i.e., it focuses on 

two information systems) but considers several analysis units as independent variable 

within the case, i.e., all the different business processes models retrieved from both 

information system. Therefore, the study consists of applying the three refactoring 

categories: relevance (R), granularity (G) and completeness (C) in different 

combinations and obtaining business process models. Such models are in turn analyzed 

to evaluate understandability in accordance with RQ1 and RQ2. In order to quantify 
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understandability, size, connectivity, separability and density [64] measures are used as 

dependent variables. 

 Size is the number of nodes in a business process model (i.e., business tasks, 

gateways, data objects and events). This measure affects negatively to the 

understandability, i.e. a higher size difficult the understandability of a certain 

business process model [20].  

 Connectivity measures the ratio between the total number of arcs in a business 

process model (i.e., sequence flows and associations) and the total number of 

nodes. This measure negatively affects the understandability since a lower 

connectivity implies business process models more understandable due to a 

lower intricacy.  

 Separability represents the ratio between the number of cut-vertices in a 

business process model (i.e. nodes that serve as bridges between otherwise 

strongly-connected components) and the total number of nodes. Separability 

positively affects to the understandability.  

 Density is the ratio between the total number of arcs in a business process model 

and the theoretical maximum number of possible arcs regarding the number of 

nodes. The lower density, more understandable business process models. 

5.1.3.2 Case Selection Procedure 

To select the case under study a set of selection criteria were formulated in order to 

rigorously select the source system: (1) the system should be a real-life information 

system currently in production; (2) and with a considerable size (to avoid toy programs) 

which ensure that the system supports a great number of business processes; (3) the 

system should be written in Java language to be able to use the MARBLE tool [84]. 

MARBLE is the tool used to recover business process models from existing Java code. 

This tool was selected because is released as an Eclipse plug-in and it therefore can be 

easily integrated with the IBUPROFEN tool. 

After analyzing various information systems of partner companies, two cases were 

selected in accordance with the mentioned criteria: Tabula and XCare. Tabula is a web 

application of 33.3 KLOC (thousands of lines of code) devoted to create, manage and 

simulate decision tables for associating conditions with domain-specific actions. XCare 

is a mobile application of 9.9 KLOC intended for diabetes patients, which analyzes 

blood (through an external device) and suggests diet plans.   

5.1.3.3 Execution Procedure and Data Collection 

The procedure to be performed to execute the case study consists of a set of steps. (i) A 

sample of 40 business process models are mined, by using MARBLE [26], from the 

source code from both information systems under study. (ii) After that, IBUPROFEN 
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refactoring operators are executed in all the possible orders in terms of the three 

categories, so six different execution orders are considered (i.e., RGC, RCG, CRG, 

CGR, GCR and GRC). (iii) The mentioned measures are computed through 

IBUPROFEN tool after the execution of each category as well as before refactoring 

(i.e., four measurements for each execution order are taken). These semiautomatic steps 

are executed in a computer with a 2.66 GHz dual processor and 4.0 GB RAM.  

Data collected during execution is used to compute the normalized gains after the 

execution of each category. Table  presents the normalized gains for each previous 

combination of refactoring category. This data represents the gain evolution for all the 

measures in accordance with the position in which a category is executed and regarding 

to the previous refactoring actions. Size, density, connectivity and separability cells are 

mean values computed for all the 40 business process models. The whole data, 

including base data directly obtained from the execution of the study is online 

available2.  

Table 38. Gain on average for each category with different orders 

Category Pre-Act. Size Density Connectivity Separability 

R
el

ev
a

n
ce

 - 0.390 -3.959 -0.597 0.470 

G 0.500 -7.798 -0.954 0.548 

C 0.127 -0.669 -0.171 0.154 

GC 0.157 -0.896 -0.231 0.184 

CG 0.142 -0.848 -0.207 0.172 

G
ra

n
u

la
ri

ty
 

- 0.269 0.051 0.218 0.064 

R 0.231 -0.199 0.146 0.070 

C 0.072 -0.067 0.022 0.068 

RC 0.107 -0.114 0.028 0.059 

CR 0.085 -0.103 0.009 0.078 

C
o

rr
ec

tn
es

s - -0.476 -0.318 -0.601 -0.325 

R -0.341 0.163 -0.082 -0.152 

G -0.530 -0.793 -1.252 -0.373 

RG -0.477 0.080 -0.315 -0.280 

GR -0.459 0.140 -0.225 -0.256 

5.1.3.4 Analysis and Interpretation 

The inspection of data collected in Table  suggests that results highly vary with regards 

to the order in which each refactoring category is applied. These values also depend on 

the previous refactoring applied. However, in order to figure out whether these 

observations reflect a common pattern rather than the random effect, a statistical 

hypothesis testing were conducted for assessing the real effect of the application order. 

                                                 

 

 

2 http://alarcos.esi.uclm.es/per/mfernandez/ 
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For this purpose, the Kruskal-Wallis (KW) test was used. The KW test is a non-

parametric method supporting a one-way analysis of variances by ranks. The KW test is 

used for comparing more than two non-related samples. Thus, the null hypothesis is H0: 

μ1 = μ2 = μn, while the alternative hypothesis means that there is a significant difference 

between the means of sub-samples, i.e., H1: μ1 ≠ μ2 ≠ μn. In this study, the different sub-

samples were selected according to the five different configurations (order and previous 

actions). For example, the five samples of relevance (R) are in which R is applied at the 

beginning, is applied in second place (CR or GR), or is applied at the end (CGR or 

GCR). Table  provides the results of the KW test, whose inspection shows that the order 

(RQ1) and previous refactoring of all the categories (RQ2) affect the gain achieved at 

least for some of the measures. In case of relevance, the configuration affects to all the 

measures. In case of granularity, the order and previous refactoring affect to size, 

density and connectivity gain, but do not affect to separability. Finally, in case of 

completeness, the configuration only affects to density and connectivity. These results 

demonstrate that the application in an arbitrary order is not a good idea. 

Having known there is a difference between different configurations, it is necessary (in 

order to complete the answer of research questions RQ1 and RQ2) to figure out which 

certain configuration is better than other in each category. Figure 38 graphically shows 

these variances. Regarding Relevance, the best choice was to apply it in the second 

place after granularity if the goal is to maximize size and separability. However, density 

and connectivity gains, which are always negative, are better if the relevance category is 

applied in second place after correctness refactoring. Concerning granularity, the best 

combination was to apply it at the beginning to achieve the greatest gain of size, density 

and connectivity. However, the best separability was achieved when granularity is 

applied at the end after correctness and relevance categories. Anyway, the differences of 

separability gains are negligible for every order (see Figure 38). Finally, with respect to 

completeness, most gains are unfortunately negative. Despite this fact, the best order in 

every case is to apply completeness in the second place after relevance. 

After analyzing outgoing results, some rules to prioritize the application of refactoring 

categories can be derived so that research question can be fully answered. The first 

insight is that refactoring operators related to relevance should be applied in second 

place. Particularly, after granularity refactoring if the gain of size and separability are 

prioritized and after completeness if density and connectivity gain has to be maximized. 

The second rule is about granularity category, which should be applied in the first place. 

The third rule about completeness states that it should be applied in second place after 

relevance refactoring operators. 
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Figure 38. Behaviour of categories with different orders and previous actions 
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5.1.3.5 Validity Evaluation 

This section presents the threats to the validity of this case study and possible actions to 

mitigate them. There are mainly three types of validity: internal, construct and external. 

As far as the internal validity is concerned, a sample of 40 business process models was 

retrieved from a two information systems, and it is therefore possible to obtain 

statistically representative results. Nevertheless, the study may be replicated by using 

more information systems, to attain a larger sample of business process models. 

Anyway, there are two decisive threats. The first one is related to the way in which 

business process models were retrieved by reverse engineering, i.e., through MARBLE. 

This supporting tool was used to obtain the business process models, could be a factor 

that affects the initial sample of business process models. Secondly, the set of 

refactoring operators included in IBUPROFEN as well as their categories is a threat to 

the generalization of the results. The replication of the study by using different 

refactoring operators and techniques may be a mean for mitigating these threats. 

Table 39. Kruskal-Wallis test results 

 Size Density Connectivity Separability 

 2 Sig. 2 Sig. 2 Sig. 2 Sig. 

Relevance 48.8 0.000 20.4 0.000 24.1 0.000 52.5 0.000 

Granularity 24.6 0.000 21.7 0.000 25.8 0.000 1.6 0.801 

Completeness 3.45 0.485 35.6 0.000 44.7 0.000 5.7 0.226 

 

Moreover, with respect to the construct validity, the selected measures (size, density, 

connectivity and separability) were suitable for assessing the theoretical 

understandability of business process models. However, a more practical approach 

based on expert viewpoint could be used to assess the understandability of business 

process models. Finally, external validity is concerned with the generalization of the 

results. This study considers the whole population to be business process models 

retrieved by reverse engineering from legacy information systems. The results obtained 

can be strictly generalized to this population with the particularity that all the 

information systems under study are based on Java platform. This restriction is related 

to the mentioned supporting tools used in the study. This threat may be mitigated by 

replicating the study using systems implemented in different platforms. 

5.1.3.6 Conclusions and Future Work 

Business process model refactoring has proved to be a good mechanism for dealing with 

understandability problems and other faults. Unfortunately, most refactoring techniques 

only address business process models manually modeled and hardly ever consider 

reversing models semi-automatically retrieved from existing information systems. This 

case study precisely focuses on this kind of refactoring techniques by means of an 

empirical study that tries to assess how different configurations of refactoring affect the 
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understandability gain. However, the understandability of business process model is 

difficult to be measured. On one hand, the understandability additionally depends on the 

people in charge of use, manage or evaluate such business process models, which is 

individually subjective. On the other hand, understandability of business process models 

that were previously refactored could vary due to the application of different refactoring 

operators. In fact, some operators might lead to a worse understandability. This study 

precisely attempts to establish links between different refactoring configurations (in 

terms of categories applied, i.e., relevance, completeness and granularity) and the 

understandability gain, which is measured with size, density, connectivity and 

separability of business process models. The study’s results reflect that refactoring 

categories can be prioritized concerning the order in which to be applied as well as the 

previous refactoring actions so that the understandability gain can be optimized. 

5.1.4 Experiment 

Quality gain after applying refactoring operators is considered as difficult to assess 

without human intervention since understandability and modifiability are extrinsic 

quality characteristics. Even though a set of intrinsic measures (such as size, 

separability, diameter, etc.) [4, 85] are being used to quantify the understandability and 

modifiability of a business process model in case studies, human opinion is also needed 

to demonstrate the understandability and modifiability gain perceived. 

Therefore, a controlled experiment was carried out as part to validate the research 

proposal. This section details the entire experiment as well as the findings after its 

execution. 

5.1.4.1 Introduction 

Business process modeling allows us to understand the business activities that an 

organization carries out. Business process models provide a representation of an 

enterprise and depict the system functionality through the description of all its 

components and the interactions between them, as well as describing the resources and 

goals involved [2]. These models follow standard notations such as BPMN (Business 

Process Modeling and Notation) [3] to supply the management. Business process 

modeling provides several benefits, both for enterprise management and for software 

development: 

 Benefits for enterprise management. Business process modeling is the first 

step for organizations that want to conduct Business Process Management 

(BPM) by following the continuous improvement process [86]. This kind of 

BPM facilitates an agile adaptation of business processes so they can meet all 

the changes that occur in the uncertain environment of a company. The rapid 
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evolution of business processes allows organizations to maintain, or even 

improve, their degree of competitiveness [1, 2]. 

 Benefits for software development and maintenance. On the one hand, 

business process modeling can be employed as an additional, valuable artifact 

for requirement elicitation and analysis at the very initial phases of the 

software development lifecycle. On the other hand, legacy information 

systems may continue to be modernized on more occasions. A recent study 

by the SEI (Software Engineering Institute) states that it is first necessary to 

retrieve embedded business knowledge, in order to modernize systems in line 

with the organization’s business process models [87]. Organizations can thus 

modernize their legacy information systems whilst they align the new 

systems with their actual business process models. Legacy information 

systems are therefore evolved, rather than being immediately retired; the ROI 

(return of investment) on such systems is thereby improved. This is because 

the lifecycles of these systems are extended, which saves costs as regards new 

developments “from scratch” [88]. 

Despite all these benefits, some organizations have never done their own business 

process modeling, or it may be that their business process models are outdated and 

misaligned with regards to actual daily operation. It is for this reason that reverse 

engineering techniques have emerged, seeking to retrieve business process models from 

existing source code or event logs [7, 28, 31]. Although reverse engineering is less 

error-prone and time-consuming than manual modeling is, it often leads to some quality 

faults that come about as a consequence of the abstraction of information. These quality 

faults may be related to any of the following: redundancies (e.g., the same element is 

retrieved twice from two different elements in code); irrelevancy (e.g., an element that 

is not related to business activity is abstracted from code); inconsistency (e.g., a 

business process element is retrieved in an isolated form and without some of the 

required relationships); and so forth.  

Cutting-edge techniques like merging, mining, refactoring, re-use, among others, have 

been designed in recent years in an effort to cope with these quality problems [9]. 

Refactoring in particular has been used by several authors in literature in the quest to 

improve the degree of quality in business process models. Refactoring techniques 

consist in changing the internal structure of business process models without altering or 

modifying their external behavior. Thus, a refactoring operator replaces some fragments 

with equivalent ones. In the literature, several refactoring operators for recognizing 

refactoring opportunities and then applying different refactoring transformations have 

been proposed [9, 11, 12, 43, 46, 47, 63]. In addition, there is a proposal [12] especially 

designed for refactoring business process models retrieved by reverse engineering.  
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The quality faults mentioned have to be addressed in business process models, since 

those faults affect the understandability and modifiability. These quality characteristics 

have proved to be two of the most challenging characteristics to consider in business 

processes [4, 5]. According to the international standard for the quality of software 

products ISO/IEC 25010 [6], understandability represents the degree to which users 

recognize whether the product is appropriate for their needs. Modifiability, on the other 

hand, is the degree to which a business process model is effectively and efficiently 

modified without introducing defects or degrading performance. Business process 

models with adequate quality levels make it possible to take advantage of the 

aforementioned benefits. 

Since understandability and modifiability can be considered as extrinsic quality 

characteristics, these are difficult to evaluate without human intervention. Some studies 

such as [4, 85] have analyzed the relationships between (i) some intrinsic measures and 

indicators (e.g., size, connectivity, separability, density or depth) that can be directly 

quantified from business process models, and (ii) the understandability and 

modifiability gain obtained after refactoring. For example, according to this kind of 

studies, it can be stated that a business process model of a lower size is theoretically 

more understandable. These measure-based studies are a way of assessing the 

understandability and modifiability of business process models before and after 

refactoring, without the time-consuming intervention of human subjects. Unfortunately, 

the lack of human opinion in those studies prevents us from demonstrating that such 

measures are really related to the understandability and modifiability perceived. 

The main contribution of this section is its report of an experiment, involving 65 

students, to establish connections between the measure-based and human-based 

understandability and modifiability of business process models. The experiment was 

carried out with 65 Computer Science students at the University of Bari and compares 

the effectiveness and efficiency in understanding and modifying a business process 

model under two treatments. The first treatment involves using business process models 

retrieved by reverse engineering from real-life information systems. The second one 

uses the same business process models after applying refactoring. Effectiveness is 

assessed by focusing on the understandability and modifiability gain obtained with both 

treatments. Efficiency is assessed by focusing on the time spent on answering the 

questionnaire in both cases. The task evaluations are carried out by means of objective 

and subjective questions about the understandability and modifiability of the business 

process model under study. 

On the one hand, experimental results show that refactored business process models are 

better understood and easier to modify. On the other hand, the time spent on performing 

the understandability and modifiability tasks decreases with refactored models. 

Effectiveness and efficiency is therefore improved by using refactoring. Moreover, this 
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experiment demonstrates the existence of a linear relationship between hypothesized 

measures related to the understandability and modifiability assessment (such as size, 

connectivity, separability, density and depth) and the understandability and 

modifiability as perceived by subjects. The correlation between hypothesized and 

perceived understandability and modifiability is negative with regards to size and depth, 

as previous work proposes (e.g., the greater the size, the worse the understandability). 

At the same time, connectivity and density have a positive correlation, while 

separability has a negative correlation, contradicting previous assumptions [4, 74]. 

Nonetheless, the correlation degree is weak and strong conclusions cannot be extracted. 

The remainder of this section is organized as follows: Section 5.1.4.2 summarizes 

related work. After that summary, the sections following it present an in-depth 

empirical study carried out through a controlled experiment that aimed to obtain some 

insights about the effect of refactoring on business process models, especially those 

retrieved by reverse engineering. The experiment is based on the formal protocol 

proposed by Jedlitschka et al. [19] for conducting and reporting empirical research in 

software engineering. In accord with this protocol, Section 5.1.4.3 presents the 

experiment planning, providing all the information needed to replicate the experiment. 

In Section 5.1.4.4 the execution of the experiment is described. Section 5.1.4.5 sets out 

the entire data analysis, the discussion of which is given in Section 5.1.4.6. Finally, 

Section 5.1.4.7 presents the conclusions drawn, along with future steps to be taken. 

5.1.4.2 Related work 

Business process modeling and management has proven to provide great benefits for 

enterprise modeling, as well for software development. For this reason, several reverse 

engineering techniques for supporting business process recovery [27] have emerged. 

These techniques imply that information is abstracted and semantics are very often lost 

[89]; as a consequence, retrieved business process models frequently entail quality 

faults such as missing or non-relevant elements, fine-grained elements, uncertainties and 

ambiguities [52]. Fixing quality faults and the improvement of business process models 

are topics that have been discussed by several authors in the last few years. Dijkman et 

al. [9] provide several techniques such as merging, mining, refactoring or re-use, with 

refactoring being the technique most widely-used by authors in literature. For instance, 

Weber et al. [46] collect a catalogue of process model smells for the identification of 

refactoring opportunities. Dijkman et al. [11] contribute by showing a technique that is 

based on metrics with which to detect refactoring opportunities. Similarly, La Rosa et 

al. [12] identify patterns for reducing model complexity by ways that include 

compacting, compositing, and merging. Dumas et al. [35] and Ekanayake et al. [36], for 

their part, focus on the detection of duplicate fragments (also called clones). Other 

authors, like Leopold et al. [13], focus on the refactoring of activity labels in a business 

process model, following a verb-object style. Pittke et al. [37] also focus on labels, 
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through the definition of a mechanism to identify synonym and homonym labels in 

model repositories. In an effort to retain relevant information, other approaches like [38-

41] pay attention to identifying coarse-grained activities by means of business process 

abstraction, leaving out anything that is insignificant. 

All the above approaches are intended to be used with business process models 

discovered by mining process (e.g., using event logs [56]) or by hand [90]. Other 

authors, such as Fernández-Ropero et al. [52] attempt to identify and address quality 

challenges in business process models retrieved by reverse engineering. They define a 

technique and framework, IBUPROFEN, with which to refactor business process 

models retrieved particularly by reverse engineering in line with the BPMN notation. 

Their proposal allows different refactoring operators to be applied, taking into account 

their behavior: maximization of relevant elements, fine-grained granularity reduction 

and completeness.  

The quality gain of a refactored business process model is difficult to measure, since it 

also depends on the people in charge of using, managing or evaluating such business 

process models; this is subjective and varies according to the particular individual/s 

involved. The papers referred to previously have conducted empirical validations of 

their proposals by means of quantitative analysis of some measures related to quality 

features. For example, in their work, Pérez-Castillo et al. [91] present a measure-based 

empirical study about the effect of refactoring on business process model 

understandability, where a set of measures is used to quantify such an effect.  

Quality measurement in business processes has been addressed by several authors. 

Rolón et al. [82] presented a set of measures to evaluate the structural complexity of a 

business process model in accord with the BPMN notation at a conceptual level. The 

number of events, the number of gateways, and the number of association flows, among 

other aspects, were considered by these authors as measures for evaluating how 

understandable a business process model is. Similarly, in their work Sánchez-González 

et al. [85] presented a systematic review where many measures for business processes 

are defined and applied to models. They also analyzed process model quality from the 

perspective of understandability and modifiability and they determined threshold values 

to distinguish between different levels of process model quality [4, 92]. Zugal et al. [93] 

also study the assessment of model understandability, but they focus on modularity and 

its impact on models. These authors start with the assumption that the hierarchy is not 

beneficial to the understandability of the model. However, the empirical evaluation of 

this work is still missing. Factors that have an influence on understandability of a 

business process model have been addressed by other authors, such as Mendling et al. 

[74, 83]. Both authors coincide in considering measures such as size, separability, 

diameter, etc. to assess the understandability of a business process model. Moreover, all 

the above studies analyzed the relationships that some measures and indicators had with 
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respect to understandability modifiability. For example, a business process model of a 

lower size is theoretically more understandable. Table 40 shows each measure and its 

association with the characteristics of understandability and modifiability, as reported 

by the authors mentioned above. 

Table 40. Measures of quality features 

Measure Understandability Modifiability Proposed 

by Total number of sequence flows ●  [82] 

Total number of events ●  [82] 

Total number of gateways ●  [82] 

Number of sequence flows from event ●  [82] 

Number of association flows ●  [82] 

Number of sequence flows from gateways ● ● [82] 

Connectivity level between pools ●  [82] 

Number of data objects which are outputs of activities ●  [82] 

Number of data objects which are inputs of activities ●  [82] 

Connectivity level between activities  ● [82] 

Control flow complexity ● ● [35, 81] 

Size (Number of Nodes) ●  [4, 74] 

Diameter ●  [4, 74] 

Density ● ● [4, 74] 

Connectivity ● ● [4, 74] 

Average Gateway Degree ●  [4] 

Maximum Gateway Degree  ● [4, 74] 

Separability ● ● [4, 74] 

Sequentiality ● ● [4, 74] 

Depth ●  [4, 74] 

Gateway Mismatch ● ● [4] 

Gateway Heterogeneity ● ● [4] 

 

Hence, these measure-based studies have been a way of assessing the quality of 

business process models before and after refactoring, without the time-consuming 

intervention of human subjects. Unfortunately, the lack of human opinion in those 

studies prevents the demonstration of such measures from being really related to the 

understandability and modifiability perceived.  

A validation with human subjects is therefore required, in order to validate refactoring 

techniques, as well as to check if there is a relationship between the hypothesized 

understandability/modifiability (using the measures presented in Table 40) and the 

understandability/modifiability perceived by subjects.  

To carry out a human-based validation, an experiment with students has commonly 

been used in research, due to the difficulty of having a large number of professionals 

available. Authors such as Nugroho [94] analyzed the understandability of UML 

diagrams with different levels of detail in the development phase. To address his 

hypothesis, Nugroho uses students from the Eindhoven Technology University. 
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Similarly, the work of Abrahão et al. [95] presents an experiment with students as a 

way to test their proposal. Another case of the use of students in software experiments is 

the work of Ricca et al. [96]. They assess the effectiveness of UML stereotypes for Web 

design to provide support to comprehension tasks. 

5.1.4.3 Experiment Planning 

The purpose of this section is to provide the description of the plan or protocol that is 

then used to perform the experiment and to analyze the result. Following the 

recommendations of Jedlitschka et al., this section presents the goals, the experimental 

units, the experimental material and experiment tasks, the hypotheses of the experiment, 

the variables, the experiment design, the procedure and the analysis procedure. The aim 

is to provide all the details needed to make the experiment replicable. Table 41 

represents an overview of the items mentioned; these are addressed in the following 

subsections. A replication package for this research is provided via the relevant URL 

[97]. 

Table 41. Overview of the experiment 

Goal 

To analyze the effect of refactoring on business process models, as well as the 

relationship between the perceived and hypothesized 

understandability/modifiability. 

Experimental 

Units 
65 Computer Science students from University of Bari. 

Experimental 

Material 

Five business process models retrieved from two real-life information systems 

using reverse engineering under two treatments: with and without refactoring. 

Tasks 
Objective and subjective questions to assess understandability and modifiability of 

each business process model where the time spent is recorded. 

Hypotheses 

Refactored business process models are more understandable and modifiable than 

non-refactored business process models. 

Hypothesized measures for quality are the same as perceived quality by subjects. 

Variables 
Ratio of correct answers for understandability and modifiability questions and 

time spent 

Design 

Between-subjects balanced design: two groups of students. Each student fills in 

five questionnaires belonging to business process models with and without 

applying refactoring.  

Procedure Background lecture, pre-test, experiment and post-test 

Analysis Mann-Whitney and Spearman test 

5.1.4.3.1 Goals 

The definition of experimental goals follows the following template: the object of study 

is the entity studied in the experiment, the purpose is the intention of the experiment, 

the quality focus is the primary effect under study in the experiment, the perspective is 

the viewpoint from which the experiment results are interpreted and the context is the 

“environment” in which the experiment is performed. 

The experiment thus defines two main research goals. The first goal of the experiment 

is to analyze the object of study, which is the effect of refactoring on business process 
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models, with the quality focus on the understandability and modifiability gain after 

refactoring (see Table 42). Both quality features are assessed with the purpose of 

figuring out the effectiveness and efficiency in understanding and modifying business 

process models. These models are analyzed under two treatments (refactored and non-

refactored) from the perspective of the business experts and software practitioners in the 

context of undergraduate students in Computer Science from an Italian university. The 

first treatment considers business process models retrieved by reverse engineering from 

two different real-life information systems. The second treatment consists of the same 

sample of retrieved business process models after applying refactoring. 

For both of the quality features, i.e., understandability and modifiability, gain in 

effectiveness is computed by comparing the correctness and precision of the answers 

provided in paired treatments. Efficiency, on the other hand, is assessed by focusing on 

the time spent in understanding and modifying the models in both treatments. 

The second goal of the experiment is to analyze the object of study, which is the 

correlation between the hypothesized understandability/modifiability values and the 

understandability/modifiability perceived by subjects. The purpose is to check whether 

understandability and modifiability values, hypothesized according to the measures 

existing in the literature, are in line with the understandability and modifiability 

perceived by human subjects (see Table 42). The quality focus is the hypothesized 

understandability and modifiability values which are obtained directly by means of 

quantifiable measures, such as the size of the business process model, the connectivity 

between its elements, and such like. Based on these particular measures, some studies 

make affirmations like ‘a business process model of a smaller size is more 

understandable and modifiable’. The perspective and context are the same as those 

defined for the first goal. 

Table 42. Goals of the experiment 

ID goal Description 

G1 
To assess how refactoring affects the understandability and modifiability of business process 

models 

G2 
To analyze the correlation between the hypothesized understandability/modifiability values 

and the understandability/modifiability perceived by subjects 

5.1.4.3.2 Experimental Units 

The experimental units of the experiment (i.e., participants) are 65 Bachelor students of 

Computer Science at University of Bari, who were enrolled in the subject of Software 

Engineering. This subject is taught in the second year, over a total of three years, as set 

out in the B.Sc. syllabus of the university mentioned.  
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Due to the fact that two treatments (refactoring and no action) are compared in the 

experiment, two groups are created (cf. Section 5.1.4.3.6). Participants are divided into 

two balanced groups, taking into account their experience and skills, to avoid different 

ranges of levels of experience in the participants being able to influence the outcome of 

the experiment. A pre-test [97] is used to acquire preliminary knowledge about the 

students, with which to achieve two balanced and heterogeneous groups. The pre-test 

collects information about each student, such as his/her attendance ratio (A), his/her 

academic marks on average (M), as well as his/her skills as regards related notations 

such as BPMN (B), UML (U) and Petri-Net (P). Table 43 illustrates the pre-test 

knowledge acquisition. The attendance ratio (A) is given by the course lecturer and 

corresponds to the rate of attendance on the course. It is important to note that the 

Italian academic average is a value from 18 to 30, with 30 being the highest mark. The 

value for this information is shown in Table 43. This information is normalized and 

used to rank students, such that the experience level of groups is balanced. The formula 

used to rank student is given in (1).  

rank = 0.2 * A + 0.5 * M/6 + 0.1* U/4 + 0.1* B/4 + 0.1* P/4 (1) 

Table 43. Pre-test 

 
Attendance 

ratio (A) 

Academic marks 

on average (M) 
UML skills (U) BPMN skills (B) 

Petri-Net skills 

(P) 

Range 

of 

values 

[0-1] (∈ R+) 

1 – [18-20) 

2 – [20-22) 

3 – [22-24) 

4 – [24-26) 

5 – [26-28) 

6 – [28-30) 

0 – Very poor 

1 – Poor 

2 – Average 

3 – Good 

4 – Very Good 

0 – Very poor 

1 – Poor 

2 – Average 

3 – Good 

4 – Very Good 

0 – Very poor 

1 – Poor 

2 – Average 

3 – Good 

4 – Very Good 

 

It is worth noting that students are not graded on their performance in the course of the 

experiment, to avoid social threats coming from evaluation apprehension. Student 

participation is motivated, in any case, by means of their receiving extra points in their 

final evaluation at the end of the course. 

The reason for using students as experiment subjects instead of real-life software 

practitioners is that it is possible to have a larger number of subjects. What is more, 

using students as experiment subjects ensures that the prior knowledge is quite 

homogeneous, providing an opportunity to test initial hypotheses [98]. Nevertheless, an 

experiment with practitioners is also required to reinforce the results obtained. 
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5.1.4.3.3 Experimental Material 

With the goals to be reached in mind, the experimental objects consist of five business 

process models (see Table 44), which were evaluated under two treatments. The first 

treatment is by using original business process models automatically retrieved by 

reverse engineering from two different real-life information systems. The second 

treatment is by using the same sample of retrieved business process models after 

applying refactoring. The ID of each experimental material follows the notation MiT, 

where i is the business process model (1 to 5) and sub-index T is the treatment (0 for 

original model and R for refactored model). 

Figure 39 shows the process flow followed to obtain the experimental material. The 

start point is the legacy information systems belonging to Tabula and Xcare. Business 

process models are then mined from the source code using MARBLE (Modernization 

Approach for Recovering Business process from LEgacy systems) [26]. MARBLE 

represents business processes by BPMN [3], a well-known graphical notation which 

aims to be easily understandable by system analysts as well as business analysts. This 

business process archeology tool was chosen because it is able to retrieve business 

process models from Java-based source code by reverse engineering. MARBLE is 

released as an Eclipse plug-in and it provides easy integration with other tools.  

These source business process models (Model M1, M2, M3, M4 and M5) are retrieved 

from two real-life information systems. More than one subject system has been included 

in the experimental design, since this fact could lead to significantly different results. 

This study opts for the use of real-world systems instead of toy systems, since small 

systems make it difficult to generalize the results. Model M1 and M2 are obtained from 

the information system belonging to Tabula, a web application of 33.3 KLOC 

(thousands of lines of code) devoted to creating, managing and simulating decision 

tables for associating conditions with domain-specific actions. Models M3, M4 and M5 

are obtained from the information system belonging to XCare, a mobile application of 

9.9 KLOC intended for diabetes patients, which analyzes blood (through an external 

device) and suggests diet plans. Both systems have been selected from Italian partner 

companies and are currently in production. Since business process models are obtained 

from Italian information systems, it is supposed that labels of their elements will be well 

understood by the participants. As a consequence, experimental material is not 

translated. An example of a business process model used in the experiment is presented 

in Figure 50. 
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Figure 39. Process flow for obtaining the experimental material 

After that, a set of five business process models were chosen, according to the following 

criteria: (1) the size of the business process model must be between the percentile 0.4 

(to ensure a considerable number of elements) and 0.85 (so as to be handled in a paper 

by humans without difficulty); (2) the connectivity between their elements must be 

between the percentile 0.4 (to ensure the model is complex enough) and 0.85 (to ensure 

the model is not too complex to be handled in paper form); (3) the density must be 

between the percentile 0.4 and 0.84 to ensure a model that is dense enough; (4) the 

separability of their elements must be, as with the above cases, between the percentile 

0.4 and 0.85; (5) the depth of the model must be between the percentile 0.4 and 0.85; 

finally, (6) the last criterion is to select models with different values of size, 

connectivity, density, separability and depth, so as to have heterogeneous models. After 

applying the criteria mentioned, five business process models were chosen. Table 44 

shows the values of these measures for all the models. 

A refactoring technique was then used to refactor the five models. The technique chosen 

was IBUPROFEN [99] (Improvement and BUsiness Process Refactoring OF Embedded 

Noise), a framework with which to refactor business process models retrieved in 

particular from existing information systems. The technique allows different refactoring 

operators to be applied, grouped into three categories according to their behavior: (i) 

maximization of relevant element; (ii) fine-grained granularity reduction; and (iii) 

completeness maximization. We should add that IBUPROFEN has been implemented 

as an Eclipse plug-in, and it is specially designed for business process models 

represented according to the BPMN. IBUPROFEN can thus be used easily in 

combination with MARBLE. The process of refactoring was conducted by a domain 
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and BPMN expert, in order to obtain the refactored business process models for the 

experiment. 

Table 44 gives the values for the measures intended to assess the understandability and 

modifiability of the experimental material before and after applying refactoring (see 

Table 40): Size is the number of nodes in a business process model (i.e., business tasks, 

gateways, data objects and events); Connectivity, in turn, is the ratio between the total 

number of arcs in a business process model (i.e., sequence flows and associations) and 

the total number of nodes; Separability represents the ratio between the number of cut-

vertices in a business process model (i.e. nodes that serve as bridges between otherwise 

strongly-connected components) and the total number of nodes in the business process 

model; Density is the ratio between the total number of arcs in a business process model 

and the theoretical maximum number of possible arcs regarding the number of nodes; 

Depth defines the maximum nesting of structured blocks in a process model. This 

measure affects the understandability of a business process model.  

Table 44. Experimental material description 

Real-world 

system 
ID material Size Connectivity Density Separability Depth 

Tabula 

M10 18 0.889 0.105 15 23 

M1R 18 1.667 0.196 13 75 

M20 25 0.680 0.057 23 26 

M2R 21 1.190 0.119 19 62 

XCare 

 

M30 57 0.614 0.022 46 203 

M3R 19 1.105 0.123 13 65 

M40 57 1.158 0.041 36 556 

M4R 20 1.400 0.147 13 136 

M50 82 1.134 0.028 50 525 

M5R 25 1.320 0.110 19 81 

 

Table 44 shows that Model M1 maintains the same number of elements (Size) but 

increases the connectivity between them. The depth of that model is greater after 

refactoring than the original depth, while the density is slightly greater when refactoring 

is applied. Focusing on the size variation throughout all the models, the size of 

refactored models is lower, or equal to, the size of non-refactored ones. With regards to 

the connectivity, there is an increase of this variable when refactoring is applied. It is 

interesting to note that the difference between connectivity after and before refactoring 

is lower when the model size is larger. The same happens with the density; refactored 

models are denser than non-refactored ones. However, the density difference is greater 

when the model size is larger. Moreover, Table 44 shows that separability of refactored 

models is lower than separability of non-refactored ones. Regarding the depth of 

refactored and original models, this measure tends to be greater in M1 and M2 when 
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refactoring is applied. However, the depth of the other models (M3, M4 and M5) tends 

to be lower after refactoring. This means that the behavior of refactoring on depth is 

different depending on the model size. 

5.1.4.3.4 Tasks 

A set of relevant tasks is defined for each business process model of the experimental 

material (see Table 44). The design of the set of tasks discards very basic or trivial tasks 

and chooses tasks close in scope and complexity to the real tasks carried out by 

practitioners. Moreover, the task design avoids giving advantage to one treatment (with 

or without refactoring). 

Hence, the experiment asks the participants to complete two parts for each experimental 

material, to evaluate both the effectiveness and efficiency (see Table 45): 

 Understandability part: The participants are requested to fill in a form to 

assess their capability of understanding the business process model under 

study, from two perspectives:  

o Objective perspective (Uobj). This questionnaire consists of 6 

questions: 5 true-or-false questions and 1 open-ended question. The 

time spent on answering this part is registered, to evaluate the 

efficiency. An example is available in Appendix IV. 

o Subjective perspective (Usub). To obtain more faithful results, this part 

provides a set of 5 subjective questions (see Appendix IV). The first 

question asks about difficulty, i.e., how the experimental material 

hinders the answer to the questionnaire. The possible answer is 

defined by means of a seven-point scale in which “1” is very easy and 

“7” is extremely difficult. The rest of the questions ask how certain 

quality faults affect the understandability of the model negatively. 

These quality faults are: isolated nodes, missing gateways in branches, 

bidirectional flows and missing starting and ending business activities. 

Similarly, the possible answers are defined using a seven-point scale, 

in which “1” means that understandability has not been affected and 

“7” means that it has been greatly affected.  

 Modifiability part: The participants are requested to fill in a form to assess 

their capability of performing modifications on the business process model 

under study, from an objective and a subjective perspective: 

o Objective perspective (Mobj). This questionnaire is composed of 2 

questions: multi-choice questions and/or open-ended questions. The 
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time spent on answering this part is also recorded, to evaluate the 

efficiency. An example is available in Appendix IV. 

o Subjective perspective (Msub). In a similar way to the 

understandability part, this section provides a set of 5 subjective 

questions. The first of these is to specify the level of difficulty in 

modifying the model. The rest of the questions ask about how the 

abovementioned quality faults harmfully affect the modifiability of 

the business process models. All the subjective questions are 

quantified using a seven-point scale. These questions are similar to 

tasks in the previous part, but are related to modifiability rather than 

understandability. 

Table 45. Summary of tasks for each experimental material 

Part 
ID 

task 
Task Time 

# 

Questions 
Type answer 

Understandability 

part 

Uobj Objective Yes 
5 True-or-false 

1 Open-ended question 

Usub Subjective No 5 Seven-point scale 

Modifiability part 
Mobj Objective Yes 2 

Multi-choice questions 

Open-ended question 

Msub Subjective No 5 Seven-point scale 

 

Despite the fact that the time for solving tasks Uobj and Mobj is recorded, no time limit 

per task is imposed, to avoid inaccurate answers that could be due to further pressure on 

subjects.  

Subjective tasks in both parts (Usub and Msub) are always the same in each treatment; the 

sole difference is in the experimental material provided to the subjects. In the case of 

objective tasks, these tasks have to be specially defined for the specific experimental 

material provided in each treatment, although all the tasks have the same level of 

complexity. 

At the end of the experiment, subjects fill in a post-test which aims to provide further 

feedback about the conduction of the experiment. Through the post-test, subjects are 

asked about the difficulty in completing the tasks, as well as about the overall time 

pressure. The questionnaire follows the five-point Likert scale for defining the answers 

to each question [100]. This feedback is useful for improving the design and conduction 

of future replications. This post-test is available online in [97]. 

The material was written in English originally, but due to the fact that the experimental 

units are Italian speakers, all of the questionnaires (pre-test, understandability part, 

modifiability part and post-test) were translated into Italian to make them easier to 
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understand. Furthermore, open-ended questions were specially defined to allow subjects 

to complete tasks by adding some sketches; all this makes it easier to evaluate tasks. 

Since the business process models of the experimental material follow the BPMN 

notation, subjects are provided with a leaflet in Italian, containing all the basic BPMN 

elements. This leaflet is provided to mitigate the threat derived from the poor BPMN 

awareness on the part of the subjects. 

5.1.4.3.5 Hypotheses and variables 

This subsection shows the hypotheses formulated to address the proposed goal. For both 

research goals (see Table 42) the null hypothesis, denoted 𝐻0𝑖𝑗
, and its corresponding 

alternative hypothesis, denoted 𝐻1𝑖𝑗
, need to be formally described, where i corresponds 

to the goal identifier, and j is a counter wherever more than one hypothesis is 

formulated per goal. 

𝐻011
:  Refactored business process models are more understandable than non-

refactored ones. 

𝐻111
:  ¬𝐻011

 

𝐻012
: Refactored business process models are more modifiable than non-

refactored ones. 

𝐻112
: ¬𝐻012

 

𝐻013
: Refactored business process models are more efficiently understood than 

non-refactored ones. 

𝐻113
: ¬𝐻013

 

𝐻014
:  Refactored business process models are more efficiently modifiable than 

non-refactored ones. 

𝐻114
: ¬𝐻014

 

𝐻021
: Understandability perceived by subjects is correlated with the 

understandability hypothesized according to the understandability-related 

measures. 

𝐻121
: ¬𝐻021

 

𝐻022
:  Modifiability perceived by subjects is correlated with the modifiability 

hypothesized according to the modifiability-related measures.  
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𝐻122
: ¬𝐻022

 

The independent variable for answering 𝐻𝑥1j  (where x is null or alternative and j is the 

number of hypothesis) is the treatment used (T), i.e., with and without refactoring. The 

dependent variables are defined by the following measures: 

 Objective understandability effectiveness (UEffec): This measure is 

defined as the number of correct answers of Uobj tasks between the total 

number of questions of Uobj tasks. UEffec value is between 0 (none correct) 

and 1 (all correct). 

 Subjective understandability effectiveness (uEffec): This measure is 

defined as the normalized value of the perceived understandability for the 

participants. The value 0 corresponds to “very difficult to understand”, while 

the value 1 corresponds to “very easy to understand”. In addition, the 

experiment considers 4 subjective measures to evaluate the negative impact 

of the quality faults mentioned on the understandability effectiveness. Both 

measures consider the same range of values and correspond to the answers of 

Usub tasks. 

o uEffecI: The value 0 means that isolated and sheet nodes have no 

effect on understanding the business process model, while value 1 

signifies that such quality faults have a negative effect. 

o uEffecG: The value 0 means that missing gateways in branches have 

no effect on understanding the business process model, while value 1 

signifies that such quality faults have a negative effect. 

o uEffecB: The value 0 means that bidirectional flows have no effect on 

understanding the business process model, while value 1 signifies that 

such quality faults have a negative effect. 

o uEffecS: This measure corresponds to how easy it was to identify 

tasks executed at the beginning and at the end, to understand the 

model. The value 0 means “very difficult” while value 1 means “very 

easy”. 

 Objective modifiability effectiveness (MEffec): This measure is defined as 

the number of correct answers of Mobj tasks between the total number of 

questions of Mobj tasks. MEffec value is between 0 (none correct) and 1 (all 

correct). 

 Subjective modifiability effectiveness (mEffec): This measure is defined as 

the normalized value of the perceived modifiability for the participants. The 
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value 0 corresponds to “very difficult to modify”, while the value 1 

corresponds to very easy to modify. The experiment also considers 4 

subjective measures to evaluate the negative impact of the quality faults 

mentioned on the modifiability effectiveness. Both measures consider the 

same range of values and correspond to the answers of Msub tasks. 

o mEffecI: The value 0 means that isolated and sheet nodes have no 

effect on modifying the business process model, while value 1 

signifies that such quality faults have a negative effect. 

o mEffecG: The value 0 means that missing gateways in branches have 

no effect on modifying the business process model, while value 1 

signifies that such quality faults have a negative effect. 

o mEffecB: The value 0 means that bidirectional flows have no effect 

on modifying the business process model, while value 1 signifies that 

such quality faults have a negative effect. 

o mEffecS: This measure corresponds to how easy it was to identify 

tasks executed at the beginning and at the end to modify the model. 

The value 0 means “very difficult”, while value 1 means “very easy”. 

 Understandability efficiency (UEffic): This measure is defined as the time 

(in seconds) taken to answer the questions of the Uobj task (related to 

understanding the model). 

 Modifiability efficiency (MEffic): This measure is defined as the time (in 

seconds) taken to answer the questions of the Mobj task (related to modifying 

the model).  

To address the goal G2 (corresponding to 𝐻𝑥2j
 where x is null or alternative and j is the 

number of hypothesis), UEffec and MEffec are used as dependent variables. Moreover, 

in order to evaluate the hypothesized understandability and modifiability, some 

measures related to evaluating these characteristics (see Table 40) are used and 

considered as independent variables. These selected measures are the size of the 

business process model, the connectivity, separability, density and depth, which were 

defined above (cf. Section 5.1.4.3.3). 

In both cases, the experiment has as moderating variable the source model: M1, M2, 

M3, M4 and M5 (see Table 44). Depending on which particular model is focused upon, 

the outcome can be different. Table 18 summarizes the set of variables used in the 

experiment, along with its abbreviation which will be its reference throughout the 

document. 
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Table 46. Variables definition 

Name Type Abbrev. Scale type Range or definition 

Objective 

understandability 

effectiveness 

Dependent UEffec Nominal [0-1] (∈ R+) 

Subjective 

understandability 

effectiveness 

Dependent uEffec Nominal [0-1] (∈ R+) 

Negative effect on 

the 

understandability 

effectiveness 

Dependent uEffecI Nominal [0-1] (∈ R+) 

Dependent uEffecG Nominal [0-1] (∈ R+) 

Dependent uEffecB Nominal [0-1] (∈ R+) 

Dependent uEffecS Nominal [0-1] (∈ R+) 

Objective 

modifiability 

effectiveness 

Dependent MEffec Nominal [0-1] (∈ R+) 

Subjective 

modifiability 

effectiveness 

Dependent mEffec Nominal [0-1] (∈ R+) 

Negative effect on 

the modifiability 

effectiveness 

Dependent mEffecI Nominal [0-1] (∈ R+) 

Dependent mEffecG Nominal [0-1] (∈ R+) 

Dependent mEffecB Nominal [0-1] (∈ R+) 

Dependent mEffecS Nominal [0-1] (∈ R+) 

Understandably 

efficiency 
Dependent UEffic Nominal [0-1] (∈ R+) 

Modifiability 

efficiency 
Dependent MEffic Nominal [0-1] (∈ R+) 

Source BP model Moderating Model Ordinal {M1, M2, M3, M4, M5} 

Treatment Independent T Ordinal 
0 (original BP model) and R 

(refactored BP model) 

Size Independent Size Nominal ≥0 (∈ R+) 

Connectivity Independent Conn Nominal ≥0 (∈ R+) 

Density Independent Den Nominal ≥0 (∈ R+) 

Depth Independent Dep Nominal ≥0 (∈ R+) 

5.1.4.3.6 Experimental design 

The experiment follows a between-subjects balanced design, in which each group has 

an equal number of subjects. Since there are two treatments to be compared, two groups 

are established. The assignation of experimental units and material to each group is 

carried out as follows: 

 The prior experience effect is used as blocking factor to assign subjects to 

groups. Hence, participants are assigned to a group according to the ranking 

given by means of the pre-test; that is done to alleviate the prior experience 

effect. This assures that there are groups with a balanced level of experience 

and with an equal number of participants. 
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 Each group is composed of 5 questionnaires with their respective 

understandability and modifiability tasks, as mentioned before. Each 

questionnaire corresponds to one of the five business process models under 

only one of the treatments (refactored or non-refactored). If a group of 

subjects performs the tasks of a business process model (experimental unit) 

under a treatment, this group does not perform the tasks about the same 

model with the opposite treatment. Table 47 gives the distribution of the 

experimental material in the two groups. The table shows which business 

process model under which treatment is performed in each questionnaire, 

using the notation MiT (see Table 44), where i is the business process model 

(1 to 5) and sub-index T is the treatment (0 for original model and R for 

refactored model). 

 The order of the tasks is the same for each questionnaire, to alleviate learning 

effects: firstly understandability tasks and then modifiability tasks. 

Moreover, in order to mitigate possible side effects related to the different levels of 

expertise among the subjects, a background lecture is given to the subjects before the 

experiment session. All the subjects consequently have a similar level of expertise 

during the experiment. 

Table 47. Experimental design. Questionnaires for each group 

Group 
ID material 

Questionnaire 1 

ID material 

Questionnaire 2 

ID material 

Questionnaire 3 

ID material 

Questionnaire 4 

ID material 

Questionnaire 5 

Gr1 M10 M2R M30 M4R M50 

Gr2 M1R M20 M3R M40 M5R 

 

5.1.4.3.7 Execution Procedure 

The whole experiment is organized in two different sessions. In the first session the 

background lecture is taught, while the experiment conduction is carried out in the 

second one.  

Phase 1. Background session: This phase is, in turn, organized as follows: 

1. A background lecture is given, in an effort to provide detailed instructions 

about the experiment and the main concepts of business process and reverse 

engineering. Details of experimental hypotheses, as well as the two 

treatments to be compared are hidden from the students, so that the results 

are not affected or conditioned. 

2. After the background lecture, subjects carry out a training example with 

tasks that are similar to the experiment tasks of the experiment. This training 
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example is aided by the instructor’s explanations and is carried out without 

time restrictions. The background lecture, together with the training 

example, is carried out a few days before the experiment session so that 

subjects can achieve better assimilation of the knowledge. 

3. At the end of this session, subjects fill in the pre-test (cf. sub-section 

5.1.4.3.2). Pre-test data is then typed and managed on an excel sheet to rank 

all the students and establish the two subject groups.  

Phase 2. Experiment session: This phase is, in turn, organized as follows. 

1. This session starts with a very brief summary of the background lecture, 

which focuses especially on the BPMN notation. 

2. Subjects are then provided with the clear instructions to conduct the 

experiment: 

o Tasks must be done in order, one after another. 

o It is not possible to return to a previous, completed task 

o The start and end times have to be written accurately. It is absolutely 

necessary to record the time from a common clock screened in the 

classroom. A clock application, in which the time interval is 5 seconds 

instead of 1 second, was specially designed for this experiment. 5 

seconds was chosen because this is the estimated time that humans 

spend recording the time. Possible time accuracy errors are thus 

mitigated.  

3. A similar, but completed questionnaire is also given to the subjects to ensure 

subjects complete all the experiment tasks accurately. The sample 

questionnaire is provided in Appendix IV and contains experimental material 

(a business process model of similar complexity) and questionnaires with 

very similar tasks to those related to the understandability and modifiability 

parts. The conducting of the running example is carried out by subjects in 

simulation, with the help of the instructor. 

4. After that, the experiment is conducted in the classroom, where students are 

supervised by the instructor without being able to communicate with each 

other. All the material is distributed to subjects according to the group to 

which they are assigned and taking into account the pre-test information. 

Subjects receive the experimental material (business process models) first, in 

order, and then they are provided with the tasks that are to be completed in 

the same order. 
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5. At the end of the experiment, subjects are encouraged to complete the post-

test, with which feedback about the conduction of the experiment can be 

obtained-this is without a time limit. 

Phase 3. Post-Execution activity: This phase is organized as follows. 

1. Firstly, data collected from each subject is typed at the end in an SPSS file so 

that it can be appropriately managed and analyzed. 

2. After that, the analysis procedure (which is set out in the next section) is 

carried out, to evaluate the research questions that have been established. 

5.1.4.3.8 Analysis Procedure 

The analysis procedure consists of two types of analyses. These analyses are performed 

for each experimental goal: 

1. Descriptive statistics: In this step data are described, analyzed and 

represented using numerical and graphical methods, in order to summarize 

and present the information contained in them. Thus, the main features of 

data collection are quantitatively described. The mean is used to describe the 

central tendency of the data set, while the standard deviation (or variance) is 

used to describe the variability or dispersion of the sample. 

2. Statistical hypothesis testing: In this step data are analyzed in order to reject 

or not some a priori assertions (called hypotheses). There are parametric and 

non-parametric tests, depending on whether the sample is normally 

distributed or not. For the first goal, univariant tests are used to compare 

results of refactored and non-refactored business process model from the 

controlled experiment. For the second goal, correlation tests are used to 

measure statistical dependence between hypothesized and perceived 

measures. The selected significance level for both tests is 0.05, which 

corresponds to a 95% confidence level. 

 

A normality test was carried out in the first place, to choose the most suitable tests. 

Shapiro-Wilk test was thereby applied to check the normality of the dependent 

variables across levels of independent variables (cf. Appendix ). The test verified that 

the sample does not follow a normal distribution, since the null hypothesis was rejected. 

However, when the division by experimental material was performed, the distribution is 

normal in some cases. In any case, parametric tests cannot be applied in this experiment. 
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As regards the tests, Mann-Whitney U test was the non-parametric test chosen to 

check 𝐻𝑥1j
 (where x is null or alternative and j is the number of hypothesis) and to 

compare data between different treatments (corresponding to G1). This test was chosen 

because the independent variable (T) has only two possible values (R and 0), dependent 

variables are quantitative, and there is no relationship between the samples of groups. 

This test checks if there is a significant difference between dependent variables with 

respect to the independent variable. In this test, the null hypothesis is that two 

populations (according to T) are the same, against an alternative hypothesis, which is 

that one particular population tends to have larger values than the other. Thus, the 

hypotheses for this test are: 

H0: There is no significant different between refactoring (T=R) and without refactoring 

(T=0) 

H1: There is significant difference between both treatments. 

On the other hand, Spearman's correlation test was the non-parametric test chosen to 

check 𝐻𝑥2j
(where x is null or alternative and j is the number of hypothesis) in order to 

discover the correlation between each pair of variables (corresponding to G2). 

Spearman's rho () is the degree to which the real values of the dependent variable are 

close to the predicted values (independent variables); it is between -1 and 1. When both 

variables are perfectly monotonically related, the coefficient becomes 1. The sign of the 

Spearman correlation indicates the direction of association between X (independent 

variable) and Y (dependent variable): 

  > 0: Y tends to increase when X increases.  

  < 0: Y tends to decrease when X increases.  

  = 0: there is no tendency for Y to either increase or decrease 

when X increases.  

Table 48 collects the statistical tests to be applied in the experiment according to the 

proposed hypotheses to be tested (where x is null or alternative), as well as the 

distribution and the dependent and independent variables in each one, along with the 

relationship between samples.  

5.1.4.4 Execution 

This section shows how the experimental procedure was enacted. The procedure is 

explained step by step in Section 5.1.4.4.1, while Section 5.1.4.4.2 shows how the 

deviations from the plan happened. 
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Table 48. Statistical tests (where x is null or alternative) 

Hypothesis Distribution 
Independent 

variable 

Dependent 

variables 

Relationship 

between 

samples 

Statistical Test 

𝐻𝑥11
 

No normal 

 

T (treatment) 

 

UEffec and 

uEffec 

No relation 

Mann-Whitney U 

test 
𝐻𝑥12

 
MEffec and 

mEffec 

𝐻𝑥13
 UEffic 

𝐻𝑥14
 MEffic 

𝐻𝑥21
 

Size, Connectivity, 

Separability, 

Density and Depth 

UEffec and 

uEffec 
Spearman’s 

correlation test 

𝐻𝑥22
 

Connectivity, 

Density and 

Separability 

MEffec and 

mEffec 

5.1.4.4.1 Preparation 

The experiment sessions took place on two different days (3 days apart). The first 

session lasted two hours. From these two hours, 70 minutes were spent explaining the 

background (introduction, business process concepts and BPMN notation) and 15 

minutes were spent on the training example, with a BPMN business process model. 

After a break of 20 minutes, the last part of the background lecture about reverse 

engineering of business process models was taught for the last 15 minutes. 

Although 80 students had normally been attending lectures in the subject, of Software 

Engineering the first session was completed with 68 students, while the second session 

(the conduction of the experiment) was done with a final total of 65 subjects. 

After the first session, the pre-test data were analyzed and scored in a ranking. Students 

were assigned to one of two groups, as prescribed by the experimental design. The 

number of students was balanced, as was the mean score, as Table 49 shows. 

The second session took two hours and a half. The first 30 minutes were spent on 

performing the running example with similar tasks. In the remaining two hours the 

subjects carried out the experiment tasks. 

Three students who had not attended the first session, and therefore had not completed 

the pre-test, were assigned to the subject groups randomly. We attempted to achieve 

groups of the same size. 
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5.1.4.4.2 Deviations 

This subsection discusses the problems detected during the execution of the experiment, 

and how they were fixed. 

After performing the experiment, data from experiment and post-test were typed in an 

SPSS file to be analyzed. During this activity, the following data quality faults were 

detected: 

 Absenteeism: Three students that performed the pre-test, and who were 

assigned to a group, did not attend the second session. 

 Missing recorded time: Some students forgot to record the time before 

and/or after doing the tasks.  

 Missing answers: Some questions were not answered and were left blank. 

Students who did not attend the second session were removed from the study. 

Unfortunately, these three students had been assigned to the same group (Gr2) and their 

absence meant that the number of participants in each group was not balanced, as Table 

49 shows. 

Table 49. Distribution of students after session 1 and session 2 

 
Session 1: Background lecture Session 2: Experiment conduction 

#Students Mean score (pre-test) #Students Mean score (pre-test) 

Gr1 33 0.5049 34 0.5049 

Gr2 32 0.5071 31 0.4882 

 

The time not having been recorded for some tasks prevents us from calculating UEffic 

and MEffic. The times for a total of 8 tasks were wrongly collected by subjects. The 

value of such variables was not taken into account during analysis. 

Missing answers in objective tasks were considered as a failure. In the case of missing 

answers in subjective questions three different actions were triggered: 

 For the first and last questions related to the effect of identifying tasks 

executed at the beginning or at the end of the business process model: No 

action is performed in this case, since it is considered as absenteeism; these 

are considered as missing values.  

 The remaining questions related to the effect of isolated nodes, missing 

gateways in branches and bidirectional flows: a blank reply is considered as 

0, since the zero value is allowed in this case; this indicates that the quality 

faults mentioned have no effect on the understandability or modifiability.  
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 On the other hand, blank answers in the post-test were not specifically 

addressed, since they do not have any influence on the experiment results. 

5.1.4.5 Analysis 

This section reports the results of the experiment after the data analysis. The data set 

preparation phase is addressed first. Descriptive statistics are then shown and explained. 

Finally, the hypotheses formulated are tested individually, to achieve a more accurate 

and in-depth analysis.  

5.1.4.5.1 Data Set Preparation 

Dependent variable data were transformed as follows to normalize their values between 

0 and 1 (see Table 18). 

 uEffec and uEffecS: Since the answers of the questionnaire follow a seven-

point scale, the answer a is transformed following formula (2). This is due to 

the original scale being between 1 and 7 (see Section 5.1.4.4.2): 

uEffec= 1 - 
𝑎−1

6
 (2) 

 uEffecI, uEffecG and uEffecB: Since the answers to the questionnaires follow 

a seven-point scale, the answer a is transformed following formula (3). This 

is owing to the original scale being between 0 and 7: 

uEffecI= 1 - 
𝑎

7
 (3) 

 Dependent variables related to modifiability follow the same transformations 

as the understandability-related ones, i.e., mEffec, mEffecS are transformed 

according to (2); and mEffecI, mEffecG and mEffecB are adapted through (3). 

5.1.4.5.2 Descriptive Statistics 

Although the whole collected data set is available online in [97], information 

concerning the pre-test is assessed first of all. Table 49 provides information about the 

number of participants that performed the questionnaires of each group. Figure 40 

presents some statistics about the attendance ratio, academic marks on average and the 

skills of experimental subjects. Figure 40 collects data from the pre-test of 62 subjects, 

(this smaller number is due to the absenteeism of three subjects). These statistics show 

that most of the subjects attended the course regularly (over 75% of the lectures). 

Moreover, the academic marks are found mostly distributed between [20-26). 

Furthermore, the skills of subjects were very poor as regards Petri-Nets. UML was the 

best- known notation, while the skills related to BPMN were poor or very poor. 
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Figure 40. Statistics of pre-test (after experiment) 

The following subsections give the descriptive statistics for the experimental data. 

Descriptive statistics about effectiveness- and efficiency-related variables are set out in 

the first subsection (corresponding to the experimental goal G1). As regards descriptive 

statistics about hypothesized and perceived understandability/modifiability, these are 

presented in the second subsection (corresponding to the experimental goal G2).  

G1. Effectiveness and efficiency statistics 

Both Table 50 and Table 51 show the main descriptive statistics about effectiveness- 

and efficiency-related variables, respectively. For each dependent variable these tables 

provide: the number of cases (N) for each treatment (T); its mean (𝑋); and its standard 

deviation (SD). Table 51 represents time in seconds.  

We should note that effectiveness is greater after refactoring for every dependent 

variable (see Table 50). Another insight obtained from observation of Table 50 is that 

the mean difference for objective tasks (UEffec and MEffec) is greater than the mean 

difference for subjective ones (uEffec and mEffec). 
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Concerning efficiency, the average time to perform all the different tasks (both 

understandability- and modifiability-related) with refactored business process models 

was lower than the time spent on understanding modifying non-refactored models. In 

fact, the understanding of refactored models is, by and large, 24% faster than the 

understanding of original models. In addition, refactored models were modified, on 

average, 115% faster than original ones (see Table 51). 

Although the overall descriptive statistics are shown in the above tables, the source 

model is a moderating variable that can provide different results. For this reason, 

descriptive statistics for each source model are illustrated separately in Table 50 and 

Table 51, to allow more precise and in-depth analysis, as well as to strengthen the 

results.  

According to Table 50, the mean of variables is greater, in most cases, when refactoring 

is applied. However, with regard to M1R, the mean of uEffec is slightly lower than the 

value of the same measure for M10. That means that despite the fact that participants 

answered the questions more accurately in the refactored model than in the original one, 

M1 after refactoring was a little less objectively understandable than before refactoring. 

Even so, the modifiability of M1 is far greater after refactoring than before it. This fact 

therefore ensures that M1 was previously well understood, since the understandability 

part is carried out in the first place.  

Regarding M2, the refactored material is subjectively less understandable than the 

original material but, as before, there are more correct answers in the understandability 

and modifiability part when the model has been refactored than when the model has not.  

With regard to M5, subjects have fewer correct answers in the modifiability part 

(MEffect) in refactored models than in the original model. Surprisingly, subjects 

modified the refactored model more easily than they did the non-refactored model, as 

mEffect shows.  

It should be noted that the number of cases (N) in each case varies slightly. The reason 

is because some students left some tasks blank. For example, subjective 

understandability effectiveness (uEffec) of M1 has 33 cases instead of the 34 expected 

cases, since one participant did not fill in this part of the questionnaire. 

Table 51 shows us that, for all the models, the time spent for understanding and 

modifying refactored business process models is less than it is for understanding and 

modifying the original business process models. However, the time with respect to 

UEffic in M10 is lower than in M1R. Although the time difference is high in all cases, 

Meffic in M4R is just slightly lower than MEffic in M40 (only 2.5 seconds). 
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Table 50. Descriptive statistics for effectiveness-related variables for all and for each source model 

Model T 
UEffec uEffec MEffec mEffec 

N 𝑋 SD N 𝑋 SD N 𝑋 SD N 𝑋 SD 

All 
0 164 0.7226 0.2187 162 0.5453 0.3030 164 0.5335 0.3509 162 0.6183 0.2797 

R 161 0.9068 0.1316 160 0.7354 0.2490 161 0.8975 0.2174 161 0.7153 0.2692 

M1 
0 34 0.9216 0.1435 33 0.8081 0.2504 34 0.5441 0.2572 34 0.7647 0.2500 

R 31 0.9409 0.0918 31 0.7366 0.2645 31 0.9677 0.1249 31 0.9111 0.2559 

M2 
0 31 0.7419 0.7419 31 0.5484 0.2516 31 0.5806 0.3674 31 0.6237 0.2356 

R 34 0.8676 0.1730 34 0.2516 0.2390 34 0.8088 0.2756 34 0.6667 0.2496 

M3 
0 34 0.8529 0.1282 34 0.4853 0.2334 34 0.6471 0.3800 34 0.5490 0.2480 

R 31 0.9624 0.9624 31 0.7688 0.2094 31 0.9677 0.1249 31 0.7043 0.2182 

M4 
0 31 0.5068 0.5068 31 0.4355 0.3002 31 0.3710 0.4076 31 0.5323 0.3116 

R 34 0.8971 0.1422 34 0.8235 0.2460 34 0.9412 0.1635 32 0.6961 0.2972 

M5 
0 34 0.5049 0.5049 33 0.4444 0.3191 34 0.5147 0.2883 32 0.6146 0.3006 

R 31 0.8710 0.1270 30 0.6667 0.2626 31 0.2883 0.2792 31 0.6989 0.3056 

 

Table 51. Descriptive statistics for eficiency-related variables for all and for each source model 

(seconds) 

Model T 
UEffic MEffic 

N 𝑋 SD N 𝑋 SD 

All 
0 164 233 134.1445 161 184 86.3489 

R 160 187 84.0575 159 154 86.648 

M1 
0 34 85 44.4666 34 159 81.0470 

R 31 138 81.1198 31 83 37.5925 

M2 
0 31 242 101.2678 31 165 80.6167 

R 33 230 101.4505 33 140 85.9751 

M3 
0 34 299 62.4830 33 243 103.2516 

R 31 204 73.5962 30 226 80.1298 

M4 
0 31 323 192.0698 30 200 70.7357 

R 34 178 74.2176 34 197 87.0953 

M5 
0 34 225 74.5591 33 154 59.4387 

R 31 186 58.8359 31 120 42.4788 

 

Although the descriptive statistics of previous measures indicate that understandability 

and modifiability are more effective under treatment with refactoring (R), some quality 

faults of business process models are also analyzed, in an effort to find out some exactly 

why such improvement may have happened. The quality faults analyzed are those set 

out in Section 5.1.4.3.5: xEffecI (isolated nodes), xEffecG (missing gateways), xEffecB 

(bidirectional flows) and xEffecS (missing start/end tasks), where x can be u (related to 

understandability) or m (related to modifiability). Taking into account the changes 

performed and detailed in Section 5.1.4.5.1, a zero value for a quality fault (isolated and 

sheet nodes, missing gateways, etc.) means that this quality fault has an extremely 

negative effect on understandability or modifiability, while a value of 1 means the 

negative effect is low. 
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Table 52 and Table 53 display the descriptive statistics of these variables. In all cases 

the mean is lower when the model has not been refactored than when it has been. That 

means that these quality faults (isolated and sheet nodes, missing gateways, etc.) have a 

more negative effect on the understandability and modifiability in original models. As a 

result, we may draw the conclusion that these quality faults would seem to be found 

more commonly in this kind of business process models, without refactoring.  

Table 52. Descriptive statistics for negative effect on the understandability 

T 
uEffecI uEffecG uEffecB uEffecS 

N 𝑋 SD N 𝑋 SD N 𝑋 SD N 𝑋 SD 

0 164 0.5078 0.2814 164 0.5767 0.2943 164 0.5828 0.2512 164 0.4917 0.3599 

R 161 0.7276 0.2075 161 0.6974 0.2163 161 0.6886 0.2292 161 0.7990 0.2445 

Table 53. Descriptive statistics for negative effect on the modifiability 

T 
mEffecI mEffecG mEffecB mEffecS 

N 𝑋 SD N 𝑋 SD N 𝑋 SD N 𝑋 SD 

0 164 0.6246 0.2533 162 0.6071 0.2664 164 0.5993 0.2590 162 0.6232 0.3362 

R 161 0.7169 0.2216 160 0.6717 0.2509 161 0.7028 0.2137 161 0.7820 0.2625 

 

The descriptive statistics of Table 50 and Table 51 could be used to predict that the 

understandability and modifiability of refactored business process models are more 

effective and efficient than the understandability and modifiability of original models. 

Even though this may be the case, Section 5.1.4.5.3 strengthens the result analysis 

through statistical tests, aiming to check the hypotheses formulated at the beginning of 

the experiment. 

G2. Correlation between hypothesized and perceived results 

Descriptive statistics about hypothesized understandability and modifiability were 

presented in Table 44, where values for size, connectivity, density, separability and 

depth were detailed (cf. Section 5.1.4.3.3). Following the assumptions of previous 

pieces of work [4, 74], the effect of each measure affects understandability and 

modifiability (see Table 54) positively or negatively. Size affects the understandability 

(U) negatively (-); i.e., greater size makes it more difficult to understand a certain 

business process model. Connectivity also affects the understandability and 

modifiability (M) negatively. This means that lower connectivity values imply that 

business process models are more understandable and modifiable, due to a lower level 

of intricacy. Separability, on the other hand, affects the modifiability and 

understandability positively (+), since a lower separability implies hard and error-prone 

modifications of business process models. Density affects the understandability and 

modifiability negatively. The lower the density, the more understandable and 

modifiable the business process model is. Depth has a negative effect on 
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understandability. The lower the depth, the more understandable the business process 

model is. 

In accord with the above assumptions, Table 54 shows which treatment provides most 

understandability and modifiability, according to the variation of the measures: size, 

connectivity, density, separability and depth. For example, as regards M1, the model is 

more understandable after refactoring than before it, since the model size has decreased. 

However, regarding the rest of the measures, M10 is more understandable and 

modifiable than M1R. Table 54 also shows that M20 is more understandable and 

modifiable than M1R, except in the case of size. Nevertheless, Table 54 suggests that 

M3R, M4R and M5R are more understandable than M30, M40 and M50, since the depth 

has been decreased. 

Table 54. Hypothesized more understandable/modifiable model, according to the increase/decrease 

of measures 

Model 
Size Connectivity Density Separability Depth 

U (-) M U (-) M (-) U (-) M (-) U (+) M (+) U (-) M 

M1 R 

N
o

 e
ff

ec
t 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

N
o

 e
ff

ec
t 

M2 R 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

M3 R 0 0 0 0 0 0 R 

M4 R 0 0 0 0 0 0 R 

M5 R 0 0 0 0 0 0 R 

 

With regard to perceived understandability and modifiability, descriptive statistics were 

presented in Table 50, where values for effectiveness-related variables were given. In 

this case, refactoring was always the best option for all models, contradicting Table 54. 

However, any conclusion about the correlation between these two measurements 

(hypothesized and perceived) can be made through observation of both tables, since 

there is enough information there. As a consequence, correlation tests are performed in 

Section 5.1.4.5.3 to check the correlation between both measures. 

5.1.4.5.3 Hypothesis Testing 

The data analysis performed to answer each hypothesis is presented in the following 

subsections. The hypothesis testing is divided into 2 subsections: the first sub-section 

addresses the effectiveness and efficiency concerns, as expressed in the research goal 

G1, while the second sub-section analyzes the correlation between the hypothesized 

understandability/modifiability values and those observed, in relation to G2. 

G1. Effectiveness and efficiency 

The first goal, G1, is related first of all to an assessment of how refactoring affects the 

effectiveness of understanding and modifying business process models. To achieve this 
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goal, a Mann-Whitney test was performed for each hypothesis formulated (cf. Section 

5.1.4.3.8).  

The hypotheses for both tests are the following: 

H0:  The distribution of both groups is equal 

H1:  The distribution of both groups is not equal 

Table 55 shows the result of the Mann-Whitney tests. The significance level (sig) is 

displayed. All the hypotheses are rejected when all experimental material are 

considered, since the value of its p-value is lower than 0.05 for every dependent 

variable. That means that there is a significant difference between the value of UEffec, 

uEffec, MEffec and mEffec in both treatments (with or without refactoring). Figure 41 

illustrates this assertion in diagram form, by means of a set of box plots for the 

dependent variables tested.  

Focusing on particular business process models, Mann-Whitney tests provide different 

findings. Table 55 shows these disaggregated results, in which not all the null 

hypotheses are rejected for some models. The null hypotheses that hold are highlighted 

in Table 55. The most affected model in this sense is model M1, in which only the 

objective modifiability (MEffec) shows a significant difference between the treatments. 

After the comparison between Table 50 with descriptive statistics and Table 55, it is 

possible to draw further conclusions. Table 50 revealed that the mean of UEffec and 

uEffec for M1 is fairly similar in both treatments, which is in line with the absence of a 

significant difference between treatments derived from the Mann-Whitney test. It is also 

the case for M1 that mEffec was higher after refactoring. However, Table 55 reveals that 

the null hypothesis cannot be rejected with a 95% confidence level. The same happens 

with the subjective modifiability (mEffec) in M2 and M5. They are statistically equal, 

although Table 50 shows that refactoring provides slightly better results. The remaining 

cases reject the null hypothesis and verify the influence of refactoring. 

Table 55. Mann-Whitney test result for all and for each source model (effectiveness and efficiency) 

Model UEffec (sig) uEffec (sig) MEffec (sig) mEffec (sig) UEffic (sig) MEffic(sig) 

All 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001 0.000 

M1 0.866 0.166 0.000 0.166 0.001 0.000 

M2 0.000 0.031 0.009 0.502 0.550 0.110 

M3 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.009 0.000 0.940 

M4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.019 0.000 0.762 

M5 0.000 0.006 0.000 0.212 0.050 0.008 
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The second concern related to G1 is about assessing how the efficiency varies during 

the understanding and modification of (refactored and non-refactored) business process 

models. A set of Mann-Whitney tests was performed similarly for UEffic and MEffic, 

following the same hypotheses. 

Table 55 also shows the result of the Mann-Whitney tests by aggregating the results for 

all the models. The significance level is again less than 0.05 in the entire set of cases; 

the distributions are therefore different for each treatment. Moreover, descriptive 

statistics (see Table 51) demonstrated that both the understanding and the modification 

of refactored business process models are less time-consuming than the understanding 

and modification of non-refactored ones. Figure 41 also illustrates this assertion by 

means of a box plot with the dependent and independent variables under study. 

 

Figure 41. Box plots for all experimental materials 

Non-refactored Refactored

Non-refactored Refactored
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In addition, the Mann-Whitney tests verified that there are significant differences 

between these two treatments throughout the five business process models used in the 

experiment (see Table 55). Despite the fact that descriptive statistics in Table 51 show 

that the understanding/modifying time is lower in refactored business process models, 

these hypothesis contrast tests reveal that some of those differences are not really 

significant to a confidence level of 95% (see highlighted cells in Table 55). For 

example, for model M3 the difference is not significant as regards MEffic, though the 

mean time for modifying the refactoring business process model was lower than the 

mean time for modifying the non-refactored one; 226 and 242 seconds, respectively (see 

Table 51) 

G2. Correlation between hypothesized and perceived results 

The second research goal G2 is addressed in this section, which is devoted to checking 

the correlation between the hypothesized understandability and modifiability values 

based on quantified measures from the literature, and the understandability and 

modifiability perceived by subjects in this experiment. 

We recall that Table 44 showed the hypothesized understandability and modifiability by 

means of the mean of the size, connectivity, density, separability and depth of the 

experimental material before and after applying refactoring operators. 

The perceived value of these quality features, on the other hand, was shown in Table 50. 

The intensity of the linear relation between hypothesized and perceived variables is 

quantified by the Spearman linear correlation test. There are two linear regression 

models. The first linear regression model considers UEffec and uEffec as dependent 

variables, with size, connectivity, separability, density and depth as the independent 

variables. The second linear regression model considers MEffec and mEffec as 

dependent variables, with connectivity, density and separability as the independent 

variables.  

Table 56 shows the Spearman's correlation coefficient 
 
(between -1 and 1), obtained 

for each pair of variables.  indicates the degree to which the real values of the 

dependent variable are close to the values of the independent variable, while sig values 

lower than 0.05 mean that the pair of variables are correlated with a confidence level of 

95%. The table shows that all pairs of variables are correlated. These data reveal that 

there is an inverse correlation between Size, Separability and Depth, and the perceived 

understandability and modifiability, since the value of 
 

is negative, i.e., Size, 

Separability and Depth negatively affect understandability, while Separability 

negatively affects modifiability. These findings coincide with the assumptions 

introduced in previous pieces of work regarding Size and Depth, but there is no 

consensus regarding separability. Unexpectedly, however, Connectivity affects 

understandability and modifiability positively, i.e., business process models with higher 
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connectivity are more understandable and modifiable. The same occurs as regards 

density; it affects the understandability and modifiability of a business process model 

positively, i.e., business process models with greater density are more understandable 

and modifiable. As well as all this, the correlation degree () is higher for the density 

than for the connectivity. 

In any case, although the significance values (sig) reveal that there are correlations, 

these are weak in most cases. The strongest linear correlation proved to be between 

UEffec and Size, with  that was only = -0.598. 

Table 56. Spearman linear correlation values for all and for each source model 

 
UEffec uEffec MEffec mEffec 

 sig  sig  sig  sig 

Size -0.598 0.000 -0.454 0.000 -- -- -- -- 

Connectivity 0.124 0.025 0.203 0.000 0.328 0.000 0.181 0.001 

Density 0.473 0.000 0.404 0.000 0.501 0.000 0.252 0.000 

Separability -0.574 0.000 -0.459 0.000 -0.462 0.000 -0.262 0.000 

Depth -0.422 0.000 -0.291 0.000 -- -- -- -- 

 

We should point out that Figure 42, Figure 43, Figure 44 and Figure 45 show the 

scatterplot for each pair of variables with a logarithmic scale. These figures show the 

weak linear relation between every pair of variables in the form of a diagram. 

 

Figure 42. Correlation between hypothesized variables and UEffec 

R2 lineal= 0.274

R2 lineal= 0.007

R2 lineal= 0.379

R2 lineal= 0.260

R2 lineal= 0.338
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Figure 43. Correlation between hypothesized variables and uEffec 

 

Figure 44. Correlation between hypothesized variables and MEffec 

5.1.4.6 Discussion 

This section is devoted to the discussion and interpretation of the findings obtained in 

the previous analysis and is divided into 3 subsections. The first sub-section explains 

the chains of evidence and their connections with the previous research goals and 

motivations established at the beginning of this section. The second one focuses on the 

threats to validity. Finally, the inferences and lessons learned are provided in the third 

sub-section. 

R2 lineal= 0.171

R2 lineal= 0.036

R2 lineal= 0.197

R2 lineal= 0.102

R2 lineal= 0.213

R2 lineal= 0.094

R2 lineal= 0.225

R2 lineal= 0.177
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Figure 45. Correlation between hypothesized variables and mEffec 

5.1.4.6.1 Evaluation of Results and Implications 

This subsection explains the findings of the data analysis of the previous section. It is in 

turn divided into the two subparts that Section 5.1.4.5.2 and 5.1.4.5.3 considered. 

G1. Effectiveness and efficiency results 

Bearing in mind the results illustrated in Section 5.1.4.5.3 by means of Mann-Whitney 

tests, it was proved that the refactored business process models are more understandable 

and modifiable than the original models. Moreover, it was proven that there is a 

significant difference between managing refactored models and managing non-

refactored ones. Therefore, null hypotheses 𝐻011  and 𝐻012  cannot be rejected; in fact, 

they can be accepted, since refactored business process models are understood and 

modified more effectively than non-refactored ones. Nonetheless, these results have to 

be treated carefully, since some differences were observed between the business process 

models used in the experimental material. Hence, future replication might be necessary. 

Similarly, the result of the Mann-Whitney tests carried out in Section 5.1.4.5.3 means 

that the null hypotheses 𝐻013  and 𝐻014  cannot be rejected. These hypotheses are then 

accepted, which implies that refactored business process models are understood and 

modified more efficiently than non-refactored ones. 

G2. Correlation between hypothesized and perceived results 

In Section 5.1.4.5.3, Spearman linear correlation tests studied the preliminary 

assumptions about the understandability and modifiability hypothesized according to 

the measures taken from the literature (i.e., size, connectivity, separability, density and 

depth). The Spearman correlation tests verified that there is correlation between such 

R2 lineal= 0.021

R2 lineal= 0.067

R2 lineal= 0.065
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quantifiable measures and the understandability/modifiability values objectively and 

subjectively measured by subjects. However, the sign of the correlation did not coincide 

with the assumptions of previous pieces of work. 

Table 56 showed the correlation between the variables cited. Size was demonstrated to 

affect the understandability negatively. Regarding connectivity, this measure had, 

unexpectedly, a positive effect on understandability and modifiability. Likewise, in case 

of the density, this measure proved to have a positive effect on understanding and 

modifying a business process model. Separability, for its part, however, had a negative 

correlation regarding the understandability and modifiability of a business process 

model, a finding that goes against previous assumptions. Finally, depth was found to be 

a negative factor for understanding a business process model, as previous work had 

suggested. 

The above findings imply that a small business process model is more understandable 

than a large one. It is also obvious that more connectivity between its elements makes 

the model easier to understand and modify than where there is less connectivity. 

Likewise, business process models with a high density are easier to understand and 

modify than models with low density. Business process models with a high separability 

are more difficult to understand and modify than models with low separability. 

Furthermore, business process models that are not as deep are more understandable than 

deeper business process models. 

The findings after the statistical analysis mean that the null hypothesis 𝐻021
cannot be 

rejected; hypothesized understandability and modifiability values follow the same trend 

as the understandability and modifiability perceived by subjects, since they are 

correlated. However, connectivity and density were proven to have a positive effect on 

understanding and modifying a business process model, while separability was 

demonstrated to have negative effect on these measures. This contradicts the 

assumptions proposed by authors in previous works. Nevertheless, although the 

significance values revealed that there are correlations between variables, these were 

weak in most cases and therefore it is not possible to refute the assumptions made in 

previous work. 

5.1.4.6.2 Threats to Validity 

Once the experiment had been carried out, certain issues needed to be considered as 

threats to its validity. There are four types of threats to validity: 

 Construct validity: Measures chosen for quantifying understandability and 

modifiability could have an impact on the results of the correlation 

hypothesis. Although it is certainly the case that these measures are well-

known and have widely been used in experiments throughout the literature, 
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the election and definition of these variables can be a threat. As regards the 

tasks defined, these were homogeneously defined between all the different 

business process models, and proposed with enough complexity to obtain 

significant results. Moreover, all the questionnaires in the proposed tasks 

follow a standard form and their responses are based on five- and seven-point 

scales. Finally, social threats such as evaluation apprehension have been 

mitigated, since students were not graded for their performance in the 

experiment. 

 Internal validity: The between-subjects balanced design of the experiment 

was defined with the aim of avoiding internal threats. The grouping was 

carried out according to students’ skills; the material was distributed in both 

groups homogenously, without any advantage being given to any of the 

treatments being compared. Furthermore, the goals of the experiment and the 

statistical analysis to be performed were clearly defined at the beginning. In 

addition, deviations of the experiments were solved “on the fly”, as 

mentioned before. The execution of the experiment was so designed as to try 

to ensure that the instructions of the experiment were well understood by 

subjects, thanks to a preliminary example of it that they were given.  

 External validity: It is true that students might not properly represent the 

intended user population, but the tasks of the experiment were designed 

without requiring high industrial expertise, while at the same time containing 

enough complexity to obtain significant differences. However, it would be 

interesting to replicate the experiment with business experts and software 

practitioners. Another major threat concerns the experimental material and 

tasks defined for this material. This material was produced from two specific 

existing information systems by using MARBLE, a particular reverse 

engineering technique and its supporting tool and IBUPROFEN was also 

chosen as the business process refactoring tool. The use of such 

techniques/tools limits the generalization of results. Hence, further replication 

which would consider alternative mining/refactoring tools may be conducted 

to mitigate this threat and strengthen results. The translation from English to 

Italian could be another threat that needs to be mitigated by means of a 

replica with English speakers, for example. 

 Conclusion validity: The statistical tests were used to accept the null 

hypotheses. However, alternative tasks in the experiments can provide more 

data and more precise results. Moreover, although the correlation test 

revealed the linear correlation between hypothesized and perceived 

understandability and modifiability, the significance of such correlations was 
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weak in all cases. For this reason, it is not possible to obtain reliable 

conclusions, so this experiment needs to be replicated to compare results. 

5.1.4.6.3 Inferences and lessons learned 

Several studies had assessed the positive effect of refactoring on the understandability 

and modifiability of business process models. This evaluation had been carried out 

through measures related to these quality features. Although these studies have 

demonstrated the relationships between the size, connectivity, separability, density and 

depth measures and the understandability and modifiability of business process models, 

this experiment involving people should be performed to assess the understandability 

and modifiability perceived by them after refactoring. There are two main inferences of 

this work: 

 Refactoring has been proven to be a technique to improve the degree of 

quality of business process models, since they are more understandable and 

modifiable by human subjects. This implies that business process models with 

a higher degree of quality give more benefits for requirement elicitation and 

analysis and therefore for enterprise management and software development. 

 The correlation between the measure-based and human-based 

understandability and modifiability of business process models was proven. 

Hence, measures used in previous measure-based experiments have been 

validated once more, since they correlate with the perceived quality by human 

subjects. The most valuable finding was the unexpected positive relation 

between connectivity and density with regard to understandability and 

modifiability and the negative relationship between separability and these 

features. This finding contradicts previous assumptions, but there are not 

enough data to accept this finding as true. 

The post-test conducted by subjects provided us with an additional and valuable 

feedback that needs to be taken into account for future replications. Figure 46 

summarizes results obtained in the post-test. There is insight suggesting that the 

difficulty of questionnaires was considered normal- neither easy nor difficult. Regarding 

the background given, subjects expressed that it was suitable for solving the 

questionnaires. The purpose of the questionnaires was also clear or very clear for 

subjects. However, 19% of the subjects considered the experimental tasks to be unclear. 

The experimental material was considered unclear by only 13% of the population. It 

should also be noted that the time for performing the experiment was adequate for all 

subjects. 
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Figure 46. Post-test results 

After the analysis of the feedback from subjects, the lessons learned from the 

experiment are the following:  

 The background lecture was suitable for the experiment to be performed 

properly. 

 The subjects did not consider the questionnaires to be too difficult. This 

implies that in future replication the difficulty of tasks can be increased. 

However, the translation to Italian was a problem, according to the feedback 

from the subjects; the clarity of the tasks was thus affected. For this reason, an 

experiment needs to be carried out entirely in English to mitigate this threat. 
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 The material was also clear for subjects. This suggests that larger and more 

intricate business process models can be used in future experiments or 

replications. 

 The purpose of the questionnaires was well-defined, as post-test results 

highlight. 

 Subjects considered the questions in each task to be clear. 

 The time to perform the experiment was enough, according to the subjects. 

This implies that it is feasible to incorporate more tasks to the questionnaires 

in order to obtain stronger results. 

All this feedback helps towards the future replication of the experiment and contributes 

to it being possible to perform other experiments in a similar research area. 

5.1.4.7  Conclusions and Future Work 

Refactoring techniques have been used in the literature to increase the degree of quality 

of business process models. However, none of this work has checked how refactoring 

affects the quality as perceived by human subjects, in an attempt to assess the 

applicability and feasibility of refactoring techniques. For this reason, this work presents 

a controlled experiment involving 65 computer science students, the purpose of which is 

to assess the influence of refactoring on the perceived quality of business process 

models. 

Understandability and modifiability are evaluated through several tasks with several 

experimental materials obtained from real-world information systems. This material has 

been analyzed by subjects with and without applying refactoring operators, and their 

results have been used in some statistical tests. The aim of these statistical tests was to 

know the effect of refactoring on business process models. The findings obtained by 

means of these statistical tests were that refactored business process models are more 

effectively and efficiently understood and modified than non-refactored business 

process models, i.e., refactoring reduces the time spent to perform actions, and its 

results are of higher quality. Moreover, the experiment gave extra strength to the 

assertion that hypothesized variables of understandability and modifiability are 

correlated with perceived understandability and modifiability. 

Several conclusions may be inferred after the conducting of the experiment. Since 

business process models proved to be more understandable and modifiable according to 

human perception, the main implication is that refactoring is appropriate for dealing 

with ordinary quality faults that prevent the understandability and modifiability of 

business process models as obtained by reverse engineering. Moreover, some 
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assumptions concerning measures for assessing understandability and modifiability 

were verified. Small business process models were proven to be more understandable 

than a large one. However, we observe that more connectivity between elements of 

business process models makes it easier to understand and modify than less connectivity 

between them; this contrasts with previous assumptions. Similarly, business process 

models with high density showed themselves to be easier to understand and modify than 

models with a small density. Business process models with a low separability were seen 

to be easier to understand and modify than models with high separability. Moreover, it 

is clear that business process models that were not so deep were more understandable 

than deeper business process models. 

The unexpected positive relation between connectivity and density with respect to 

understandability and modifiability contradicted the assumptions from previous work, 

as did the negative relationship between separability and these quality features. 

However, there are not enough data to assure that this finding is true; more 

experimentation is required to shed light on this. 

The main implication derived from the conclusions extracted from the analysis of G1 is 

that business process refactoring has to be used to achieve more understandable and 

modifiable business process models, especially when these models are obtained by 

reverse engineering and therefore have recurrent quality faults. Additionally, the 

conclusions drawn through G2 lead to a second major implication, pointing to the fact 

that understandability and modifiability of business process models cannot be assessed 

by trusting only in intrinsic, quantifiable measures. Accurate values of understandability 

and modifiability can instead be achieved by combining those measures with human-

based assessment.  

Taking into account the threats to validity mentioned, the future work of this research 

consists in the replication of the experiment, using experts as experimental units in 

order to generalize the results. Moreover, other variables and supporting tools can be 

considered, as well as additional hypotheses concerning refactoring. 

5.2 Semantic Enrichment validation 

This section present the validation of the semantic enrichment approach presented in 

Section3.2. This section provides a case study concerning Villasante-Lab, in particular 

the system presented in the running example. The case study has been conducted 

following the formal protocol developed by Runeson et al. [18] for conducting case 

studies in the software engineering field. The following sections show the stages of this 

protocol: the design, selection procedure, execution procedure and data collection, 

analysis and interpretation, and finally, the threats to validity. 
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5.2.1 Case study design 

The object of this study is the proposed repair technique, while the purpose is the 

evaluation of its effectiveness in a real-life context in terms of accurateness and 

completeness. The following research questions (RQ) are established in order to carry 

out the case study:  

RQ1:  Are repaired business models more accurate than preliminary models obtained 

by reverse engineering from source code? 

RQ2:  Are repaired business models more complete than preliminary models obtained 

by reverse engineering from source code? 

The case study follows the embedded case study design according to the classification 

proposed by Yin [17], since the case study consists of multiple units of analysis. The 

independent variables used in this study are business processes models. As dependent 

variables, conformance checking techniques are used in order to measure the fit degree 

between event logs and the target business process model after applying the technique. 

Conformance checking compares the observed and modeled behavior (i.e., event log). 

Hence, to answer the question RQ1, the dependent variable is the fitness value which is 

often seen as the most important quality dimension for comparing model and log [56, 

101]. The fitness values vary between 0 and 1. A model has a perfect fitness (i.e., 1) if 

each trace in the event log can be replayed by the process model from beginning to end. 

To address question RQ2, as independent variable the density of the business process 

model is used, i.e., the ratio of the total number of edges in a process model to the 

theoretically maximum number of edges. The density, after inserting sequence flows, 

can only increase therefore this evaluation shows what to extent in a realistic case. RQ1 

and RQ2 are therefore evaluated by means of quantitative research together with a 

qualitative evaluation, which focuses on the effectiveness of the proposed repair 

technique.  

5.2.2 Case selection procedure 

In order to select the case under study the following set of selection criteria are 

formulated: (1) the system should be a real-life information system currently in 

production; (2) the size of the system should be greater to 20 KLOC (thousands of lines 

of source code) to make it more likely that the system under study supports more than a 

single business process; (3) the system should be written in Java language to be able to 

use the supporting tools (MARBLE and Event Traces Injector). 
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After analyzing a dozen of information systems of partner companies according to 

criteria, the selected case was Villasante-Lab, a web application of 26 KLOC devoted to 

support operations of a chemical laboratory of the water and waste industry. 

5.2.3 Execution procedure and data 

collection 

The procedure to carry out the case study consists of the following steps according to 

the proposed technique. Particular details of the execution are shown in the running 

example developed throughout Section 3.2.2. 

1. Business process models are mined from the source code using MARBLE. 

2. Event logs are obtained using the Event Traces Injector. 

3. The repair technique is applied using the artifacts generated according to the 

described steps. In order to facilitate its execution, the technique has been 

implemented as a plug-in in the PROM tool. 

4. The fitness in both business process models – the original from information and 

repaired using the proposed technique – is measured using the replayer proposed 

by Adriansyah et al. [101]. This technique is developed as a plug-in in the 

PROM tool. The fitness value is collected to carry out the conformance 

checking. 

5. After the whole execution, the collected information is statistically analyzed to 

answer the research questions.  

5.2.4 Analysis and interpretation 

After the full execution of the case study, the values of the fitness were collected for the 

business process model. Although missing sequence flows were only detected in seven 

business process diagrams, as Table 16 shows, the fitness was calculated for the whole 

process model. The results demonstrated that the fitness of the repaired BP model 

(0.6064) is greater than the original fitness (0.3804), i.e., the repaired model fits 59.41% 

better to the observed behavior. However, the fitness is not yet close to 1 since, as was 

shown in Section 3.2.2.2: only 26% of business tasks of the whole information system 

are captured in the event logs.  

Table 57 summarizes the statistics of the case study. Once the BPMN, the MXML and 

the Heuristic Net were available, the total time spent on carrying out the repair was 973 

milliseconds. In all the cases the density gain (final density - initial density) was 

positive, even reaching a 33.33% gain.  
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Table 57. Case Study’s statistics 

BP model #tasks 
Initial Final #inserted 

SF 

Density 

gain Density #SF Density #SF 

GenDAO 6 0.1333 2 0.1333 2 0 0 

XmlExport 11 0.0355 60 0.0355 60 0 0 

GenericViews 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Validation 31 0.0448 35 0.0448 35 0 0 

PdfExport 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 

MessageIU 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

ListenerAplication 4 0.2222 2 0.2222 2 0 0 

Hibernate3DaoSupport 8 0.1429 4 0.1429 4 0 0 

ExceptionResolve 1 2.0000 0 2.0000 0 0 0 

AddPointAdminController 11 0.0175 3 0.0292 5 2 0.0117 

BaseUserController 4 0.0667 1 0.0667 1 0 0 

BaseRolController 2 0.1667 1 0.5000 3 2 0.3333 

IndexController 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

BaseInvoiceController 18 0.1087 28 0.1159 30 2 0.0072 

BaseDissolutionController 19 0.1082 25 0.1169 27 2 0.0087 

BaseClientController 29 0.1261 80 0.1261 80 0 0 

BaseCalibrationController 18 0.0627 27 0.0650 29 2 0.0023 

AnalysisBean 66 0.0382 255 0.0386 259 4 0.0004 

Analysis 21 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AnalysisDAO 97 0.0265 124 0.0279 135 11 0.0014 

HashUtils 2 0.6667 0 0.6667 0 0 0 

AuthenticationManager 18 0.0342 4 0.0342 4 0 0 

TOTAL 368 0.0096 651 0.0100 676 25 0.0004 

 

Hence, the research question RQ1 may be positively answered owing to the fitness has 

increased, i.e., the repaired business models are more accurate than the preliminary 

model obtained by reverse engineering from source code. Similarly, the research 

question RQ2 may be positively answered since the final model is more connected and 

therefore more complete. 

5.2.5 Threats to validity 

This section presents the threats to the validity of this case study and possible actions to 

address them. The threats are divided in three types of validity: internal, construct and 

external validity. 

Regarding the internal validity, the study considers a process model and event logs 

obtained from an information system. However, the study may be replicated by using 

more information systems, to consider a larger sample of process models. Besides, the 

support tools (MARBLE and ETI) could be a factor that affects the case study results 

since the technique depends on the settings of retrieved process model and event logs.  

With regard to construct validity, the study considers measures to evaluate the research 

question. Nevertheless, there are other measures in literature that may be used instead. 

Hence, additional measures should be evaluated in the future, such as shown in [64]. 
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Another threat to construct validity is the similarity algorithm used in step 2 to obtain 

similar tasks (Algorithm 1). In order to address this threat, other possible similarity 

algorithms may be considered as e.g., including the semantic similarity. 

Concerning the external validity, this study considers the whole population to be 

business process models retrieved by reverse engineering from legacy information 

systems as well as event logs obtained from the same information system. However, the 

obtained results obtained cannot be strictly generalized to all types of information. This 

threat may be mitigated by replicating the study using systems implemented in different 

platforms. 

5.2.6 Conclusions 

Reverse engineering has become a feasible solution to mine business processes models 

from existing information systems. Unfortunately, these retrieved business processes 

models entail some challenges that are necessary to address if synch models form the 

basis for properly managing these business processes.  

Incompleteness is one such important challenge to deal with in a retrieved business 

processes model, since data are distributed across several sources. Missing sequence 

flows between elements decreases the understandability of the model since it may not 

reflect the real behavior of an organization. In order to address this challenge, this 

section presents a technique for repairing business processes models obtained from 

information systems using event logs. The technique builds on two assumptions: (1) 

business process models, which represent the static viewpoint of the organization, are 

mined by the archeology tool MARBLE, which is an adaptive framework to recover 

business process models underlying legacy information system; and (2) event logs, 

which represent the dynamic viewpoint of an organization, are obtained by means of the 

technique proposed in [22], since event logs cannot automatically be generated from 

non-process-aware systems. Despite these assumptions, the main ideas of this approach 

can be easily adapted to other reverse engineering techniques and platforms. In fact, to 

ensure its feasibility this technique has been validated by means of an industrial case 

study. The results of this case study show that the fitness of the process model increases 

after applying the technique, i.e., repairing business process model leads to a more 

faithful representation of the observed behavior. 
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Chapter 6  
Conclusions 

onclusions of this PhD Thesis are finally discussed in this chapter. Firstly, 

Section 6.1 presents a brief summary of the Thesis. Then, Section 6.2 analyzes 

the initial research hypothesis and checks the fulfillment of the research goals. 

Section 6.3 establishes the main contributions of the PhD Thesis as well as its 

implications on the industry. Section 6.4 gives some future research lines and the 

limitations of the research proposal are discussed. Finally, Section 6.5 provides the 

entire list of papers published through the PhD Thesis. 
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6.1 Summary 

The advantages of business process management, such as the competitive gain, have 

been increasingly recognized by organizations. That is the reason for which 

organizations are gradually paying more attention to the quality of the business process 

representations. Reverse engineering techniques help companies to retrieve their 

business process models in at least two cases: when these models have never been 

modelled and, when existing, these models are outdated and misaligned. Unfortunately, 

the reversed business process models very often contain certain faults that can affect 

their quality, and therefore, these faults can prevent the advantages of business process 

management. Reverse engineering weaknesses has led to several improvement 

techniques for addressing such quality faults, which are aimed at increasing the 

understandability and modifiability of business process models among other quality 

features. Within these techniques, refactoring has been proved to be one of the most 

used and promising techniques. However, the inspection of the literature shows that 

none of these techniques is in charge of business process models mined by reverse 

engineering. Despite refactoring is one of the most promising techniques, it does not 

address the semantic loss during the business process models’ retrieval. Alternative 

sources of knowledge may be used to enrich the semantic of reversed business process 

models. 

As a contribution to address the mentioned challenges, this PhD Thesis has proposed 

IBUPROFEN, a framework to improve the quality of business process models, mainly 

for those models mined by reverse engineering. Firstly, all the problems of mined 

business process models have been identified, such as missing elements or mining of 

non-relevant elements. Then, IBUPROFEN has been proposed with two different 

techniques to address these problems and to improve this kind of business process 

models: refactoring and semantic enrichment.  

On the one hand, within the refactoring technique, different refactoring operators have 

been defined aimed at increasing the understandability and modifiability of such 

business process models. Despite the fact that IBUPROFEN refactoring operators deal 

with the faults that can be identified in mined business process models, the set of 

refactoring operators could be extended to cope with other general problems associated 

with business process models obtained by other techniques. The proposed refactoring 

operators deal with problems such as missing elements, mining of non-relevant 

elements, fine-grained granularity, and uncertain labels, among others.  

On the other hand, alternative sources such as event logs are been used for enriching the 

semantic of business process models by recovering missing connection between 

business elements. The semantic enrichment technique has combined business process 

models retrieved of existing information systems (static analysis) and event logs 
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collected at runtime (dynamic analyses) in order to detect and insert missing sequence 

flows by comparing both. 

In order to support IBUPROFEN, an Eclipse plug-in has been created with the same 

name, to instrument the entire set of refactoring operators. This tool has helped to carry 

out an empirical validation of the proposed techniques. Thus, the quality gain has been 

obtained by means of several cases studies in which a set of well-proven measures have 

been used to assess the understandability and modifiability gain such as size, 

connectivity, density and separability. Moreover, a controlled experiment has been 

conducted to know the perceived gain in such quality characteristics. In both case 

studies and experiment the business process models used were previously mined from 

real-life information systems by means reverse engineering. 

Case studies have proven that refactoring operators increase the final quality according 

to the measures used to assess understandability and modifiability (i.e., size, 

connectivity, density and separability). Furthermore, the order of application of each 

refactoring operator has been proven to have a certain influence in the total quality gain. 

This finding (the application order has influence in quality gain) has involved the search 

of the optimal order to achieve the highest gain in such characteristics. Case studies 

state that there are several patterns for applying refactoring operators to obtain the 

maximum gain. For example, refactoring operators related to the completion of the 

model that are applied in first place cause an increase of the final size of such business 

process model, and therefore, the understandability may be affected negatively. 

Moreover, case studies established that the configuration of the business process model 

(e.g. its initial size, connectivity or density) has to be taken into account when 

refactoring is applied since such configuration determines the obtained gain in 

understandability and modifiability.  

Experiment, in turn, has proven that the perceived understandability and modifiability 

has been increase. The experiment has been carried out by using students. Business 

process models were analyzed by subjects with and without applying refactoring 

operators. Regarding the human perception, refactored business process models were 

proved to be more understandable and modifiable. Besides, the time for understanding 

and modifying models refactored with IBUPROFEN was lower than ordinary business 

process models.  
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6.2 Research hypothesis and Analysis of 

Goals 

The aim of this section is to check the achievement of the research hypothesis 

established at the beginning of the document in Chapter 1. 

It is feasible to construct a refactoring framework to address quality defects of business 

process models retrieved by reverse engineering making these models more accurate, 

understandable and modifiable.  

In order to evaluate the research hypothesis, the PhD Thesis established the following 

objective: 

To construct a refactoring framework to fix quality defects of business process models 

retrieved by reverse engineering with the aim of achieving business process models 

more accurate, understandable and modifiable. 

To address the above objective, a set of partial objectives was stated and achieved. 

O1: To carry out an in-depth study of the business process model refactoring and 

improvement field in the context of business process models obtained by means of 

reverse engineering techniques. This will provide the state-of-the-art of this 

Thesis. 

O2: To carry out a literature review and a study of several business process models 

retrieved by reverse engineering from several industrial information systems with 

the aim to discover common problems that have a negative effect on quality 

degree of business process models. The achievement of this objective is critical to 

fix the lack of identification of quality faults in these business process models. 

Both objectives were fulfilled by carrying out systematic literature reviews that 

provided the knowledge presented in Chapter 2. 

O3:  To define a set of refactoring operators especially designed for use on business 

process models retrieved by means reverse engineering in an effort to address the 

quality problems identified in O2. The achievement of this objective is critical to 

fix the lack of existing refactoring operators specially designed for reversed 

business process models. 

O4:  To establish a mechanism to choose the optimal subset of refactoring operators as 

well as the order of application of each one. That is, the subset of refactoring 

operators that provides the highest quality gain. This objective attempts to fix the 

tack of mechanism to figure out the best combination of refactoring operators. 
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O5:  To establish a mechanism for the evaluation of the understandability and 

modifiability of business process models. This evaluation will be carry out by 

means of a set of well-proven measures devote to evaluate these quality features. 

This mechanism makes it possible to calculate the quality gain obtained after 

applying each refactoring operator in terms of these measures. 

These objectives were fulfilled by proposing a set of refactoring operators for 

addressing quality problems of retrieved business process models. The technique is 

framed in IBUPROFEN and was presented in Section 3.1.  

O6: To define a mechanism for enriching the semantic of business process models 

making use of additional knowledge sources such as recorded event during the 

information system execution, manual tasks provided by employees (like experts), 

guidelines proposed in the literature for modeling business processes, among 

others. This mechanism aims to add missing semantic to the business process 

models retrieved by reverse engineering so that such models faithfully reflect the 

actual execution. This objective tries to enrich the whole semantic of business 

process models (see OI3 in  Table 1). 

This objective was covered by proposing a technique for enriching the semantic of 

business process models by identifying missing sequence flows in event logs. The 

technique is framed in IBUPROFEN and was presented in Section 3.2. 

O7:  To develop a supporting tool able to instrument all the techniques and phases of 

the proposed framework. The IBUPROFEN tool helps to validate and refine the 

framework. 

This objective was fulfilled by developing the supporting tool presented in Chapter 4. 

O8:  To conduct several case studies and experiments involving various real-life 

information systems in order to empirically validate the proposed framework 

using the supporting tool. Case studies will analyze the gain on understandability, 

modifiability and accuracy using a set of measures while experiments will take 

into account the gain on these quality characteristics as perceived by human 

subjects. Both methods are used due to the arduousness task to assess these 

extrinsic quality characteristics only with intrinsic measures (such as size, 

separability or diameter of business process models). 

This last objective was attained by carrying out several case studies with real-life 

information system. Besides, an experiment involving real-life information systems and 

human subjects was conducted. The supporting tools assisted in the realization of all 

these studies and experiments. Both case studies and experiment were shown in Chapter 

5. 
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Based on the attainment and fulfillment of the partial objectives, the main objective of 

the Thesis has been fulfilled. As a consequence, the main research hypothesis can be 

answered positively. 

6.3 Contributions and implications 

The main contribution of this PhD Thesis is IBUPROFEN, a framework for business 

process models improvement and refactoring. This framework is able to fix quality 

defects of business process models retrieved by reverse engineering with the aim to 

achieve business process models more accurate, understandable and modifiable.  

The main implication of this contribution is that IBUPROFEN is specially focused on 

business process models retrieved from existing information systems, according the 

BPMN standard notation. These mined models have specific quality defects such as 

retrieving of non-relevant and fine-grained elements, losing relevant elements, among 

others. As a consequence, IBUPROFEN provides a set of refactoring operators as well 

as the best combination of them in order to achieve the highest quality gain in terms of 

understandability and modifiability. Complementarily, IBUPROFEN provides a 

technique to enrich the semantic of business process models, making them more 

accurate and complete. 

This implication is the key difference with regards to related works in literature, which 

often provide refactoring operators for hand-made business process models without 

showing concern for the order in which they are applied. 

IBUPROFEN is advantageous for companies that are worried about the quality of their 

business process models. Hence, this Thesis provides automatic techniques to enhance 

business process models decreasing the human intervention and therefore reducing 

costs. 

The usefulness of the research proposal has been validated in real environments. In fact, 

the conduction of industrial case studies is another important contribution of this Thesis 

since the hands-on experience provided by the case studies enables the transference of 

technology to industry and demonstrates the applicability of IBUPROFEN. Human 

perception of the quality gain has also been proved through a controlled experiment, in 

which industrial information systems were also considered. This experiment evidenced 

the benefits of using IBUPROFEN. 

Both case studies and experiments were managed by using an implemented tool, 

IBUPROFEN. This tool was developed as an Eclipse plug-in, which allows its easily 

extension and integration into other related tools, e.g., tools supporting reverse 

engineering techniques. 
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One of the strengths of IBUPROFEN is that it is easily extensible to cope with further 

quality defects. New refactoring operators could be added and implemented, as well as 

further additional knowledge could be considered to rediscover relevant elements. 

6.4 Limitations and future research lines 

Despite the fact the PhD Thesis has addressed open issues as the lack of refactoring 

operators for business process models retrieved by reverse engineering, the lack of 

mechanism to figure out the best combination for applying those refactoring operators 

and the lack of mechanism to enrich the semantic of business process models by bearing 

in mind alternative sources to acquire additional knowledge; there are still some 

limitations to cope with. These limitations have prompted future research lines. Next 

paragraphs describe the future lines that have been derived from this PhD Thesis. 

a) To refine and extend the set of refactoring operators 

Although the study of different retrieved business process models has provided us a set 

of challenges to deal with, further challenges could be discover analyzing additional 

retrieved business process models as well as using business process models mined by 

other reverse engineering techniques. Thus, further refactoring operators could be 

defined to cope with those further challenges, extending the current set of refactoring 

operators. 

Moreover, current refactoring operators could be refined by using different heuristics. 

For example, new heuristics to group tasks or data objects may be defined, as well as 

mechanisms to determine start and end tasks. Semantic equivalence may be defined to 

group tasks that are similar in order to reduce the fine-grained granularity. Further 

refactoring operators may be also described to address the issues mentioned in Section 

2.2.1 that have not been attempted yet.  

Additionally, other notation to represent business process model could be considered. 

Despite the fact that BPMN is the most extended notation for these models, some 

reverse engineering techniques are devoted to obtain, for example, Petri Nets.  

b) To consider additional knowledge for semantic enrichment 

The second future line is focused on rediscovered relevant elements that are not 

retrieved by reverse engineering. Even though reverse engineering allows having the 

first sketch of a business process, business knowledge is present in several sources.  

A suitable source for obtaining further information is expert decisions since there is a 

lot of business information contained in intangible sources as employees. For this 
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reason, manual intervention is also needed as a way to reinforce the enhancement of 

business process models.  

Future work will aim at incorporating a mechanism to calculate the semantic distance 

between two tasks. Besides, with both mechanisms (syntactic and semantic similarity) 

can be performed a grouping of similar tasks in order to decrease the number of fine-

grained tasks, i.e., those tasks that do not perform a real business activity. Finally, a 

mechanism is called for to detect tasks’ labels which are poor in descriptive quality, i.e., 

those task labels that have several occurrences in the model and do not clearly represent 

their purpose. 

c) To strengthen empirical validation 

The third future line is focused on proposal validation in order to strengthen the results 

provided by cases study and the controlled experiment. 

Firstly, the next step could be mitigating the threats to validity of both case studies and 

experiment by replication. On the one hand, the replication of the conducted case 

studies by studying additional information systems and considering further reverse 

engineering techniques to obtain business process models. On the other hand, an 

experiment with experts rather than with students is required to analyze how the gain of 

understandability and modifiability is perceived by them. Hence, the replication of the 

experiment helps us to generalize results. In both cases, other variables to quantify 

understandability and modifiability and other supporting tools could be considered, as 

well as additional hypotheses concerning refactoring. 

Secondly, a family of experiments could be also considered to be conducted aimed at 

validating the proposed techniques as well as a meta-analysis. Case studies and 

experiment usually lack statistical significance and their results are difficult to 

generalize to a large population. Several statistical methods (e.g., meta-analysis, 

significance level combination or vote counting) could be therefore used to accumulate 

and interpret the set of results obtained from different empirical studies that are inter-

related since they verify similar hypotheses. Consequently, meta-analysis could be used 

to strengthen the conclusions obtained from all the experiments conducted.  

6.5 Results 

Results of this PhD Thesis have been published in several papers. The whole set of 

publications throughout the PhD Thesis is listed in Figure 47. Next subsections give the 

detailed list of papers divided into two groups: (1) Published and accepted research 

papers, and (2) submitted research papers. 
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Figure 47. Summary of publications 

6.5.1 Published papers 

This section presents the research papers that have already published or accepted for its 

publication. These publications are been classified in two groups: conference papers and 

book chapters. 

6.5.1.1 Conference papers 

Table 58 lists the research works that have already published or accepted in conference 

papers. 

Table 58. Conference papers 

CP1 Pérez-Castillo R, Fernández-Ropero M, Guzmán IG-Rd, and Piattini M (2011) 

MARBLE. A Business Process Archeology Tool. In 27th IEEE International 

Conference on Software Maintenance (ICSM 2011).  (ed.), Vol. pp. 578 - 81 

Williamsburg, VI. 

CP2 Fernández-Ropero M, Pérez-Castillo R, García-Rodríguez de Guzmán I, and 

Piattini M (2011) MARBLE. In XVI Conference on Software Engineering and 

Databases (JISBD).  (ed.), Vol. pp. 863-6, A Coruña, Spain. 

CP3 Fernández-Ropero M, Pérez-Castillo R, Weber B, and Piattini M (2012) 

Empirical Assessment of Business Model Transformations Based on Model 

Simulation. In 5th International Conference on Model Transformation (ICMT).  

Hu Z and Lara JD (ed.), (ed.), Vol. pp. 137–51, Springer-Verlag Berlin 

Heidelberg 2012, Prague, Czech Republic. 

JCR
Book

Chapter
CORE A CORE B CORE C Workshop

International

Conference

National

Conference

Submmited 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Accepted 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Published 0 1 1 6 1 2 1 3

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7
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CP4 Fernández-Ropero M, Pérez-Castillo R, Caballero I, and Piattini M (2012) 

Quality-Driven Business Process Refactoring. In International Conference on 

Business Information Systems (ICBIS).  (ed.), Vol. pp. 960-6, Paris, France. 

CP5 Fernández-Ropero M, Pérez-Castillo R, and Piattini M (2012) Refactoring 

Business Process Models: A Systematic Review. In 7th International 

Conference on Evaluation of Novel Approaches to Software Engineering 

(ENASE).  Filipe J and Maciaszek L (ed.), (ed.), Vol. pp. 140-5, SciTePress, 

Wrocław, Poland. 

CP6 Fernández-Ropero M, Pérez-Castillo R, and Piattini M (2012) Refactorización 

selectiva de Procesos de Negocio. In XVII Conference on Software 

Engineering and Databases (JISBD).  Ruíz A and Iribarne L (ed.), (ed.), Vol. 

pp. 665-78, Almeria, Spain. 

CP7 Fernández-Ropero M, Pérez-Castillo R, Cruz-Lemus JA, and Piattini M (2013) 

Assessing the Best-Order for Business Process Model Refactoring. In 28th 

Symposium On Applied Computing (SAC).  (ed.), Vol. pp. 1400-6, Coimbra, 

Portugal. 

CP8 Fernández-Ropero M, Reijers HA, Pérez-Castillo R, and Piattini M (2013) 

Repairing Business Process Models as Retrieved from Source Code. In 14th 

edition of the BPMDS series, in conjunction with CAiSE.  (ed.), Vol. pp. 94–

108, Valencia, Spain. 

CP9 Pérez-Castillo R, Fernández-Ropero M, Piattini M, and Caivano D (2013) 

How does Refactoring Affect Understandability of Business Process Models? 

In 25th International Conference on Software Engineering and Knowledge 

Engineering (ed.), Vol. pp. 644-9, Boston, USA. 

CP10 Pérez-Castillo R, García-Rodríguez de Guzmán I, Gómez-Cornejo R, 

Fernández-Ropero M, and Piattini M (2013) ANDRIU. A Technique for 

Migrating Graphical User Interfaces to Android. In 25th International 

Conference on Software Engineering and Knowledge Engineering (ed.), Vol. 

pp. Boston, USA. 

CP11 Fernández-Ropero M, Pérez-Castillo R, and Piattini M (2013) Mejora de 

Procesos de Negocio recuperados mediante ingeniería inversa. In XVIII 

Conference on Software Engineering and Databases (JISBD).  (ed.), Vol. pp. 

99-104, Madrid, Spain. 
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CP12 Fernández-Ropero M, Pérez-Castillo R, and Piattini M (2013) Challenges of 

Business Process Model Improvement after Reverse Engineering. In SEM 

2013 in conjunction with ENASE (ed.), Vol. pp. Angers, France. 

CP13 Fernández-Ropero M, Pérez-Castillo R, and Piattini M (2013) Graph-Based 

Business Process Model Refactoring. In the International Symposium on Data-

Driven Process Discovery and Analysis (SIMPDA).  (ed.), Vol. pp. 16-30, Riva 

del Garda, Italy. 

Table 59, in turn, gives more detail about each conference. The table classifies 

conferences in four groups, according its impact in the research field: 

 CORE A: conferences considered as the first quality level according to the ERA 

Conference Ranking. 

 CORE B: conferences considered as the second quality level according to the 

ERA Conference Ranking. 

 CORE C: conferences considered as the third quality level according to the ERA 

Conference Ranking. 

 International conferences: Other international conferences. 

 Workshop: Workshops are included in conferences and provide an in-depth 

review of a topic of interest to the community. 

 National conferences. 

Table 59. Conferences classification 

Paper CORE A CORE B CORE C 
International 

conferences 
Workshop 

National 

conferences 

CP1       

CP2       

CP3       

CP4       

CP5       

CP6       

CP7       

CP8       

CP9       

CP10       

CP11       

CP12       

CP13       
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6.5.1.2 Book chapters 

Table 60 shows the research work published as international book chapters. 

Table 60. Book chapter 

BC1 Fernández-Ropero M, Pérez-Castillo R, and Piattini M (2014) IBUPROFEN: 

Business Process Model Refactoring. In Uncovering Essential Software 

Artifacts Through Business Process Archaeology. Pérez-Castillo R and Piattini 

M (ed.), Vol.  pp. 64-87.    

6.5.2 Submitted Papers 

Likewise, Table 61 provide the list of research works that have already submitted in 

indexed international journals, i.e., journals included in the Journal Citation Report 

(JCR), the annual publication by the Science and Scholarly Research division of 

Thomson Reuters. The JCR is based on citations compiled from the Science Citation 

Index Expanded (SCIE) and the Social Science Citation Index (SSCI).  It provides 

information about academic journals in the sciences and social sciences, including 

impact factors. 

Table 61. Submitted Indexed International Journal 

JP1 Fernández-Ropero, M., Pérez-Castillo, R., Santiago, I., & Vara, J. M. (2015). 

Assessment of Process Transformations from MXML to KDM using Simulation 

and Industrial Cases. Journal of Industrial Engineering International. Impact 

Factor: 2.8919 

JP2 Fernández-Ropero, M., Pérez-Castillo, R., & Piattini, M. (2015). Business 

Process Model Refactoring applying IBUPROFEN. Journal of Software: 

Practice and Experience. Impact Factor: 0.897 

JP3 Fernández-Ropero, M., Caivano, D., Pérez-Castillo, R., Boffoli, N., & Piattini, 

M. (2015). Empirical Study on Understandability and Modifiability of 

Refactored Business Process. Journal of Software: Evolution and Process, 

Impact Factor: 0.624.  

6.5.3 Relationship between Publications and 

Research Themes 

Figure 48 provides the timeline of published, accepted and submitted papers. 

Additionally, the figure shows the research themes that are been addressed in each 

paper: state-of-the art, research proposal, supporting tool and validation.  
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As Figure 48 shows, at the beginning of the Thesis papers were focused on the state-of-

the art. After that, the research proposal was introduced by means the publication of 

several conference papers. Thus, the research proposal was becoming more mature. 

Then, a supporting tool was implemented to help us to validate the research work. 

Validation was addressed in the last papers of the Thesis. 

 

Figure 48. Timeline of publications 

6.5.4 References to our research work 

This section presents external references to our publications. Below is given the list of 

references as a part of the result support: 

REF-1.  Tomasi A, Marchetto A, Di Francescomarino C, and Susi A (2012) reBPMN: 

Recovering and reducing business processes. In 28th IEEE International 

Conference on Software Maintenance (ICSM).  (ed.), Vol. pp. 666-9, IEEE. 

REF-2.  Burgueno L (2013) Concurrent and Distributed Model Transformations based 

on Linda. In MODELS 2013 Doctoral Symposium.  (ed.), Vol. pp. Miami, 

USA. 

REF-3. Trias F, de Castro V, López-Sanz M, and Marcos E (2013) Reverse 

Engineering Applied to CMS-Based Web Applications Coded in PHP: A 

Proposal of Migration. In Evaluation of Novel Approaches to Software 

Engineering. Vol. pp. 241-56. Springer. 

REF-4. Distante, D., Garrido, A., Camelier-Carvajal, J., Giandini, R., & Rossi, G. 

(2014). Business Processes Refactoring to Improve Usability in E-Commerce 

Applications. Electronic Commerce Research, Volume 14 (Issue 4), pp.497-

529. 

2012 2013 2014
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Research
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CP5

CP4

CP6
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CP8
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2015
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REF-5. Cesar I, Fertalj K, and Batos V (2014) Towards a method to retrieving 

business process model from source code. In Information Systems and 

Technologies (CISTI), 2014 9th Iberian Conference on. (ed.), Vol. pp. 1-6, 

IEEE.  

REF-6. Saarelainen M-M and Hotti V (2014) Different Notions Lead Difficulties of 

Making Information System Modernization Decisions. In The Fourth 

International Conference on Digital Information Processing and 

Communications (ICDIPC). (ed.), Vol. pp. 43-52, The Society of Digital 

Information and Wireless Communication. 

REF-7. Hotti V and Saarelainen M-M (2014) Literature-based and Architecture-based 

Modernization. International Journal of Digital Information and Wireless 

Communications (IJDIWC) 4, 39-47. 

REF-8. Durelli, R. S., Santibanez, D. S., Marinho, B., Honda, R., Delamaro, M. E., 

Anquetil, N., & de Camargo, V. V. (2014). A mapping study on architecture-

driven modernization. Paper presented at the IEEE 15th International 

Conference on Information Reuse and Integration (IRI)  

REF-9. Grigera, J., Garrido, A., Panach, J. I., Distante, D., & Rossi, G. (2015). 

Assessing refactorings for usability in e-commerce applications. Empirical 

Software Engineering, 1-48.  

REF-10. Khlif, W., & Ben-Abdallah, H. (2015). Integrating semantics and structural 

information for BPMN model refactoring. Paper presented at the IEEE/ACIS 

14th International Conference on Computer and Information Science (ICIS). 

REF-11 Argyropoulos, N., Alcañiz, L. M., Mouratidis, H., Fish, A., Rosado, D. G., de 

Guzmán, I. G.-R., & Fernández-Medina, E. (2015). Eliciting Security 

Requirements for Business Processes of Legacy Systems The Practice of 

Enterprise Modeling (pp. 91-107): Springer. 

Figure 49 shows which of our publications have been referenced by each of them while 

Table 62 reveals the impact of each one. 
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Figure 49. References to our work 

Table 62. Publication classification of external references 

External 

reference 
JCR CORE A CORE B CORE C 

International 

conferences 

Iberian/National 

conferences 

REF-1       

REF-2       

REF-3       

REF-4       

REF-5       

REF-6       

REF-7       

REF-8       

REF-9       

REF-10       

REF-11       
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Chapter 7  
Appendix 

his last chapter provides additional data collected during the performance of 

case studies and experiments. Appendix I to V provide additional information 

of empirical validations of Section 5.1 and Section 5.2. 
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7.1 Appendix I 

This appendix shows some data collected during the case study 1 (see Section 5.1.1). 

Table 63 contains values for gain in size after the application of each refactoring 

operator. The mean in all cases is positive with the exception of R8 and R9. However, 

the table also shows that the size is maintained after applying R8 and R9. It should be 

noted that R10 does not affect the size of the business process model. This is because 

R10 is related to rename labels and this action does not have effect in measures but it 

has effect in the understandability perceived by stakeholders. Similarly, Table 64, Table 

65, and Table 66 contain values for connectivity, separability and density gains, 

respectively. 

In the case of R4 the size gain is zero in all cases. This is because the problem addressed 

by this refactoring operator (inconsistencies) does not appear in the set of business 

process models and therefore, the refactoring operator is not applied. For this reason, the 

separability, connectivity and density are also maintained (gain is zero).  

In the case of R3, the size and separability are the same after refactoring but the 

connectivity and density are increased. BP3 and BP30 and BP33 show a positive gain in 

these measures. This is because the problem that addresses R3 (consecutive nesting) 

only appears in these business process models. 

Similarly, R5 only has influence in BP3. This is because unnecessary nesting problems 

only appear in such business process model. 

Table 63. Size gain for each business process model after each refactoring operator 

BP R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 

1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.471 0.412 0.000 -0.118 0.000 

2 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.800 0.000 0.000 

3 0.143 0.095 0.000 0.000 0.095 0.048 0.095 -0.190 -0.143 0.000 

4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.091 0.000 0.000 -0.727 0.000 

5 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.800 0.000 0.000 

6 0.286 0.143 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.071 0.071 -0.286 -0.071 0.000 

7 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1.333 0.000 0.000 

8 0.049 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.171 0.122 -0.098 -0.634 0.000 

9 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.800 0.000 0.000 

10 0.667 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.667 0.000 0.000 

11 0.750 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.083 -0.333 0.000 0.000 

12 0.071 0.071 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.071 -0.286 -0.571 0.000 

13 0.273 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.145 0.127 -0.073 -0.255 0.000 

14 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

15 0.138 0.103 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.241 0.310 -0.138 -0.138 0.000 

16 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

17 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

18 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

19 0.077 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.231 0.154 -0.154 -0.154 0.000 
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BP R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 

20 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -2.000 0.000 0.000 

21 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -2.000 0.000 0.000 

22 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

23 0.250 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.500 0.000 0.000 

24 0.250 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.250 -1.000 0.000 0.000 

25 0.043 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.304 0.000 -0.174 -0.696 0.000 

26 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.462 0.077 0.000 -0.154 0.000 

27 0.143 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.286 0.143 -0.286 -0.286 0.000 

28 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.714 0.000 -0.143 -0.143 0.000 

29 0.333 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.111 0.111 -0.444 0.000 0.000 

30 0.125 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.292 0.000 -0.167 -0.667 0.000 

31 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -2.000 0.000 0.000 

32 0.481 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.074 0.148 -0.148 0.000 0.000 

33 0.304 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.087 0.087 -0.174 -0.174 0.000 

34 0.333 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Mean 0.374 0.012 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.126 0.067 -0.441 -0.145 0.000 

S. Dev 0.396 0.035 0.000 0.000 0.016 0.184 0.100 0.592 0.232 0.000 

Table 64. Connectivity gain for each business process model after each refactoring operator 

BP R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 

1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.370 -0.204 0.000 0.031 0.000 

2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1.000 0.000 0.000 

3 -0.167 0.005 0.050 0.000 0.116 0.160 0.116 -0.344 -0.050 0.000 

4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.150 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1.000 0.000 0.000 

6 -0.400 0.093 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.162 0.162 -0.901 -0.037 0.000 

7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1.000 0.000 0.000 

8 -0.051 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.049 -0.076 -0.012 -0.061 0.000 

9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1.000 0.000 0.000 

10 -2.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -3.200 0.000 0.000 

11 -3.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.455 -8.000 0.000 0.000 

12 -0.077 -0.017 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.043 -0.123 -0.202 0.000 

13 -0.375 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.284 0.041 -0.617 -0.188 0.000 

14 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

15 -0.160 -0.007 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.277 0.065 -0.106 0.008 0.000 

16 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

17 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

18 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

19 -0.083 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.071 -0.013 0.010 0.051 0.000 

20 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1.000 0.000 0.000 

21 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1.000 0.000 0.000 

22 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

23 -0.333 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.333 0.000 0.000 

24 -0.333 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.333 -1.000 0.000 0.000 

25 -0.045 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.154 0.000 -0.002 -0.145 0.000 

26 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.316 0.031 0.000 0.042 0.000 

27 -0.167 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.300 0.125 0.028 0.028 0.000 

28 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.887 0.000 0.069 0.069 0.000 

29 -0.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.325 0.100 -1.077 0.000 0.000 

30 -0.143 0.000 0.136 0.000 0.000 0.134 0.000 -0.013 -0.091 0.000 
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BP R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 

31 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1.000 0.000 0.000 

32 -0.929 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.252 0.187 -1.881 0.000 0.000 

33 -0.438 0.000 0.050 0.000 0.000 0.343 0.014 -0.619 -0.065 0.000 

34 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1.000 0.000 0.000 

Mean -0.271 0.002 0.007 0.000 0.003 0.154 0.041 -0.768 -0.018 0.000 

S. Dev 0.614 0.016 0.026 0.000 0.020 0.238 0.113 1.453 0.060 0.000 

Table 65. Separability gain for each business process model after each refactoring operator 

BP R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 

1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.778 0.000 0.000 0.000 

2 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.800 0.000 0.000 

3 0.200 0.133 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.133 0.000 -0.267 0.000 0.000 

4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

5 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.800 0.000 0.000 

6 0.333 0.167 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.333 -0.083 0.000 

7 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1.333 0.000 0.000 

8 0.095 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.238 -0.190 0.000 0.000 

9 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.800 0.000 0.000 

10 0.800 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.800 0.000 0.000 

11 0.750 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.083 -0.333 0.000 0.000 

12 0.100 0.100 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.400 0.000 0.000 

13 0.375 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.150 -0.100 0.000 0.000 

14 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

15 0.200 0.150 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.350 -0.200 0.000 0.000 

16 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

17 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

18 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

19 0.154 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.154 -0.308 0.000 0.000 

20 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -2.000 0.000 0.000 

21 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -2.000 0.000 0.000 

22 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

23 0.250 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.500 0.000 0.000 

24 0.250 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.250 -1.000 0.000 0.000 

25 0.100 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.400 0.000 0.000 

26 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

27 0.250 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.500 0.000 0.000 

28 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.500 0.000 0.000 

29 0.375 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.125 -0.500 0.000 0.000 

30 0.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.500 0.000 -0.667 0.000 0.000 

31 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -2.000 0.000 0.000 

32 0.520 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.160 -0.160 0.000 0.000 

33 0.467 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.267 0.133 -0.267 0.000 0.000 

34 0.333 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Mean 0.413 0.016 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.026 0.071 -0.505 -0.002 0.000 

S. Dev 0.388 0.046 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.098 0.154 0.578 0.014 0.000 

Table 66. Density gain for each business process model after each refactoring operator 

BP R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 

1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.259 -1.141 0.000 0.138 0.000 

2 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1.000 0.000 0.000 
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BP R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 

3 -0.373 -0.105 0.050 0.000 0.018 0.116 0.018 -0.120 0.087 0.000 

4 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.056 0.000 0.000 0.444 0.000 

5 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1.000 0.000 0.000 

6 -1.022 -0.072 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.093 0.093 -0.454 0.037 0.000 

7 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1.000 0.000 0.000 

8 -0.107 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.153 -0.229 0.080 0.357 0.000 

9 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1.000 0.000 0.000 

10 -14.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1.333 0.000 0.000 

11 -21.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.400 -5.600 0.000 0.000 

12 -0.167 -0.102 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.037 0.141 0.256 0.000 

13 -0.904 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.159 -0.102 -0.506 0.057 0.000 

14 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

15 -0.353 -0.128 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.036 -0.379 0.033 0.132 0.000 

16 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

17 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

18 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

19 -0.178 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.222 -0.206 0.146 0.182 0.000 

20 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1.000 0.000 0.000 

21 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1.000 0.000 0.000 

22 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

23 -1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.200 0.000 0.000 

24 -1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.143 0.000 0.000 

25 -0.095 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.240 0.000 0.152 0.337 0.000 

26 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.368 -0.057 0.000 0.179 0.000 

27 -0.400 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.050 -0.050 0.271 0.271 0.000 

28 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.511 0.000 0.193 0.193 0.000 

29 -1.400 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.229 -0.029 -0.385 0.000 0.000 

30 -0.314 0.000 0.136 0.000 0.000 -0.245 0.000 0.137 0.357 0.000 

31 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1.000 0.000 0.000 

32 -2.857 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.190 0.040 -1.497 0.000 0.000 

33 -1.108 0.000 0.050 0.000 0.000 0.277 -0.084 -0.370 0.099 0.000 

34 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 -1.000 0.000 0.000 

Mean -1.361 -0.012 0.007 0.000 0.001 0.033 -0.052 -0.493 0.092 0.000 

S. Dev 4.228 0.034 0.026 0.000 0.003 0.236 0.223 1.046 0.132 0.000 

7.2 Appendix II 

This appendix shows some data collected during the case study 1. Table 67 contains 

values for size gain after the application of each order. Similarly, Table 68, Table 69, 

and Table 70 contain values for connectivity, separability and density gains, 

respectively. 

For example, BP1 obtains a positive size gain with all orders. However, BP2 has a 

negative size gain when order 3, 4 and 5 are applied. This is because refactoring 

operators related to complete the model are applied in first place and this action causes 

an increase of the final size of such business process model. The initial configuration of 

BP2 causes different results when refactoring is applied. BP4, in turn, achieves a 
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negative size gain with all the orders. This is due to the initial configuration of such 

business process model.  

Table 67. Size gain for each business process model after each order application 

BP 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 0.765 0.294 0.294 0.294 0.765 0.765 

2 1.000 1.000 -0.400 -0.400 -0.400 1.000 

3 0.333 0.333 0.048 0.000 0.095 0.286 

4 -0.455 -0.727 -0.727 -0.727 -0.455 -0.455 

5 1.000 1.000 -0.800 -0.800 -0.800 1.000 

6 0.286 0.286 -0.071 0.000 -0.071 0.357 

7 1.000 1.000 -1.333 -1.333 -1.333 1.000 

8 -0.268 -0.561 -0.610 -0.610 -0.244 -0.195 

9 1.000 1.000 -0.800 -0.800 -0.800 1.000 

10 0.333 0.333 -0.667 -0.667 -0.667 0.333 

11 0.667 0.667 -0.250 -0.250 -0.250 0.667 

12 -0.643 -0.643 -0.714 -0.714 -0.714 -0.643 

13 0.291 0.109 -0.145 -0.127 0.091 0.364 

14 -0.167 0.500 0.500 1.000 -0.167 1.000 

15 0.655 0.345 0.207 0.207 0.552 0.690 

16 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

17 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

18 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

19 0.308 0.038 -0.077 -0.077 0.269 0.308 

20 1.000 1.000 -2.000 -2.000 -2.000 1.000 

21 1.000 1.000 -2.000 -2.000 -2.000 1.000 

22 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

23 -0.250 -0.250 -0.250 -0.250 -0.250 -0.250 

24 0.000 0.000 -0.750 -0.750 -0.750 0.000 

25 -0.348 -0.609 -0.739 -0.652 -0.391 -0.261 

26 0.231 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.231 0.231 

27 0.286 0.000 -0.429 -0.429 -0.143 0.286 

28 0.429 -0.286 -0.286 -0.286 0.500 0.714 

29 0.111 0.333 -0.222 -0.222 -0.222 0.111 

30 -0.250 -0.417 -0.833 -0.833 -0.292 0.000 

31 1.000 1.000 -2.000 -2.000 -2.000 1.000 

32 0.556 0.556 0.111 0.111 0.111 0.556 

33 0.174 0.087 -0.217 -0.217 0.174 0.478 

34 0.333 0.333 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.333 

Mean 0.335 0.257 -0.417 -0.398 -0.299 0.402 

S. Dev 0.489 0.535 0.672 0.697 0.713 0.481 

 

Regarding the connectivity gain, BP1 achieves negative gain when order 2, 3 and 4 are 

applied. Despite the fact that these orders achieve positive gain on size and separability, 

the connectivity is increased lightly. This means that the understandability is improved 

mainly when order 1 and 5 are applied, i.e., when completeness is applied in last place.  
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Table 68. Connectivity gain for each business process model after each order application 

BP 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 0.469 -0.122 -0.122 -0.122 0.469 0.469 

2 0.000 0.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.000 

3 -0.200 0.100 0.002 -0.150 -0.216 -0.120 

4 0.031 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.031 0.031 

5 0.000 0.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.000 

6 -0.711 -0.400 -0.763 -0.889 -0.970 -0.556 

7 0.000 0.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.000 

8 -0.130 -0.118 -0.111 -0.111 -0.188 -0.199 

9 0.000 0.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.000 

10 -2.000 -2.000 -3.200 -3.200 -3.200 -2.000 

11 -3.500 -3.500 -8.200 -8.200 -8.200 -3.500 

12 -0.251 -0.251 -0.264 -0.264 -0.264 -0.251 

13 -0.497 -0.581 -0.728 -0.756 -0.796 -0.603 

14 -0.143 1.000 1.000 1.000 -0.143 1.000 

15 -0.029 -0.132 -0.180 -0.180 -0.079 0.065 

16 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

17 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

18 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

19 -0.101 0.010 0.027 0.027 -0.108 -0.101 

20 0.000 0.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.000 

21 0.000 0.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.000 

22 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

23 -0.600 -0.600 -0.600 -0.600 -0.600 -0.600 

24 -0.500 -0.500 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 -0.500 

25 -0.178 -0.134 -0.116 -0.175 -0.184 -0.166 

26 0.247 0.105 0.105 0.105 0.247 0.247 

27 0.300 0.000 0.125 0.125 0.125 0.300 

28 0.605 0.122 0.122 0.122 0.548 0.661 

29 -0.800 -0.200 -0.964 -0.964 -1.291 -0.800 

30 -0.036 -0.043 -0.091 -0.091 -0.091 -0.091 

31 0.000 0.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.000 

32 -1.596 -0.904 -2.029 -2.029 -2.375 -1.596 

33 -0.392 -0.369 -0.684 -0.684 -0.574 -0.342 

34 0.000 0.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.000 

Mean -0.294 -0.250 -0.755 -0.766 -0.790 -0.254 

S. Dev 0.757 0.726 1.510 1.508 1.514 0.790 

Table 69. Separability gain for each business process model after each order application 

BP 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 0.556 0.778 0.778 0.778 0.556 0.556 

2 1.000 1.000 -0.400 -0.400 -0.400 1.000 

3 0.067 0.067 -0.333 -0.200 -0.200 0.067 

4 0.286 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.286 0.286 

5 1.000 1.000 -0.800 -0.800 -0.800 1.000 

6 0.167 0.167 -0.250 -0.167 -0.250 0.250 

7 1.000 1.000 -1.333 -1.333 -1.333 1.000 

8 0.095 0.143 0.048 0.048 0.143 0.238 

9 1.000 1.000 -0.800 -0.800 -0.800 1.000 

10 0.400 0.400 -0.800 -0.800 -0.800 0.400 
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BP 1 2 3 4 5 6 

11 0.667 0.667 -0.250 -0.250 -0.250 0.667 

12 -0.200 -0.200 -0.300 -0.300 -0.300 -0.200 

13 0.375 0.425 0.075 0.100 0.100 0.475 

14 -1.333 0.000 0.000 1.000 -1.333 1.000 

15 0.500 0.600 0.400 0.400 0.350 0.550 

16 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

17 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 

18 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

19 0.000 0.154 -0.077 -0.077 -0.077 0.000 

20 1.000 1.000 -2.000 -2.000 -2.000 1.000 

21 1.000 1.000 -2.000 -2.000 -2.000 1.000 

22 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

23 -0.250 -0.250 -0.250 -0.250 -0.250 -0.250 

24 0.000 0.000 -0.750 -0.750 -0.750 0.000 

25 -0.300 -0.100 -0.400 -0.200 -0.400 -0.100 

26 -0.667 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.667 -0.667 

27 -0.250 0.250 -0.500 -0.500 -1.000 -0.250 

28 -1.000 -0.500 -0.500 -0.500 -0.750 0.000 

29 0.000 0.250 -0.375 -0.375 -0.375 0.000 

30 0.500 0.500 -0.667 -0.667 -0.667 0.500 

31 1.000 1.000 -2.000 -2.000 -2.000 1.000 

32 0.520 0.520 0.040 0.040 0.040 0.520 

33 0.333 -0.067 -0.067 -0.067 -0.133 0.333 

34 0.333 0.333 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.333 

Mean 0.259 0.357 -0.368 -0.326 -0.443 0.374 

S. Dev 0.587 0.448 0.679 0.718 0.700 0.469 

 

Table 70 shows negative density gain in the most of the cases. However, some business 

process models such as BP4, BP8 and BP12 achive positive density gain. This could be 

due to the configuration of such business processes. Other business process models such 

as BP11 achieve the highest negative density gain. In such case, refactoring may not be 

necessary.  

Table 70. Density gain for each business process model after each order application 

BP 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 -1.833 -0.631 -0.631 -0.631 -1.833 -1.833 

2 0.000 0.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.000 

3 -0.846 -0.385 -0.050 -0.150 -0.351 -0.600 

4 0.354 0.444 0.444 0.444 0.354 0.354 

5 0.000 0.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.000 

6 -1.472 -1.022 -0.637 -0.889 -0.830 -1.528 

7 0.000 0.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.000 

8 0.114 0.290 0.316 0.316 0.050 0.001 

9 0.000 0.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.000 

10 -4.000 -4.000 -1.333 -1.333 -1.333 -4.000 

11 -15.500 -15.500 -6.229 -6.229 -6.229 -15.500 

12 0.261 0.261 0.286 0.286 0.286 0.261 

13 -1.127 -0.778 -0.505 -0.555 -0.979 -1.547 
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BP 1 2 3 4 5 6 

14 0.048 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.048 1.000 

15 -2.201 -0.762 -0.501 -0.501 -1.519 -2.274 

16 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

17 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

18 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

19 -0.618 -0.032 0.099 0.099 -0.539 -0.618 

20 0.000 0.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.000 

21 0.000 0.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.000 

22 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

23 -0.200 -0.200 -0.200 -0.200 -0.200 -0.200 

24 -0.500 -0.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.500 

25 0.136 0.307 0.370 0.301 0.160 0.084 

26 -0.004 0.105 0.105 0.105 -0.004 -0.004 

27 -0.050 0.000 0.417 0.417 0.250 -0.050 

28 0.266 0.328 0.328 0.328 0.022 -0.468 

29 -1.057 -0.920 -0.571 -0.571 -0.833 -1.057 

30 0.178 0.273 0.416 0.416 0.164 -0.091 

31 0.000 0.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.000 

32 -5.136 -3.500 -2.424 -2.424 -2.815 -5.136 

33 -0.701 -0.506 -0.372 -0.372 -0.923 -1.683 

34 0.000 0.000 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 0.000 

Mean -0.997 -0.757 -0.520 -0.534 -0.737 -1.041 

S. Dev 2.827 2.779 1.219 1.218 1.202 2.836 

7.3 Appendix III 

This appendix contains orders which led to the greatest mean gains (see Section 5.1.1). 

The following tables show matrices built during the pattern extraction mechanism to 

determine the best position of each operator. Shaded cells are the positions that have 

been repeated in more than 25% of cases. 

For example Table 71 gives that the best position for applying R1 is in second place 

while R6 should be applied in first place. The table also provides that R4, R5 and R10 

could be applied in any order. R10, in particular, could be applied in any order to 

achieve the best value for all measures. However, R4 should be applied in first positions 

to achieve the best connectivity, separability and density. 

Table 71. Best Size Gain (Percentile 99). The positions repeated most (>25%) have been shaded 

 
 

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 

P
o
si

ti
o
n

 

0 9072 0 0 3672 3672 15120 1512 0 0 3672 

1 10752 0 1680 3672 3672 5040 3192 5040 0 3672 

2 8232 0 2310 3672 3672 3780 3822 7560 0 3672 

3 4992 1440 2850 3672 3672 4500 4002 7920 0 3672 

4 2472 4200 3600 3672 3672 4320 4032 6840 240 3672 

5 960 7248 4464 3672 3672 2880 4032 5040 1080 3672 

6 240 9216 5184 3672 3672 1080 4032 3060 2892 3672 
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7 0 8904 5544 3672 3672 0 4032 1260 5964 3672 

8 0 5712 5544 3672 3672 0 4032 0 10416 3672 

9 0 0 5544 3672 3672 0 4032 0 16128 3672 

Table 72. Best Connectivity Gain (Percentile 99). The positions repeated most (>25%) have been 

shaded 

 
 

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 

P
o
si

ti
o
n

 

0 18864 3024 576 3888 3672 0 3024 0 0 3672 

1 10128 3024 576 3888 3672 0 3024 8736 0 3672 

2 4920 4032 576 3888 3672 2520 3024 10416 0 3672 

3 2040 4968 1296 3888 3672 5400 3144 8640 0 3672 

4 648 5472 2796 3888 3672 7440 3324 5568 240 3672 

5 120 5184 4764 3792 3672 8400 3468 2640 1008 3672 

6 0 4086 6774 3552 3672 7920 3648 720 2676 3672 

7 0 2898 8274 3312 3672 5040 4128 0 5724 3672 

8 0 2520 8064 3312 3672 0 4968 0 10512 3672 

9 0 1512 3024 3312 3672 0 4968 0 16560 3672 

Table 73. Best Separability Gain (Percentile 99). The positions repeated most (>25%) have been 

shaded 

 
 

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 

P
o
si

ti
o
n

 

0 0 11592 2520 4536 4824 15120 2304 0 2520 4824 

1 6720 6552 2856 4536 4824 6720 3984 0 7224 4824 

2 7560 3192 3822 4956 4824 5040 4824 2520 6678 4824 

3 6480 1992 4578 5316 4824 5760 5184 5040 4242 4824 

4 5640 2652 5064 5376 4824 6180 5304 6360 2016 4824 

5 5688 4380 5448 5136 4824 5220 5328 6336 1056 4824 

6 6156 6120 5808 4776 4824 3150 5328 5598 1656 4824 

7 5964 6720 6048 4536 4824 1050 5328 5250 3696 4824 

8 4032 5040 6048 4536 4824 0 5328 6552 7056 4824 

9 0 0 6048 4536 4824 0 5328 10584 12096 4824 

Table 74. Best Density Gain (Percentile 99). The positions repeated most (>25%) have been shaded 

 
 

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 

P
o
si

ti
o
n

 

0 0 0 14832 0 3969 0 3384 11232 2304 3969 

1 1960 0 9792 1008 3969 0 3384 9272 6336 3969 

2 3920 462 6138 2184 3969 0 3384 7312 8352 3969 

3 5880 1356 3660 3378 3969 0 3384 5352 8742 3969 

4 7360 2652 2268 4440 3969 720 3384 3512 7416 3969 

5 7760 4224 1560 5244 3969 2880 3384 1960 4740 3969 

6 6720 5904 1020 5544 3969 6480 3444 840 1800 3969 

7 4410 7524 420 5124 3969 10290 3774 210 0 3969 

8 1680 8784 0 4704 3969 11760 4824 0 0 3969 

9 0 8784 0 8064 3969 7560 7344 0 0 3969 
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Table 75, Table 76, Table 77 and Table 78 determine the worst position of each 

operator regarding the size, connectivity, separability and density, respectively. For 

example, Table 75 shows that the worst position for R1 is in last place. 

Table 75. Worst Size Gain (Percentile 1). The positions repeated most (>25%) have been shaded 

 R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 

P
o
si

ti
o
n

 

0 0 0 0 0 7848 0 7848 54936 7848 0 

1 0 5040 5040 6384 7848 20160 7848 18312 7848 0 

2 0 7560 7140 7938 7848 22680 7848 4578 7848 5040 

3 720 8760 8100 8262 7848 17640 7848 654 7848 10800 

4 2520 9300 8760 8616 7848 10860 7848 0 7848 14880 

5 5496 9516 9360 9096 7848 5220 7848 0 7848 16248 

6 9558 9576 9840 9456 7848 1710 7848 0 7848 14796 

7 14490 9576 10080 9576 7848 210 7848 0 7848 11004 

8 19992 9576 10080 9576 7848 0 7848 0 7848 5712 

9 25704 9576 10080 9576 7848 0 7848 0 7848 0 

Table 76. Worst Connectivity Gain (Percentile 1). The positions repeated most (>25%) have been 

shaded 

 
 

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 

P
o
si

ti
o
n

 

0 0 5040 0 0 720 0 720 0 0 720 

1 0 1680 0 0 720 0 720 0 3360 720 

2 0 420 840 0 720 1260 720 0 2520 720 

3 0 60 1440 120 720 1980 720 360 1080 720 

4 60 0 1560 360 720 1860 720 960 240 720 

5 252 0 1344 672 720 1260 720 1512 0 720 

6 630 0 1008 1008 720 630 720 1764 0 720 

7 1218 0 672 1344 720 210 720 1596 0 720 

8 2016 0 336 1680 720 0 720 1008 0 720 

9 3024 0 0 2016 720 0 720 0 0 720 

Table 77. Worst Separability Gain (Percentile 1). The positions repeated most (>25%) have been 

shaded 

 
 

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 

P
o
si

ti
o
n

 

0 0 4320 0 0 1080 0 4320 0 0 1080 

1 0 4320 0 0 1080 0 4320 0 0 1080 

2 0 1800 0 0 1080 5040 1800 0 0 1080 

3 0 360 720 720 1080 4320 360 1440 720 1080 

4 240 0 1440 1440 1080 1440 0 2640 1440 1080 

5 768 0 1728 1728 1080 0 0 2688 1728 1080 

6 1440 0 1728 1728 1080 0 0 2016 1728 1080 

7 2112 0 1728 1728 1080 0 0 1344 1728 1080 

8 2784 0 1728 1728 1080 0 0 672 1728 1080 

9 3456 0 1728 1728 1080 0 0 0 1728 1080 
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Table 78. Worst Density Gain (Percentile 1). The positions repeated most (>25%) have been shaded 

 
 

R1 R2 R3 R4 R5 R6 R7 R8 R9 R10 

P
o
si

ti
o
n

 

0 0 0 0 2592 2592 18144 0 0 0 2592 

1 0 10080 0 2592 2592 6048 2016 0 0 2592 

2 2520 8820 0 2592 2592 1512 2772 0 2520 2592 

3 4680 4860 360 2592 2592 216 2988 360 4680 2592 

4 5520 1800 1140 2592 2592 0 3024 1140 5520 2592 

5 5136 360 2244 2592 2592 0 3024 2244 5136 2592 

6 4032 0 3528 2592 2592 0 3024 3528 4032 2592 

7 2688 0 4872 2592 2592 0 3024 4872 2688 2592 

8 1344 0 6216 2592 2592 0 3024 6216 1344 2592 

9 0 0 7560 2592 2592 0 3024 7560 0 2592 

7.4 Appendix IV 

Here is the training example provided to the participants before the experiment was 

conducted (see Section 5.1.4). Figure 50 shows the material for the example. This 

model has been obtained from Tabula information system and no refactoring operator 

has been applied. Figure 51 shows the questionnaires for the above material. The first 

questionnaire corresponds to the understandability part, while the second one 

corresponds to the modifiability part. Each questionnaire is on a separate page. 
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Figure 50. Material for the training example 
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Figure 51. Questionnaires for the training example 
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7.5 Appendix V 

This appendix corresponds to case study of Section 5.1.4 and shows a Shapiro-Wilk test 

checked the normality of the UEffec, uEffec, MEffec, mEffec, UEffic and MEffic across 

levels of T. Hypotheses for this test are as follows: 

H0: The sample follows a normal distribution  

H1: The sample does not follow a normal distribution  

Therefore, if the statistical significance (p-value) is lower than 0.05 the null hypothesis 

is rejected and the alternative one is accepted. Table 79 gives the value of the statistical 

significance. The p-value is lower than 0.05 when data were studied all together without 

division by experimental material. That means that the null hypothesis is rejected and 

the distribution is not normal, with a significance level of 95%. However, when the 

division by experimental material is achieved, p-value is greater than 0.05 in some cases 

(see bold cells in Table 80), which means the null hypothesis cannot be rejected in such 

cases. In any case, parametric tests cannot be applied in this experiment. 

Table 79. Shapiro-Wilk test overall 

T 
UEffec uEffec MEffec mEffec UEffic MEffic 

p-value sig p-value sig p-value sig p-value sig p-value sig p-value sig 

0 0.9052 0.0000 0.9350 0.0000 0.8050 0.0000 0.9258 0.0000 0.9171 0.0000 0.8918 0.0000 

R 0.6978 0.0000 0.8669 0.0000 0.4990 0.0000 0.8751 0.0000 0.9148 0.0000 0.9223 0.0000 

Table 80. Shapiro-Wilk test for each source model 

Model T 
UEffec uEffec MEffec mEffec UEffic MEffic 

p-value sig p-value sig p-value sig p-value sig p-value sig p-value sig 

M1 
0 0.6012 0.0000 0.7524 0.0000 0.6889 0.0000 0.8137 0.0000 0.9534 0.1549 0.8133 0.0000 

R 0.6399 0.0000 0.8218 0.0001 0.2698 0.0000 0.7232 0.0000 0.7763 0.0000 0.8701 0.0014 

M2 
0 0.8152 0.0000 0.9215 0.0258 0.8033 0.0001 0.9070 0.0108 0.9548 0.2118 0.9732 0.6108 

R 0.7550 0.0000 0.9171 0.0134 0.6577 0.0000 0.9223 0.0188 0.9083 0.0088 0.8593 0.0005 

M3 
0 0.8238 0.0000 0.9537 0.1589 0.7721 0.0000 0.9361 0.0471 0.9644 0.3249 0.7870 0.0000 

R 0.8238 0.0000 0.8565 0.0007 0.2698 0.0000 0.9178 0.0207 0.9121 0.0146 0.8513 0.0005 

M4 
0 0.8989 0.0068 0.9415 0.0911 0.7623 0.0000 0.9338 0.0558 0.8481 0.0005 0.8977 0.0063 

R 0.7167 0.0000 0.7266 0.0000 0.3778 0.0000 0.8679 0.0007 0.8980 0.0041 0.9457 0.0913 

M5 
0 0.8930 0.0030 0.9193 0.0175 0.7453 0.0000 0.9229 0.0249 0.9386 0.0559 0.9135 0.0107 

R 0.7957 0.0000 0.9096 0.0145 0.6614 0.0000 0.8395 0.0003 0.9626 0.3420 0.9547 0.2107 
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